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BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
INTRODUCTION 
My interest in the possibility of using drama to explore cross cultural boundaries happened 
by chance. The power of the dramatic experience to transform the simplest narrative into 
layers of complex, rich story has always fascinated me. Much of my classroom practice as a 
drama teacher has focussed on the variegated fabric of fiction; of bringing to life the world of 
the imagination. More recently, this interest has extended to using drama to explore the 
importance of remembering personal and collective pasts which draw on memories, folk 
stories, legends and dreams. 
A chance reading of an Indian folk poem Ajamil and the Tigers (Kolaktar, A., in Poems by 
Black & Asian Poets, 1990: 7-108) iniated what was to develop into an unexpected detour in 
my curriculum planning. 
This was the journey of The Kartini Project 
AJAMIL and the TIGERS 
The tiger people went to their king 
and said "We're starving. 
We have nothing to eat 
not a bite, 
for fifteen days and sixteen nights. 
Ajamil has got a new sheep dog. 
He cramps our style 
and won't let us get within a mile of meat." 
"That's shocking," 
said the tiger king. 
"Why didn't you come to see me before? 
Make preparations for a banquet. 
I'm gonna teach that sheepdog a lesson he'll never forget." 
"Hear hear," said the tigers. 
"Careful," said the queen. 
But he was already gone. Alone 
into the darkness before the dawn. 
In an hour he was back, 
the good king. 
A black patch on his eye. 
His tail in a sling. 
And said, "I've got it all planned 
now that I know the lie of the land. 
All of us will have to try. 
We'll outnumber the son of a bitch. 
And this time there will be no hitch. 
Because this time I shall be leading the attack." 
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Quick as lightning 
the sheepdog was. 
He took them all in as prisoners of war, 
the fifty tigers and the tiger king, 
before they could get their paws 
on a single sheep. 
They never had a chance. 
The dog was in fifty-one places all at once. 
He strung them all out in a daisy chain 
and flung them in front of his boss in one big heap. 
"Nice dog you got there, Ajamil," 
said the tiger king. 
Looking a little ill 
and spitting out a tooth. 
"But there's been a bit of a misunderstanding. 
We could've wiped out your herd in one clear sweep. 
But we were not trying to creep up on your sheep. 
We feel that means are more important than ends. 
We were coming to see you as friends. 
And that's the truth." 
The sheepdog was the type 
who had never told a lie in his life. 
He was built along simpler lines 
and he was simply disgusted. 
He kept on making frantic signs. 
But Amajil, the good shepherd 
refused to meet his eyes 
and pretended to believe every single word 
of whatever the tiger king said. 
And seemed to be taken in by all the lies. 
Ajamil cut them loose 
and asked them to stay for dinner. 
It was an offer the tigers couldn't refuse. 
And after the lamb chops, the roast, 
when Ajamil proposed 
they sign a long-term friendship treaty, 
and the tigers roared, 
"We couldn't agree with you more." 
And swore they would be good friends all their lives 
as they put down the forks and the knives. 
Ajamil signed a pact 
with the tiger people and sent them back. 
Laden with gifts of sheep, leather jackets, and balls of wool. 
Ajamil wasn't a fool. 
Like all good shepherds he knew 
that even tigers have got to eat sometimes. 
A good shepherd sees to it they do. 
He is free to play a flute all day 
as well-fed tigers and fat sheep drink from the same pond 
with a full stomach for a common bond. 
(Arun Kolatkar) 
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I gave this story to a class of drama students. The task brief was to contextualise it in an 
Australian historical framework that imaged time as a linear progression. We agreed to 
frame the dramas from pre-White settlement to the year 2000. The result was an anthology 
of dramatic performance that ranged from tribal initiation ceremonies, explorers negotiating 
new land, through to a Vietnamese family opening a food kitchen in suburban Brisbane. 
The story re-shaped itself many times, but the form of the original was always recognisable. 
We then chose one of the representations and attempted to overlay it with historical 
research. The class spent time in the library researching and gathering material on the 
subject. Once back in the classroom, they worked in two groups on a presentation that "re-
told" the story, this time basing it as much as possible on the researched material. The result 
was two interesting and challenging dramas, featuring the same protagonists, the same 
events, but there the commonalities ended; their respective lenses focussed on different 
aspects of the research so that their dramas told different stories. 
I then told the students that our "history" was already overflowing; we could keep only one 
of the two stories given. How were we to choose? The discussion that followed raised some 
interesting questions for us: who "writes" the histories of our time; who "wrote" the histories 
of our past; what is retained and more importantly, what is left out? Who is it that makes 
these choices? 
We did not pursue the discussion beyond the lesson, but I was struck by my students' sense 
of ownership of the histories they had told, and the historical truth (their faithfulness to the 
library research) in their work. I also saw the beginnings of their understanding that we do 
not live in one world; that we live in many and that there is "no monopoly in explanation, in 
truth" (Abbs, 1989:104). 
This raised new questions for me as the classroom teacher of drama. How can drama be 
used as a means of exploring the specifics of-social, political and historicat issues which 
determine how students see their world and how they make their choices? It also made me 
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question my purpose as an educator I artmaker positioned between the curriculum and the 
lives of my students. 
I looked closely at the factors that would help me find some common ground. 
For this purpose I devised a unit of work which would take this class of Year 12 students to 
Indonesia on a two week drama trip. The purpose was to help the students use drama to 
explore the social, political and historical issues that determined how they saw their world. 
Before we left Australia, we spent time discussing the politics and culture of Indonesia, and 
went through a process of orientation designed to buffer the anticipated "culture shock". 
When we returned to Australia, the class worked on a dramatic interpretation of their 
"journey". They called this work "The Culture of Tourism". As their teacher and fellow 
traveller, I was amazed at their ability to reflect and experiment with dramatic form to 
recreate their experiences. It was particularly interesting that they were determined, before 
they left, not to be seen as "typical tourists" but to try to seek out the "local voice", the "real 
Indonesian". Personal experience showed instead that they felt themselves na'ive for even 
entertaining this notion; they were always "tourists". 
The work that grew from their experience saw them confronting the varied stereotypes of 
their own world view - the challenge in their dramatic presentation was in the way they 
negotiated these alternative perspectives. 
Central to this work was the question: "whose truth is it anyway?". Which is more "real" -
the Balinese Kuta culture long mutated by commercial greed, or the Balinese hill culture that 
still has not embraced the 20th Century? The hawker selling fake temple relics- whom is he 
deceiving - us, himself, both, neither? 
The whole experience, from workshop through to final presentation, took the students from 
the safe position of their known daily life into situations where there were -no certainties. 
They explored the concept of the outsider and the impact of first world culture on third 
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world culture. They explored political ideologies whose truths are not founded in 
democracy, societies built on non-Christian frameworks, and views of Australia and 
Australians from an Asian perspective. 
One interesting dramatic moment happened in an early workshop when they went (under 
their own direction) back to the story of "Ajamil and the Tigers" and used it again as a model 
for storytelling. However this time, their research was their own "insider" experience. They 
treated one another's stories with suspicion: "It didn't happen like that. I was there." 
Of course the learning experiences for each student were different, but the shift in the 
collective "gaze" of the class group was astonishing. Their work acknowledged that they 
had glimpsed other "truths" outside their own direct experience, and that "they were 
beginning to look at things as if they could be otherwise". (Greene in Abbs, 1989:215). 
As a teacher, I could mark my students' milestones along their journey and have the 
satisfaction of seeing them confront and negotiate broader horizons. There were also lots of 
new issues and questions that became apparent. One of these issues was the way the group 
had never seen themselves as other than Australian tourists, despite their initial resolve to be 
anything but. How did they see their Australia in relation to Indonesia and Asia in general? 
Why did they so determinedly hold on to their stereotyped notion of the "typical Aussie" as 
soon as they left Australia? And when they told their "stories" later, why was it that their 
work articulated only Australian voices? I felt that I had empowered them to climb the fence 
and look over the top, but that they needed specific equipment if they were going to climb 
down the other side to actually experience and exchange. 
In his discussion on the possibilities and limitations of intercultural exchange, Barker, 
(in Pavis, 1996: 248) warns of the danger of boundary crossing becoming mere sampling of 
the exotic, "To cross boundaries now is to enter a minefield and we should be very tentative about 
how we cross these lines and be very careful where we put our feet". Barker argues 
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that for an intercultural exchange and understanding to be possible, there needs to be a 
shared context which allows for meeting and meaningful exchange: 
At the heart of all considerations of intercultural penetration and exchange one is 
forced to make the choice between the global village and a world of differences. 
And central to this is the nature of the context in which the exchange takes place. 
(Barker, C. in Pavis, 1996: 250). 
These reflections on his intercultural exchanges had clear resonances for my own work. 
My concern was that during the drama trip to Indonesia my students had not progressed 
beyond being cultural voyeurs, and the resulting performance work, although intentionally 
satirical, bore the marks of the cultural bower bird. 
I heeded Barker's timely warning that when you cross cultural boundaries you need to 
establish a shared context if any meeting or meaningful exchange is to take place. Barker 
characterises the history of European Modern Theatre as one marked by instances of cultural 
misinterpretation that is giving without taking, or the use of Oriental appropriation with 
little consideration given to the culture from which techniques and influences were 
appropriated. I found his concluding remarks insightful and relevant to the process I was 
trying to shape: 
The future of intercultural penetration and exchange lies for me in the structuring 
of meetings between individuals and groups of people, in which there are some 
shared features of understanding, but which also embody a range of cultural 
differences ... Not giving solely or taking solely but giving and taking in exchange. 
(Barker, C. in Pavis, 1996: 256) 
The impact of this on my own work meant that I had to rethink my approach to Asian 
Studies in the Drama curriculum. It became clear that what had been missing from the 
students' performance work was this notion of the shared context. There was a need to 
create a purposeful learning structure that would use fieldwork to authenticate the students' 
understanding of their Asian experiences. 
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This reconsideration brought me to a summary position of focus which became the genesis 
of The Kartini Project: What issues will the drama teacher encounter when shel uses 
fieldwork and intercultural investigation as a means of creating authentic Asian-
Australian drama experiences? 





Playbuilding the Kartini Story 
The students used playbuilding techniques in their classwork to reconstruct 
the life of Kartini from "received" (i.e. published material) historical 
material. This material was teacher generated. 
The Field Trip 
The students journeyed to Indonesia. They took their play into Kartini's 
province and performed them to a local central Javanese audience. They 
also used this time in the field to gather anecdotal "insider" material about 
Kartini's life and her world. 
Reframing Kartini's Story 
When they returned to the classroom the students used the "insider" 
material they had gathered as the basis for remaking their work; for re-
negotiating the "truths" of the Kartini story. 
Each of these stages addressed different aspects of classroom practice required for preparing, 
experiencing and resolving a cross cultural drama project. The Findings from these three 
stages of The Kartini Project are intended to provide a summary framework for drama 
teachers who plan to undertake a similar project. 
1 For the purpose of convenience only, the word she is used throughout the project to refer to the 
drama teacher. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Finding Common Ground 
" ... into the darkness before the dawn" 
(Ajamil and the Tigers) 
LOCATING THE PROJECT 
The first task was to find a suitable location for the intercultural experience to take place. 
Because I had already spent some time in 1992 setting up networks and learning the 
protocols particular to the area, I chose to return to Indonesia. The students who took part in 
the 1992 trip had cited their experiences in Central Java as the highlight of their time away, 
so I narrowed the choice of field to this area. 
FINDING A FOCUS FOR THE FIELDWORK 
The next important consideration was to seek out a suitable focus that would establish some 
common ground for the fieldwork. I needed to work with issues that would have sufficient 
interest and scope for the drama students both in the preparatory classroom work and in the 
field. It seemed obvious to begin by narrowing down some of the major areas of differences 
between the two countries; namely history and culture. 
In my own reading about Javanese culture, I had been fascinated by the story of Kartini, a 
young Javanese woman, born in the 1870s, who had worked tirelessly to establish a system 
of education for Javanese women. She was not much older than the students themselves 
when she died, and her story resonated with issues that I believed the participant group 
would still find relevant and interesting in their own time. 
This then became my starting point- I chose to-locate the intercultural experience in Central 
Java and focus the drama work on the life history of a Javanese woman, Kartini. 
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JUSTIFYING CHOICES: THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF LOCATING THE PROJECT IN AUSTRALIA AND ASIA 
For students to be able to define and locate themselves within their own historical time, they 
must have an awareness of where they are placed historically within a global context. To 
negotiate the differences of geography, economics and politics, they must also be able to 
recognise and identify the historical markers that have led them to their current position. 
Central to the project was the notion of identifying and negotiating the common ground on 
which differences build. This was dependent on the students recognising the character of 
their own social and historical identity which meant not only defining the project for them in 
terms of where it was placed in the immediate sense, but also explaining why a deliberate 
choice had been made to locate the work in an Asian context. 
The problem of defining and positioning Asia has been with Australia since white 
settlement. Richard White begins his book Inventing Australia (1981:36) by calling it "this 
history of a national obsession". The colonists arrived with their own cultural baggage, and as 
the only western society (along with New Zealand) in the Asian Pacific hemisphere, they 
chose the European imperial practice of exploiting people. Broinowski states that "The 
European vision of all Eastern people as exotic, remote, inferior, and subject to the political, military, 
economic, cultural and sexual dominance of the West prevailed." (1992:2) In seizing what they 
"believed" to be empty land, the colonists denied their Aboriginal predecessors' very 
existence; it was the beginning of what Castles refers to as "the ambiguous Australian 
condition" (1992:7). Australia grew as part of the British Empire, but unlike any of Britain's 
other far flung colonies, there was never a struggle for independence. Australia was made a 
nation by the 1901 Act of Parliament. 
Castles describes nationhood in this way: "The creation of a nation as a struggle for 
independence is usually the pre-eminent moment for the definition of national character, language, 
culture and myths." (1992:7) As a result of not having to fight a bloody battle for 
independence, Australia has spent this century struggling for national definition. 
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White (1981) has also documented the changing attempts to define the "Australian type". 
He examines the emphasis on masculinity, and on masculine friendships, team-work and on 
"mateship". According to White, being Australian has always been defined in both sexist 
and racist terms. In the early days, the settlers were hostile to anyone interested in their 
land. In this initial fear of Asians invading in their millions and taking over the land and its 
wealth (as they themselves had so recently done) was the beginning of a national infestation 
of racial prejudice, ignorance and bigotry. On the other side of the world away from the 
apron strings of "mother" England, and sitting on the edge of the Asian Pacific Rim, there 
was little acknowledgement that Australia was located in a geographic region abounding in 
rich, traditional and contemporary cultures. 
However, post war immigration resulted in mass settlement of migrants from a wide range 
of countries that made the maintenance of a racist definition of the nation, and of the 
Australian "type", impossible. White (1981) also says that the origin of Australia's multi-
ethnic society was, in reality, a strategic ploy to make the country economically and 
militarily strong enough to keep the "yellow peril" at bay. It was seeded in short term 
market interests, with little consideration of long term projections or consequences. 
There was certainly no desire to create a multi-ethnic nation, yet Australia has become a 
country with at least eighty different ethnic groups. Forty percent of the Australian people 
today are immigrants, or children of immigrants. 
The absorption of so many ethnic groups has brought new tensions, particularly in the light 
of political events as we approach the millennium. There are grave problems with simplistic 
notions of a multicultural society, so often promoted for pragmatic political reasons, or 
denigrated in the wave of backlash conservatism that has marked Australian politics in the 
late 1990's. 
The driving force seems to be to describe ours and other geographic regions in simple terms 
as though the cultures were homogeneous. Since the coinage of the term "multiculturalism" 
in 1972 by the then Immigration Minister, Al Grassby, it has become not only a new 
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Australian word, but translated into a comprehensive ideology of what Australia is 
supposed to be. Castles argues that the idea of "multiculturalism" was invented in the 1970s 
"because there was this need for a new national identity and as such it was an attempt to modify 
existing concepts of the nation to match up to the new realities." (Castles, 1992:12). 
Multiculturalism was embraced by subsequent governments, both Labour and Conservative, 
and in the face of a surge in neo nationalism, it continues to fuel the dominant discourse in 
an attempt to define the nation. 
Perhaps in our current political climate, multiculturalism as an ideology could be seen as 
outdated, that Australia is now part of a global community and needs to move beyond the 
concept of "national identity". Through the crisis of modernity we are all united by the 
consequences of outcomes -economically, ecologically, and politically. Certainly there has 
been an historical shift from the imposed demarcations of European expansionism and its 
inherent colonial power structure, towards "globalisation". The reality today shows 
international economies dissecting the globe into zones which are definable more by the 
flow of economy and power, than by geographical boundaries. Yet national identity holds 
its own as a powerful primary force influencing where a country is positioned in the global 
power structure. 
So, it would be naive to assume that, despite recent economic upheaval in Asia, Australia's 
interest in the Asia Pacific area is not closely affiliated with and dependent upon, economic 
imperatives. Australian relations with Asia have become a central aspect of public policy 
discussion. The debate continues to proceed primarily in terms of economic imperatives and 
the need for Australia to obtain a recognised role in the emerging power and economic blocs 
of the region. It would seem too the prevailing attitude is that the role of culture lies most 
appropriately as a facilitator for the more important outcome of financial transaction. 
Gareth Evans referred to this collaboration between Australian and Asian artists as a major 
exercise in cultural diplomacy, which will clearly assist ongoing government and business interaction 
with the region. (1992: Media Release, Queensland Art Gallery) The emphasis on fiscal 
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transaction rather than on developing cultural exchange as a means for promoting a deeper 
understanding of the cultures and societies of the Asia Pacific region (including Australia) 
will continue to play Australia as a separatist Western entity rather than as a part of Asia. 
Hamilton (1993:371) believes that these concerns with national identity, regional significance, 
and cultural literacy have resulted from the recognition that Australians have a significant 
problem with the idea that they live in Asia, let alone the idea that they might be Asians. 
This has made it difficult to deal with Asia in terms of commerce, and also in communicative 
relations through which, finally, all deals are done. Her suggestion is to re-focus the 
Australian gaze; to reframe the common Australian assumption of Asia as part of an under 
developed and primitive place that is "somewhere else", not here and not in competition 
with "us" and see instead that Australia, particularly through bilateral trade (and hopefully 
in the future through more intercultural exchange), is part of the single entity "Asia". The 
following projections were offered in a speech by Professor Ross Garnet in the Weekend 
Australian (6-7 Nov. 1994: 16) : 
By the year 2020, the Chinese economy alone will be as large as the United States, 
a united Korea will have an economy about the same size as Germany and the 
Indonesian economy will be as large as any in Europe outside Germany. The total 
output from East Asia will equal that of Western Europe and North America 
combined. The issue that this poses is the place that Australia will occupy in this 
emerging dynamic. 
Indicators are still that Australia is uniquely placed to make a special contribution to this 
evolution. In the geographic context of Professor Garnet's projections, Australia is 
strategically placed at the cultural interface and has much to gain from the crossover of 
imagination and form which exemplifies the best things to be hoped for, culturally, at this 
interface. A rapidly Asianising population, increasing personal contacts and travel to and 
from the Asian region can provide a foundation for this. It was the growing awareness of 
this dynamic that had inspired me to take the 1992 drama trip to Indonesia. Two years later 
I was even more convinced that by choosing Indonesia as the field location, I was setting up 
a site that had good potential for a real exploration, translation and exchange of cultures to 
take place. 
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I chose Indonesia for the first visit because, as a close neighbour, it highlighted many of the 
issues pertinent to this cultural interface. Australia's former ambassador to Indonesia, 
Richard Woolcott, in an article Beyond Prejudice forecasts that Indonesia, as the largest, most 
resource rich, most influential nation within South-East Asia will loom only larger in Australia's 
political and economic fate. The simple geopolitical reality is that a stable, prosperous Indonesia is of 
enormous importance to Australia. (The Weekend Australian, 5-6 Nov. 1994: 16) Political 
upheaval in the late 1990s lends a more sombre interpretation to this prophecy. 
Several localised initiatives saw the signing, in 1992, of a sister-state agreement between 
Queensland and the province of Central Java, and by Brisbane City Council and the city of 
Semarang. As part of establishing this initiative, the Central Java Development and 
Information Office, jointly provided by the Queensland State Government and the Brisbane 
City Council was opened in July, 1992. There is a corresponding office in Semarang. 
Commenting on the importance of these arrangements, Richard Joel, director of Brisbane's 
Office of Economic Development, stated: Indonesia is a vital and growing trading partner for 
Queensland, and cultural exchange is seen as viewed by the Indonesians as almost equal in 
importance to trade. Trade generally follows after cultural exchange. (Business in Queensland, 20 
Sept., 1993: 9) 
This established link between Queensland and Central Java was instrumental in my original 
choice to locate the 1992 drama trip in Indonesia. During this visit to Indonesia, the students 
spent some time in Central Java and were hosted in homestays by local Semarang families. 
The visit, which coincided with a Trade mission led by the then Queensland Premier, Wayne 
Goss (the group was invited to a State Dinner for Goss held by Governor Soewardi) was 
regarded a success and a formal request was made to the Queensland government that more 
student visits be encouraged. I decided to draw on the goodwill of the 1992 visit when 
setting up the fieldwork for the new project. Having gained some valuable groundwork and 
insight from that initial contact, the challenge was now to create a dramatic framework that 
would promote an exchange of culture. 
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The participant group attended St Peters Lutheran College, Brisbane. In the 1994 academic 
year, 8.8 percent of its enrolled student population were from an Asian country. So while 
many of the students had "lived" alongside these Asian students, there had been little 
recognition or even questioning, of these diverse cultures and the impression they could 
have on school life. Instead it had been a matter of just expecting these students to 
assimilate into both the Australian and the school culture. This can be seen as a microcosmic 
reflection of the national problem identified earlier by Hamilton. (1993) Fundamental to my 
intention to use intercultural fieldwork as a means of creating an authentic Asian-Australian 
drama experience, was the strong belief that there was a need to acknowledge and negotiate 
this cultural pluralism at the school level- beyond a mere tokenism- if there was going to be 
any hope of advance into other areas as the students moved beyond the school environment. 
While "cultural interface" may seem to have majestic connotations in its implied context of 
geoethnic location, its reality is surely the border territory we transverse regularly in our 
daily lives; it is the commonplace that builds the layers of accumulated history. I see the 
school experience and its inherent cultural diversity as one of these layers, the students' 
experience in Indonesia another- both contributing textures that are part of a continuing 
process of experience and exchange. 
In The Culture of Complaint, Hughes (1993) also talks of the need for nations (and here he 
was referring directly to both Australia and the United States) to be beyond 
multiculturalism. He makes the assertion that some of the most interesting things in history 
and culture happen at the interface between cultures." We need to study border situations, not 
only because they are fascinating in themselves, but because understanding them may bring with it a 
little hope for the world. (Hughes, 1993:83) 
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IMPLICATIONS OF LOCATING THE FIELDWORK IN INDONESIA 
FOR THE PROJECT 
The rationale for locating my project in Australia, with the fieldwork component in 
Indonesia, was to set up an authentic experience for the students within the context of this 
border territory. It was my aim to use drama to negotiate the edges of the students' own 
cultural environment and another foreign culture. Ultimately, by living and working for a 
short time within an Indonesian environment attempting to translate, understand, and 
communicate across cultural fields, the students would experience powerful moments in 
mutual apprehension. This trade in dramatic form across cultures would hopefully also 
bring about the reframing of the understandings of the audience for the drama, in both 
Indonesia and Australia. By educating their audiences in particular ways and by making 
other forms of drama meaningful to them, the aim was to "remake" the vision of the 
students, through their exposure to a situation in which genuine aesthetic moments of 
mutual comprehension could emerge. During the process of remaking their own narrative, 
they could also reshape the narratives through which the relationship between dramatic 
form and culture is experienced on both sides. 
It was hoped that by locating the project in Australia and Asia, the students would work 
towards a renegotiation of their own histories as encounters with Hughes' (1993) "border 
lands" opened the possibilities for questioning their place as young Australians, in a world 
that is becoming increasingly global. Students would use the dramatic process to determine 
the importance of cultural borderlands in their lives. The outcomes of the project for them, 
then, would address a redefinition of the cultural interstices where tradition and change 
collide. 
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INTRODUCING THE KARTINI STORY 
Why the life story of Kartini was chosen as the focus for the dramatic framework 
One of the recurring concerns that had already emerged in our drama classwork was the 
students' recognition of the difficulty in constructing a history that had a singular position. 
They also recognised how hard it was to present their own times in any way that was 
unified or monolithic. Instead, their work kept coming up with kaleidoscopic images as it 
reflected back at them the continually changing patterns and relationships of people within 
the context of a certain time. It also highlighted for them the importance a particular 
viewpoint can have on historical interpretation. 
Although all curriculum at St Peters Lutheran College is guided by the beliefs and practice of 
the Lutheran Church, the College encourages an informed understanding of alternative 
philosophies that have influenced our history. The first unit of work in Semester 1, Year 12, 
explored dominant ideologies. (Appendix 'A') Ideology was introduced as the "science of 
ideas" which reveals to people the source of their biases and prejudices. In particular, our 
work focussed on the political beliefs and values of democracy and communism. In the 
theatrical context, the unit focussed on the contribution of Brecht and Boal. The students 
were exposed to a variety of resources: readings from history texts, video footage of major 
historical events of this century, paintings, photographs, newspaper articles, and playtexts. 
Included in this material was an article on Rose Scott, a turn of the century feminist who 
worked tirelessly to promote the campaign for female suffrage in Australia. Several of the 
students were inspired by her story, yet at the same time astonished that despite Scott's 
significant contribution to the making of Australian history, she was previously unknown to 
them. This raised a host of new questions about reading the past and historically positioning 
the present. Most obvious was the need to directly challenge patriarchal constructions of 
national identity, questioning their authority and biases. Before we had even begun the 
project, there was a level of awareness of how ~uch of our "received" history _is constructed 
by means of exclusions and repressions. The students were already moving towards a 
position of viewing history as a series of connected images rather than truths. 
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As stated in Chapter One, the aim was to take students back to Indonesia, but there needed 
to be a framework for the fieldwork that would establish a context for the students in order 
to facilitate their way into a foreign culture. Inspired by the students' interest in Rose Scott, I 
searched for an Indonesian figure whose history voiced similar resonances. The story of 
Kartini read as a remarkable parallel to that of Scott. Both women were located in the same 
historical time frame. Despite their vastly different situations of geographical, cultural and 
ideological location, they shared much that was common territory in their individual 
struggle for the emancipation of women. Between the realities of colonialism and a 
colonised society, and the social ideals which they envisaged and aspired to, both women 
strove to create a new social order. The project would make use of autobiographical and 
biographical material (Kartini left extensive collections of personal correspondence) in 
addition to the historical research provided by traditional historians. Using this material, 
the students would implement drama processes to reconstruct ideological, social, economic 
and racial meanings to recontextualise the history of Kartini, and thus challenge the reading 
of her past. 
The intention of the project was not to isolate gender issues, but rather to demonstrate how 
gender is an important issue in any coherent historical construction. By using Kartini's life 
as a model, the students would be able to question how the circumstances of this woman's 
life and struggles were constitutive of issues of culture, economics and politics, and in 
particular the imperialism, through which the turn of the century had been traditionally 
understood. In this context, gender identity could be used to focus on those aspects of 
Kartini's life that situated her story as a site of protest, in order to emphasise the subversion 
and resistance in women's responses to the dominant ideologies of the time. 
Background History 
Raden Ajeng Kartini (1879-1904) was born in Indonesia at the end of the last-century. With 
her sisters Roekmini and Kardinah, she occupied a central place in the history of Indonesian 
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female emancipation. Her life struggle centred on the belief in her right to the freedom of 
personal self determination as a woman and as a Javanese. Her quest was for further 
education for the Indonesian women and for their release from the restrictions of traditional 
life imposed on them, in particular, from the tyranny of arranged, polygamous marriages. 
The reconstruction of Kartini's life is based on a reconstitution of her letters. Their survival 
through publication was ensured by the social and political position of their recipients - Mr 
and Mrs Abendanon, educational reformists working for the Netherlands Colonial 
Government. Both proved influential in shaping Kartini's life. As there is no surviving 
record of the Abendanon's side of the correspondence, it must be noted from the outset that 
these letters, that provided the "historical" material from which the students would re-tell 
Kartini's story, was based on an interpretation of these letters in translation. This means that 
the history of Kartini (who spoke a local Javanese dialect and learnt Dutch only through her 
elementary schooling) began as an external interpretation of her written story translated 
from the Dutch language to make it accessible to other people and other cultures. The 
translator makes the following statement: 
The justification of this translation that transposes the original Dutch language 
text into another language and another era, is based upon a belief in the 
universality of the meaning of the life reflected in the original and hence the 
resonance it has for the modern reader. Ooost Cote, 1992:vi) 
In the collection of letters written to her Dutch friends, Kartini's writing reveals, with an 
immediacy and openness, the history of the struggle of Javanese women for freedom from 
entrenched oppression. She was very conscious of both her physical and metaphysical 
horizons beyond those of traditional Javanese culture, and the colonised society of the 
Javanese elite, (of whom she was one) and she struggled to realise their possibilities. She 
spent her years between leaving school at the age of twelve, in 1891, and her marriage in 
1902, striving to attain a vocation which would allow her to assert her independence from 
the conventional forms of life. One of the tenets of Javanese life, was of course, enforced 
polygamy, and Kartini opposed its oppression always, even when her own marriage forced 
her to come to personal terms with its many implications. 
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Kartini's exposure to Western culture, both through her elementary education and her 
family's business acquaintances, encouraged her to expand her intellectual horizons; she 
read widely and frequently begged her European friends to send her books. She located 
both individual freedom and feminist aspiration within this European cultural and 
intellectual space and interpreted her status as an unmarried woman as representative of the 
condition of freedom. At the same time she realised that all the physical, intellectual and 
cultural restraints of a patriarchal society would be reimposed if she should ever marry. 
A central theme in Kartini's letters is her interest in and concern for education, both in the 
forms of the education which she herself had received and wanted so desperately to 
continue, and that which she considered essential for Javanese society at that time. The 
concerns of her correspondence centre on three important issues: the education of Javanese 
women, the provision of Dutch language education, and the provision of technical or 
vocational education as a vehicle for self-development. More importantly, in the schools she 
fought to open, she was concerned to publicly reject two already established models for 
"educated Javanese women." These were the Dutch educated Javanese noble women who, 
apart from mannerisms, dress and speech, retained the traditional forms of Javanese 
marriage and lifestyle and the cultural values this implied. The other was that of Dutch 
educated Javanese women who married or were appropriated by European men. Rather her 
vision of the "new Javanese Woman" was as social educator of her people- the nurturer of a 
whole new generation of enlightened women who would be empowered, through 
education, to transform the traditional role of women and establish a new national and 
political ethos. 
It was this dream that was the subtext of her letters. They record four years of Kartini's 
struggle to establish a sense of her individual autonomy as well as a sense of love and 
respect for her fellow human beings. They also document her despair and her 
disempowerment when she was compelled to go through with her arranged marriage. It 
was ironic that the ten months she was married were extremely productive in terms of 
establishing education programs. Her husband was supportive of her ideas, and engaged in 
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intellectual debate. Had Kartini lived, the short marriage showed promise of developing 
into a powerful and effective union. 
In one of her last letters to Mrs Abendanon, Kartini writes:-
I wish you could see in person how everything is going here, how beautifully the 
girls are already able to write Javanese and Dutch... If they properly only master 
their own language that would be quite an achievement. Amongst this last group 
there are two married women. Don't you think that is nice? These two we 
particularly encourage since we can well appreciate what it must have taken them 
before they were able to make this step, to put themselves on a par with the little 
ones, and what a thirst for knowledge there must have been. (Cote, 1992:492) 
Kartini died four days after giving birth to a healthy baby boy. During her lifetime, she had 
worked to promote the use of colonial doctors, as well as local Javanese medicine. 
Unfortunately, when Kartini went into labour, the civilian doctor was away, and her 
husband called in a local man "well known for his abilities". (Cote, 1992:527). Ironically, 
when Kartini most needed an educated, medical diagnosis, she was left at the mercy of the 
traditional methods she had spoken against. 
Kartini's letters can be read as an emerging consciousness of a new social order, something 
hybrid. Belonging neither to traditional Javanese society, or to the Dutch colonial tradition, 
they are a story about her journey of self-definition within a context of rapid world change, 
and of her contributions to that process of change. 
Implications of Using Kartini's History for the Project 
The aim was to let the students work with this "historical" material to reconstruct Kartini's 
life using the playbuilding model. All the material was teacher generated and consisted 
solely of what is considered traditional history - documents, letters, photographs, maps and 
publications. The students worked exclusively from this recorded history to form and 
present dramatic action that became the vehicle for their intercultural exchange. They 
eventually took these dramas into Kartini's historical and cultural field. They travelled to 
Semarang, Kartini's birthplace in Central Java, to present their work to an Indonesian 
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audience. They also used their time in the field to gather "insider" research about Kartini 
and her life. 
In this way, the choice of using the life story of Kartini was multipurpose: it orientated the 
students in the direction of the culture they would encounter in the field; it provided a 
degree of realistic background information; and it paved the way for an authentic 
intercultural exchange to take place. 
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CHAPTER.TWO: Implications of the 
Drama Curriculum on the Project 
" ... knowing the lie of the land" 
(Ajarnil and the Tigers) 
DRAMA CURRICULUM 
"We are living in a desperate time in art education", writes Taylor in the introduction to his essay 
Rebellion, Reflective Turning and Arts Education Research (1996: 1). He goes on to cite 
global trends that indicate savage cutbacks in the delivery of arts programs, undermined 
curricula outcomes and policy dictated by external political agendas that promote outcome 
targets and directives with little understanding of the importance of process; "a political rather 
than an educative agenda" (Taylor: 1). 
However, it would seem in the light of global trends, that Drama curriculum in Queensland 
stands as a brave contradiction to Taylor's view. In terms of curriculum, the Drama 
Syllabus, under the jurisdiction of the Board of Senior Secondary School Studies, (first trial 
pilot in Queensland schools in 1991; statewide implementation in 1997) has evolved from a 
context of educational and artistic practice that is bound by the discipline of form, and the 
necessity to make social meaning. The curriculum document is structured in such a way as 
to allow teachers to choose their own learning experiences and it draws on the teacher's 
individual strengths and abilities to devise and deliver a work program tailored to meet the 
needs of the specific school. The result is an artistic-aesthetic curriculum created by teachers 
and students working together. 
Drama, as an art form, allows the students to explore through the aesthetic domain their 
own seeds of impulse. As Abbs states: Only by loving and hating and coming to know his 
medium can the art maker hope to discover the full import of his impulse ... (Abbs:1989:204). 
This pattern of art making that Abbs puts forward corresponds with the philosophy 
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underpinning the Queensland curriculum. It identifies that Drama is experienced through 
the three dimensions of Forming, Presenting and Responding and these are realised in praxis 
through a variety of learning experiences within the three contexts of World drama, 
Australian drama and Student Devised drama. Thus the curriculum honours the notion that 
drama and its aesthetic experiences do not exist in a vacuum, but rather are embodied in 
process. 
Through this process, students are empowered with understandings not only of themselves 
and of the world in which they live, but also of Drama and the power and role of the Arts in 
society. The Arts, and in particular Drama, synthesise and recreate the human experience. 
As the Senior Syllabus in Drama states, "Drama is a unique way for students to blend intellectual 
and emotional experience in order to define their identity in the context of their immediate 
surroundings and of the broader society." (B.S.S.S. Syllabus, 1993: 1) 
The global aims of the syllabus state that: 
A course of study developed from this syllabus aims to promote students' 
development and appreciation of drama by:-
• providing experience in the aesthetic, 
• assisting students to develop their unique potential through the arts, 
• promoting a socially active orientation to the student's community and the 
world in which they live 
• providing dramatic experience in order to create a critical and active 
awareness of Australia's multicultural heritage and of its dynamic and 
changing nature, 
• developing effective social interaction, self discipline and confidence, 
• developing personal communication skills and social understandings of the 
communication process, 
• encouraging ongoing involvement in dramatic activities, and 
• exploring and developing competencies appropriate to a wise range of career 
and other life paths. (Senior Syllabus, 1993: 2) 
The Kartini Project explores the issues the drama teacher encounters when using fieldwork 
and intercultural investigation as a means of creating an authentic Australian/ Asian drama 
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experience. The curriculum document that prescribes the project needed to be devised from 
a socially critical framework, one in which students' symbolic creativity helped them 
understand their place in the world by working through the senses. 
Bringing my students to an understanding of the meaning of "shared context" was of 
primary importance in devising a unit of work that would take them into the field to effect 
the process of intercultural exchange. From the outset I wanted them to interrogate their 
perceptions of how history and culture impacted on their lives. This would be a prerequisite 
to their understanding of how history and culture might also impact on other people and 
places outside their known experience. 
When Abbs (1989: xiii) discusses the "renewal of education" he stresses the need for a 
balanced curriculum built on a generic notion of human understanding of the world in 
which we live. The learning experiences I set up for the project needed to provide my 
students with an aesthetic framework that would help them to make meaning, not just 
within the context of their own world where the simulacra are constantly changing, but 
challenge them to play and experiment with this meaning in new contexts. It would 
provoke understanding of the worlds outside their own immediate experience. Within the 
terms of the curriculum outcomes, this would be realised in the evaluation of the fieldwork. 
In her essay, Art Worlds in Schools, Greene (1989: 215) outlines the need for the teacher to 
provide learning opportunities that tap into the "more hidden" realities of "our lived worlds". 
Her point is to ensure that students are given the opportunity to "pose questions with respect to 
their lives, to renew their worlds as the days go on, try to keep them alive in time." 
Hornbrook is emphatic about the need for drama teachers to provide educational 
opportunities that will have both a "liberating and social function" revealing for students the 
"complex relationships between culture and power." (Hornbrook, 1989:95). Willis' (1990: 22) 
notion of the "grounded aesthetic" - appropriating the students' everyday experiences -
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suggests a way to provide the opportunities for this to occur. Willis claims that the students, 
by knowing the cultural world and their relationship to it, will ultimately know themselves; 
"it is necessary not merely to be in it but to change - however minutely - that cultural world." 
(1990:22) 
Barker takes this idea out of the known student world into the cultural frontier when he 
talks about the importance of creating a cultural context that sets up face to face encounter. 
He says "Through these encounters, I change, I grow and my work receives significance and 
validation. I learn from putting what I know into a different context." (1996:254). 
The project, then, had as its curriculum focus the intention of devising learning experiences 
that provided the students with the opportunity to "disclose the extraordinary, in the ordinary" 
(Green in Abbs, 1989: 215 ) 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM 
The centralising theme of the St Peters Lutheran College Senior Drama Work Program is an 
exploration of the notion of truth. "Truth" is defined in The Fontana Dictionary of Modern 
Thought (1998: 876) as "the property implicitly ascribed to a proposition by belief of assertion of it". 
The program intended to encourage students to use drama as a tool for exploring truth as a 
relationship of coherence between propositions. By questioning the obvious and seeking out 
answers the students might discover other, alternate possibilities for an established 
"position" or point of view. Abbs talks also about the "significant artist" as one best 
conceived as a "perceptual philosopher, as one who seeks, through the symbolic ordering of his or her 
sensations, understanding into the nature of human experience ... the aesthetic act is directed towards 
the apprehension of truth" (1989:xi). It is this "apprehension of truth" that the St Peters Lutheran 
College Drama work program aims to interrogate. 
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As detailed in the Rationale, the program is organised around the following semester units:-
(Appendix 'A':3) 
• Semester 1: Withholding the Truth 
• Semester 2: Unmasking the Truth 
• Semester 3: The Ideologies of Truth 
• Semester 4: Re-negotiating the Truth 
The Kartini Project is based on the final two semesters in Year 12 and takes place over a ten 
week class period with a twelve day field trip in between weeks five and six of the 
classwork. 
THE INTENDED PLAN 
From the discussion to date the following issues emerged as important influences 
determining how The Kartini Project came about: the choice and justification for planning a 
project that required encountering the Asian/ Australian relationship; narrowing the choice 
for the fieldwork to a specific location in Indonesia; and choosing Kartini's personal story as 
the vehicle for intercultural investigation. 
From these considerations I identified what I thought were the key issues for setting up 
The Kartini Project:-
• Establishing the students' own historical and cultural location before embracing that of 
the fieldwork location. 
• Identifying, acknowledging and planning for difference. 
• Understanding the nature of intercultural exchange. 
• Establishing the nature of the context in which the exchange will take place. 
• Anticipating the realities of accommodating experiences in an alien situation. 
• Providing enriching experiences that make meaning. 
• Learning to recognise I accept or make new boundaries. 
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The Kartini Project is divided into three stages detailed in the introduction (7). 
1. Playbuilding the Kartini Story (classroom) 
2. The Field Trip 
3. Reframing Kartini's Story (classroom) 
In order to clarify how the key issues are reflected within these three stages, and to provide a 
structured framework for the development of The Kartini Project, chapters three and five 
follow the same organisational layout. Within these chapters, each primary stage is divided 
into secondary phases. These phases are organised with a: Focus, Rationale, Learning 
Experiences, Outcomes and end with a summary of the implications of the work for the 
above key issues. 
Chapter 4, The Fieldwork consists of four phases, and has Intentions, Key Experiences and 
Outcomes as its organisational headings. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Stage One: 
Playbuilding "The Kartini Story" 
" ... means are more important than ends" 
(Ajamil and the Tigers) 
The chapter is prefaced with an explanation of the playbuilding form, and how it has been 
used within the context of The Kartini Project. The chapter documents the five phases of 
Stage One. Each phase is organised under the following headings: 
Phase One: Positioning the Dialogue 
Phase Two: Documentary Film 
(Research for Playbuilding Kartini's story) 
Phase Three: Framing and Sequencing the Dramatic Action 
(Developing a Process Drama) 
Phase Four: Script Writing 
Phase Five: Rehearsing and Presenting 
Each phase finishes with comments on the implications of the work so far, on the key issues 
outlined in Chapter Two (26). 
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The Playbuilding Model 
The playbuilding form was chosen for the structural framework Stage One of the project. 
Tarlington and Michaels define playbuilding, as "a unique method of working with groups of 
actors to create a play. Unlike writing a play or rehearsing a play that has been written by a 
playwright, playbuilding is a collaborative venture that involves the entire group in the creative 
process." (Tarlington & Michaels, 1995:7) 
Bray describes playbuilding as 
the creative process of assembling a dramatic performance or presentation from the 
building blocks of drama and theatre, through improvisation, discussion and 
rehearsal. The process involves rehearsing the play as it is created, thus 
developing a strong presentation that comes to belong to the group in a very 
personal and committed way. Improvisations are analysed, reshaped and refined 
in the ongoing workshops. (Bray, 1991: Introduction). 
The deliberate blurring of functions and non-hierarchical approach, effectively encourage 
the students to continually re-form and refine their work. As a dramatic process this 
ultimately leads to an empowerment of the students, enabling them to access the aesthetic 
field where "the complex relationships between the parts are changing all the time, recast in different 
ways at different times, by the driving power of different ideologies, critical theories and artistic 
schools" (Abbs in Pateman, 1991:5 ). 
The playbuilding techniques of both Bray (1991) and Tarlington and Michaels (1995) were 
used as introductory examples of the exciting and empowering nature of the process. These 
practitioners have worked extensively since the 1970s with schools, youth arts groups, and 
theatre in education companies. While Tarlington's model focuses more on what she calls 
"theme" play, Bray refers to four main categories: theme, story, character and setting. Both 
models are structured on a similar process that is facilitated by a director and driven by 
group commitment to the central ideas that shape the drama. The director provides the 
basic structure and essentially drives the group, refocussing where necessary, but without 
taking control of the decision Jll.aking process. lt is the responsibility of the group to remain 
committed to developing the original ideas, at the same time demonstrating a degree of 
flexibility when dealing with the collective voice. 
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Adapting these Youth Theatre models to an educational framework required some 
fundamental changes. While the ownership of the work still belonged mostly to the group, 
my responsibility as their teacher meant that at times in the group decision making process I 
might have to intercede (often for practical concerns such as lack of time to pursue a 
suggested tangent) and make overriding decisions. Tarlington and Michaels, and Bray all 
indicate the need for participants to experience various roles ranging from technical to 
performance. The different sorts of decisions required by these roles is an important 
learning experience of the playbuilding process. However, it was not a coursework 
emphasis to allow much class time for developing technical skills. While the majority of 
students did experience both a technical and performance role, the teaching time dedicated 
to developing technical skills such as the use of lighting and sound was incidental and in 
most cases associated with the final rehearsal period. 
Other important aspects of the playbuilding model were able to be easily adapted to 
classwork: the need for trust between the facilitator - in my case, the classroom teacher - and 
the group; (this is recognised as a fundamental principle of the drama classroom; by this 
stage of the two year course, a strong level of trust existed within the group); the necessity 
to adhere to a structured time frame; allowing the collective voice to select and shape ideas. 
The playbuilding process also relies on improvisation and drawing from material put up by 
the group. For the purposes of The Kartini Project, I made a fundamental divergence from 
this aspect. The students started from an imposed topic, and the research material was 
provided for them. This was not a short circuiting of the playbuilding process but rather an 
approach from another direction. Instead of the series of exercises that Tarlington and 
Michaels (1995:37-38) suggest where participants engaged in learning experiences that aimed 
to make connections to past histories. 
It is important to state that even though this was the first time the group had participated in 
a playbuilding project, they were already familiar, through previous classwork, with many 
aspects of the playbuilding model. 
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PHASE 1: Positioning the Dialogue 
-------
FOCUS 
This section of the playbuilding process uses the Australian historical past as a starting point 
for establishing the students' own historical and cultural location. 
-------
RATIONALE 
The workshops were aimed at establishing a starting point for the dialogue. This was central 
to the shared context I was hoping to achieve in the fieldwork of the project. Edmiston, in 
his discussion of the Russian theorist, Mikhail Bahktin, defines dialogue "as the struggle to 
create meaning which is central to the way we think, understand, read, interact, form beliefs, (and) 
acquire ideologies." (1994: 2). He goes on to emphasise that dialogue is not synonymous with 
talk - "the change in understanding which can occur in dialogue is much more extensive than a 
fleeting moment of insight... in dialogue students may radically alter their sense of how they think 
about issues and their relationships with them." (1994: 27) 
These are modelled on Neelands' Context Building Action (Neelands, 1990: 6). These 




Context Building: Collective Drawing 
The class as small groups make a collective image to represent a place or people 
in the drama. The image then becomes a concrete reference for ideas that are 
being discussed, or which are half perceived. (Neelands, 1990: 14) 
This was set up as a way of enabling the students to make connections with 
their historical past. 
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Task 
The class was shown a series of images and text extracts labelled "Australian Historical 
Moments". (Appendix 'B':l-6) 
The students were asked to work in groups of four. The objective was to expand on the 
group's interpretation of the pictures by:-
• Freeze framing the literal historical context of the image or text. 
• Adding limited dialogue to inform the meaning of the image. 
• Reshaping the image to link it to their present world. 
• Adding limited dialogue to inform the new image. 
Example 
In image "Striking miners throw rocks at Chinese workers arriving at the Lothair mine in 
Clunes, Victoria", the group presented an initial image of protest that clearly showed two 
miners at work being pelted with rocks. The dialogue they added was "Chink scabs! Chink 
scabs!" 
The reshaped image showed a group of students pointing at two students who were obviously 
on the outside of the group. The dialogue they added this time was "Go home to Taiwan. Leave 
our . s or us . . 0 P I fi I" 
OUTCOMES 
The discussion that followed the presenting of these frames became the reference point for 
later image work, that focused on interpretations of contemporary understandings of 
Australian and Asian relationships. It also helped the students negotiate a common 
response to the images and text that had been purposefully chosen to represent some 
significant aspect of Australian history. 
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Activity 2 
Context Building: Making Maps/Diagrams 
Making maps/diagrams is used as part of the drama in order to reflect on 
experience e.g. obstacles to overcome, distance to travel; or to aid problem-
solving; or after the drama, as a means of reviewing the work; or introduced by 
the teacher as a stimulus. (Neelands, 1990: 18) 
This activity was set up as a classification exercise to help students recognise how 
generalisations are made. The task did not seek historical accuracy, but was aimed at the 
students gaining an understanding, based on their own classification of information, of 
the generalisations that lead to cultural stereotyping. 
Task 
• Several sheets of butcher paper were laid out on the floor and labelled with the 
names of Asian Pacific countries: PNG, Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan, Vietnam, 
Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Singapore. A second area of the classroom was set 
up as an information centre containing newspaper articles, photographs, 
paintings, text, articles of clothing, a video clip, and music. 
• The students were asked to draw on their knowledge and write in on the maps as 
much information as they knew about these places. 
• The students were asked to act as cultural archivists and sort through the 
material in the information centre and place it on the maps where they thought it 
seemed historically or culturally appropriate. 
OUTCOMES 
The result was a collage that did not really show any clear information about the countries. 
This was because few students were able to agree on where the material should be most 
appropriately placed to make an accurate statement. 
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Activity 3 
Context Building: Image Making 
Groups devise an image using their own bodies to crystallise a moment, idea or 
theme; or an individual acts as a sculptor to a group. Contrasting images are 
made to represent actual/ideal versions. (Neelands, 1990: 19) 
The students had been working on presenting a series of different images aimed at 
bringing different aspects of the map to life. This next activity was set up to 
determine to what extent our understanding and point of view is shaped by personal 
perspective. 
Task 
• The whole group was asked to select one of the images observed in Activity 1. 
The image (with text) they chose was "Constructing Loyalty". 
They worked in groups and used this image as the springboard for exploring 
their reactions to its context. 
• Each group was then asked to focus on an aspect of tension in "Constructing 
Loyalty". They had to devise a dramatic sequence that expressed this tension, 
and present it to the class. 
Example: One group of four chose the bayonet practice and interpreted the tension in a 
sequence where four boys played football. The football was used as a symbol for the 
"Japs" and as they kicked the ball, they used dialogue such as "One for the Emperor" to 
reinforce the tension. 
• After these improvisations had been shared, each group was then given an 
"historical" textual intervention (newspaper articles, historical facts and tourist 
brochures that were intended to imbue the work with the "pseudo-historical") 
which they had to use to remake the meaning of their improvisation. 
Example: One group who used the "Never Let It Be Said" cartoon from "Constructing 
Loyalty", devised a roleplay exploring the changes in Australia's relationship with Asia. 
They used the highlighted text from the newspaper article "Worlds Apart" (Weekend 
Australian, April 23-24, 1994: 24) (Appendix 'B':7). As the intervention, two students 
reconstructed the image of the cartoon, but reversed the meaning; this time the Japanese 
held "Australia" and the Australian, struggling to pull it back said "Hey mate, give it 
back to us. The other three in the group roleplayed a television panel where three Asians 




The group improvisations demonstrated a deepening awareness of how the "truth" is shaped 
by personal perspective. The discussions that followed these improvisations, centred on 
how the economies of Asia were impacting on Australia. One student related an anecdote 
about her grandparents who, having lived through World War II, still refused to buy 
anything labelled "Made in Japan". Quite a few expressed uneasiness about Japan's 
increasing economic power. Overall, the activities had encouraged the students to think 
about Australia's relationship with Asia. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
These learning experiences motivated the students to take up positions, form opinions and 
make generalised judgements. Because I had identified the students' need to locate 
themselves within their own historical and cultural time as a key issue, I hoped that 
ultimately the group fragmentation according to viewpoint would humanise the drama and 
provide the rich layers that would distinguish the final playbuilding work from mere 
historical re-enactment. These learning experiences and the several other tasks that 
followed, aimed at using dramatic techniques to isolate incidents and information, and gave 
the students the opportunity to identify and acknowledge differences between cultures. 
This helped them understand and prepare for the differences they would encounter in the 
field. Through these context building exercises associated with the map, the image making, 
the improvisations and debriefing discussions, the students had started to "position the 
dialogue" and were already altering "their sense of how they think about issues and their 
relationship with them." (Edmiston, 1994: 27) 
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PHASE 2: Documentary Film 
FOCUS 
The focus for the playbuilding was on these three important components: 
1. dramatic exploration of the topic 
2. researching 
3. assimilating observations 
RATIONALE 
As one of the intentions of the project was to take into the field performances that were built 
from "historical" research, and determine what implications the "lived" research of the field 
experience had on renegotiating the making of the work, I purposefully controlled the 
material used in this exploration phase. 
LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
Activity 4 
Research for Playbuilding (Kartini's Life) 
Students were given access to multiple copies of clearly labelled files containing 
information about Kartini and her life: maps, photographs, correspondence 
(Appendix 'C':l-20) 
Task 
They used the information in the folders as part of an extended role play that required 
them to make a documentary about the life of Raden Ajeng Kartini. 
• The activity began with teacher directed discussion about the work of 
documentary makers. The students were enrolled as a research team whose brief 
was to find out as much information as possible about the life of Kartini and her 
historical time. Within the context of the role play, the intention was to make the 
documentary on location in Indonesia. This would require the group to have an 
understanding of Kartini's physical, as well as personal, environment. 
• The students used class time to sift through the information and record and 
discuss the implications of the findings in order to make an initial identification of 
Kartini within the context of her time. 
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• The research team reported their findings. I took on a role as Senior Historian to 
field questions and keep the session focussed on Kartini. 
• The group decided on a focus for the documentary which was to present a series 
of "snapshots" of the key moments in Kartini's life. 
• As a class group we discussed what we believed, from the information in the 
folders, were the significant events that impacted on Kartini's life. These events 
were recorded and the information was pegged to a makeshift information line 
strung up on one classroom wall. The sheets of information were then numbered 
to reflect a linear chronology of Kartini's life. 
• The next step was for small groups to choose one of these numbered events and 
presented it in a freeze frame for the rest of the group. 
• Dialogue was added to the freeze frames. Each group member gave one word 
and action, on cue, to the image. The group then took this away and built a short 




This stage of workshopping was intended to use the analysis and synthesis of research 
findings as the way into constructing meaning - in this case making a documentary about 
Kartini's life. Tarlington and Michaels (1995: 2) write that "sharing research findings helps 
actors to place initial explorations in a wider context." In the case of my students, the research 
seemed to supply as many questions as answers to Kartini's story. 
There was a lot of discussion about the historical context - few students had prior knowledge 
of the extent of Dutch colonialism. Most were surprised by the restrictions of the Javanese 
patriarchal rule. There was also considerable discussion about the focus for the 
documentary and what was considered important. However, it was obvious from the 
images they built representing key moments in Kartini's life that there was the beginning of 
a life story emerging. 
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Implications for the Key Issues 
We had reached the moment in the playbuilding process that Bray (1995: 55) refers to as 
"drift and catch" where you "catch" the flow of the improvisation and use it as a "positive 
moment that can be learnt from and built upon." The students were well into the process of 
identifying and acknowledging difference, and this would be good preparation for their 
field encounter. 
Without being consciously aware of it, the students were already challenging patriarchal 
constructions of identity and questioning the biases inherent in the selected readings they 
had been given. The questions they had raised during the discussion around their research 
findings would also inform their understanding of the wide ranging affect of historical and 
cultural location. Hopefully, it would also prepare them in some small way for the gaps in 
understanding when they embarked on the intercultural exchange. 
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PHASE 3: Framing & Sequencing: Process Drama 
FOCUS 
This stage of the playbuilding process focuses on the construction of the play's framework. 
The students were allowed the artistic freedom of choosing to sequence key events in 
Kartini's life in the order of their choice. However, they needed to take into account the 
impact of the dramatic meaning they were constructing and consider the importance 
sequencing might have on the audience's reception of the drama. The story could be 
sequenced in a chronological order, although this was only one possibility. 
RATIONALE 
The aim of this work was to use a process drama to facilitate an objective encounter with the 
inhabitants of Kartini's world. 
In her discussion on process drama O'Neill (1994: 43) writes: 
The concept of character implies a sense of control, a system of moral and ethical 
values, and one which is created in personal choices. A significant aspect of 
process drama is that it makes it possible to discover these values within the 
dramatic action, instead of responding to values determined in advance. Rather 
than being a less elaborate and articulate version of "real" acting, engagement in 
process drama offers participants the opportunity to explore and realise a range of 
values and identities and experiment with alternate versions of humanity. 
The process drama was developed from the use of a pre-text. O'Neill (1995: 19) gives the 
following explanation: 
Although process drama may lack an obvious textual source, it will never arise in 
a vacuum. The dramatic world may be activated by a word, a gesture, a location, a 
story, an idea, an object or an image, as well as by a character or a playscript. I 
have found it useful to describe these occasions for initiating dramatic action as 
pre-texts. It is the pretext that will provide a firm base for the dramatic encounter 




Framing and Sequencing 
Process Drama 
O'Neill (1995: 48) refers to this framing and sequencing as: 
Task 
the way in which the dramatic presentation is divided into segments. The first 
step toward solving the problem of structure in process drama lies in conceiving 
of the development of the work in units or episodes ... the recurring challenge to 
the leader is to select, during the process, the kind of episode or scene that will 
promote the development of the event to a satisfactory fulfilment. 
Working from a given pre-text, the class was given six lessons to build a process drama. 
They were able to access the information in the research folders to inform this process. 
• Framing and sequencing key moments (or episodes) in Kartini's life to create a 






As a pre-text for the drama, an intricately carved wooden 
box was placed on a rostra in the centre of the room. The 
group was encouraged to examine the box for the patterns 
of its design fearures. 
Teacher in role as Museum curator in Amsterdam (early 
this century) talks about the craft of the box, identifying it as 
an example from jepara in Central .Java. She talks at length 
about its qualities. She mentions at the end that the work 
costs almost nothing to buy from these people and that 
anyone having contacts in New Holland should take 
advantage of the cheap labour and place orders, especially 
for large pieces of furnirure that are so costly to commission 
locally. 
Out of the role, the teacher divided the group into two -
Group A were Dutch colonials living in New Holland, 
Group B were from the woodcarving village, .Jepara. The 
groups were then asked to create a tableau that suggested 
something about the way they lived their lives. 
0 Out of role, the teacher explained that she would enter the 
drama of both groups (separately) in the role of Kartini. 
0 Group A were asked to take up positions that would 
suggest the Dutch colonials having a formal afternoon tea. 
The teacher, in role as Kartini, entered the drama. She had 
the box in her hands. She waited until someone spoke to 
her and invited her to sit down. The drama developed from 
there. A few of the participants asked 'Kartini' questions 
about the box. Two were keen to know about labour costs. 
Some of the women moved away from "Kartini" and began a 
conversation on their own. Evenrually, speaking through a 
women as go-between, Kartini said that she had been invited 
to show the box as an example of the .Jepara work, and that it 
had been suggested to her father that a large commission 
might be forthcoming for the local industry. One of the 
group said that was quite possible, but people back in 
Holland needed the work in a hurry if it was to be shipped 
before summer. There was discussion about payment and 
most of the group conceded that the local wood carving 
industry would do well out of the public recognition of their 
work. Payment could be organised later, perhaps through 
Kartini's father. 
The women commented on the uses of the box. 
OBSERVATIONS 
This use of the pre-text focused the group, who remained as audience 
anticipating the dramatic action to follow. Teacher in role (Mantle of the 
Expert) also provided information about the woodcarving industry and 
implied information about the colonial relationship between Holland and 
new Holland. 
Group A created a tableau that implied high status for most of the 
participants. They were sitting smoking, reading newspapers, trying on 
dresses and hats. 
Group B gave the woodcarvers starus in the group by positioning them at 
their work on the flexible staging. Other villages were bringing them 
food. Children were sitting on the floor below them watching them at 
work. Some of the participants set themselves to one side doing washing 
- this suggested domestic life. 
The human context of both tableaux had overtones of tension; in A the 
tension appeared to come from the lack of connection between anyone, 
while in B the tension was driven by a suggestion of challenge because 
there was obvious competition in the way the woodcarvers were at work. 
One woodcarver had his back to the others and looked as though he was 
trying to conceal his work. 
By the end of the second roleplay, most of the participants had become 
actively involved. There was an undercurrent of disdain from Group A 
who clearly thought the carving was lovely but felt they were really doing 
the local .Javanese a favour by ordering some for friends back in Holland. 
Kartini was clearly marginalised in this setting, even though people 
seemed to be polite to her; Group B were uncomfortable with the notion 
of making furniture and other carvings to be sent to Holland when there 
did not seem to be any set price. There was also some tension between 





Group B were asked to take up positions that would suggest the 
villagers holding a meeting. The teacher, in role as Kartini, entered 
the drama. She had the box in her hands. She approached the 
group with confidence and addressed them with a tone of 
friendliness. She explained that she had recently been asked, by 
some Dutch friends, to arrange a commission of several boxes and 
pieces of furniture to be carved and shipped to Holland. Several of 
the group asked questions such as how long did they have to do 
the work, how much would they be paid etc. Kartini suggested to 
them that it would be good recognition of their work. Two of the 
group said they would need payment for the wood in advance as 
they could not afford to craft large scale pieces otherwise. Kartini 
promised that she would try and arrange this. 
In the next sequence the carved wooden box is placed back on the 
rostra in the centre of the room. The teacher presents an 
intervention to the class - this is a letter Kartini has written to her 
Dutch friend. 
A moment ago I was called away - Oh imagine, what 
terrible news I have just heard: the craftsman who carves 
wood so beautifully and had made all those large pieces of 
ours, has died. Such a young man and ill for barely 4 days. 
Oh! that exasperating indifference of my countrymen -
here is another victim of it. He had had a fever - malaria 
with diarrhoea - and they had just left him to die there -
no medicines or such were given. We had no idea he was 
ill and we must have told those people 1000 times to warn 
us if there were any problems - and to ask for obat - but 
they would not do it. From - complacency - and 
indifference! He was a nice neat man -we liked him very 
much- with him the best artist in the field of.Jepara wood 
carving has gone to the grave. There were only two, who 
could do it so beautifully (woodcarving) - one, especially 
for large objects - that was this poor man - and one for 
smaller items like small boxes, frames etc, etc. 
I am so upset by these terrible tidings that I cannot 
possibly make this letter longer. 
The participants were asked to form small groups. Each group was 
given a card with an emotive word written on it. (e.g. 
dismissiveness, anger, passivity, bitterness, reliet). This word 
became the focus emotion for how the group would frame their 
response to the intervention. They were given a short time to 
devise a group image that interpreted their reaction and they 
presented these in rum to the class. 
As each group presented the frame they were also required to voice 
their internal thoughts - that is they say what they are thinking but 
would not normally say - about the news. They did when the 
teacher tapped them individually. There were varied responses 
from within each frame. 
(Example: One woman leaning over the body in an image of 
distress wondered if she would be left with the responsibility of 
looking after his four daughters; in another frame showing anger, a 
fellow woodcarver said he was pleased that he would at last have a 
chance to do so. 
These episodes served to enhance the whole group's understanding of 
the relationship between the Dutch colonials and the regent class (Kartini 
was considered royalty) and both their relationships with the local 
Javanese people. The tension in this episode was driven by both groups 
feeling ill at ease with Kartini herself. From the students' perspective it 
was particularly interesting because up until this point in their project 
work they had observed Kartini first hand through the historicalliterarure 
- that is, they had interpreted her via her "private" correspondence to a 
friend. In this episode they were confronted with the "public" Kartini. 
This exercise sets up the tension of the conflict between appearance and 




The students stayed in role as villagers, and the teacher, in role as a 
village leader, called a meeting to discuss what should be done 
about the impending commission. In the discussion that followed, 
the villagers decided to call upon Kartini and asked her to act on 
their behalf to ensure that they did not lose the work. 
The teacher, in role as Kartini, met with the local Jepara people. 
However, she told them she was concerned that they would not be 
able to deliver the furniture and other pieces on time. Several plans 
were discussed and the villagers decided to get everyone working, 
even the younger children who were not very skilled. Some heated 
discussion followed when it was decided that all the girls would be 
taken out of Kartini's classes to help around the home, so that the 
women could take over the varnishing and polishing procedures. 
Kartini argued that the Jepara reputation as the best woodcarvers in 
new Holland would be ruined if the quality of the work was not 
maintained. The people countered that they needed the work and 
someone suggested that the colonials would not be able to tell the 
difference. 
For the last sequence, the teacher, out of role, introduced a marked 
change for the participants. They were told that the year was 1994 
and they were in Amsterdam to attend an auction of some prized 
Asian artefacts. The carved wooden box was again placed on the 
rostra in the centre of the room. 
The participants could choose their role. Some suggestions given 
were: historians, knowledgeable art dealers working with 19th 
century artefacts, members of the public wanting to make an 
investment, a group of Javanese who believing they had claim to 
some of the artefacts and wanted them returned to the Indonesian 
people, news reporters after a story etc. The group was given some 
time to plan an approach to the auction. 
The teacher in role as the auctioneer brought the meeting to order 
and started the proceedings. The wooden box was held up as the 
first item to sell, and it was declared by the auctioneer to be the 
work of a young Javanese woodcarver who had died tragically 
before he had the opportunity to meet his full potential. The box 
was one of his last pieces. Confrontation quickly developed 
amongst the group gathered at the auction as to who should have 
the box. A few said that it should not be for sale. The auctioneer 
continued to ask for bids and the episode ended when the box was 
sold to a businessman. Some people in the group were still arguing 
over the ethics of the sale and did not realise that the box had been 
sold. 
At the end of this episode, the consensus was that the work would be 
done at all costs, even if it meant taking short cuts and producing work 
that was inferior to previous standards. This brought into play one of 
Kartini's "hobby horses" ~ that the values of Javanese culture should be 
carefully preserved, especially in the face of growing trends towards 
modernisation. The way the group, in role as Javanese, had reacted to 
Kartini's concerns that their work was in danger of losing its reputable 
standard, was an indication of what probably had occurred in reality. 
In this final sequence there was a sense of historical judgement at work. It 
also provided the group with the opportunity to reflect on what change 




By the end of the process drama the students had identified and negotiated an 
understanding of the struggle Kartini had in achieving her ambitions. Because they had 
played various roles during the course of the drama, they also had some understanding of 
the other people in Kartini's family, as well as an insight into the cultural implications of the 
family structure. The episodic structure of the process drama was in line with this step of 
the playbuilding where the group framed and sequenced important events occurring in 
Kartini' s life. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
By this stage of the playbuilding process, several of the key issues had been addressed in the 
classwork. As the students went through the process of developing and refining their work 
they were broadening their understanding of what it would be like to be located in Kartini's 
historical/ cultural time and place. This necessarily raised questions about the extent of 
changes that may have occurred in the century since her death. Thus, their engagement in 
the drama of Kartini's life encouraged the students to enquire more about her legacy. The 
more they worked on the drama, the more they sought to understand everything about 
Kartini. While they were still working from within their own geographical, cultural and 
linguistic context they were open to extending their system of reference and were asking 
questions that indicated they were becoming more aware of differences. 
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I PHASE 4: Script Writing 
FOCUS 
Here the focus was on developing a script model that would facilitate the transition from the 
work in the process drama (and earlier activities); to performance to written text. 
-------
RATIONALE 
This part of the playbuilding was constrained by assessment requirements. The writing 
phase would further develop the sequence of events the students had arrived at as a group, 
but each person was responsible for writing a short script. The assessment task 
(Appendix 'A') was in the forming dimension and required the students to select an area of 
historical research from the prepared folders, and use this research to shape the dramatic 
action of the task. 
One of the purposes of this individual written task was to give each student the opportunity 
to explore aspects of Kartini's life that had emerged in the group work and were of particular 
interest to them. The sharing of these completed individual scripts served as an extra 
resource for the students for the next assessment task, which required them to work in 





One liners as a way into scripting . 
Tarlington and Michaels (1995: 42) define one liners as "open-ended sentences on a topic 
that are intended to generate ideas and lines for the script". 
This is done by: 
• creating possibilities for ways into dialogue. 
• making meaning by the way the lines are read expressively. 
• committing the line to memory and performing an action that will expand the 
meaning of their line. 
Task 
The group was given a sheet of "one liners" to fill out. (Appendix 'D':l) The students 
were required to finish each line with the first thought that came into their heads. 
They were asked to do this in silence and then hand the completed sheet back to the 
teacher. When most of the sheets had been handed in, they were redistributed at 
random around the group. Students then read the sheet they were given and chose 
one or two lines to read aloud to the class. 
The group then took up positions in the space and assumed a pose that would enhance 
the dramatic meaning of the line they had chosen. The teacher gave each student a 
number and the group presented their lines in order. As each person said their line, 
they moved from their assumed position to a new pose. They froze in this l(!st position 
once their line had been spoken. 
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Activity 7 
River Poems (Appendix 'D':2-3) 
This is a stream of consciousness exercise that works as a stimulus for finding a focus for 
ideas. 
Task 
The students were given several articles relevant to Kartini's life from which to choose. 
They were asked to: 
• Read through the article and circle words or phrases that stood out or that they 
"connected" with for whatever reason. 
• Join these circles together so that a "river" effect was visually achieved. 
• Write out the "river poem" that is made. 
• Share the "river poems" with the group. 
OUTCOMES 
These techniques worked as icebreakers to generate ideas for script writing. They provided 
opportunities for the students to move immediately into performance. By using a line or 
article of text generated by someone else, students were encouraged to move beyond 
ownership and were more open to experimenting with the delivery of the work. They were 
able to build scenes from the ideas emerging from these techniques. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
In both the class workshops and the individual time spent on writing scripts, the students 
continued their engagement in aesthetic learning. Their work was demonstrating an 
understanding of the playbuilding form and was also showing their ability to make aesthetic 
judgements. This worked proactively to open up the notion of shared context. The students 
were using cognitive processes that indicated they were more aware of the possibilities and 
implications of difference. They had to think critically and laterally when shaping moments 
of dramatic action about Kartini; they needed to go outside their understanding of how and 
why in Kartini's world, things were different. Then they had to take this one step further by 
making sense of this difference in the dramatic action they were shaping. Undoubtedly, they 
were expanding their world views through these processes. 
Most of the scripts sought to focus on the important issues that shaped Kartini's struggle. In 
the work Kartini and the Tear (Appendix 'E':1-34), there is a delicate play on the word "tear" 
as it both represents Kartini's anguish (literally tears of despair) and the way she is torn 
apart. Also embedded in this work, is the juxtaposition of traditional Gavanese) and modern 
(Dutch and contemporary) symbols. The second example, The Flight for Freedom, 
(Appendix 'E') uses material from three of Kartini's letters. The student weaves the story of 
Fatimah into her script to emphasise the cruelty of Kartini's impending arranged marriage. 
The third example of student script, Stepping into Java, (Appendix 'E') is a simplistic look at 
the arrogance of colonialism. Although the roles lack depth of treatment, the student has 
managed to create sufficient dramatic tension in the relationship between the Dutch and the 
Javanese. 
In their discussion about assessing playbuilding, Tarlington and Michaels (1995: 122) refer to 
the importance of social learning as something that "involves learning that students make about 
themselves and others. Through their work in the theatre, students develop a sense of self and a sense 
of group membership." This social learning was extremely important for providing the group 
cohesion that would be necessary in the fieldwork. It also gave students the skills needed to 
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recognise other viewpoints; this too would be significant preparation for the alien situation 
they were going into. 
The playbuilding phase of the project finished with the script writing workshops. The 
scripts were distributed amongst the class for reading and the students decided which 
scripts they would work with and take into performance for the presenting assessment. 
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I PHASE 5: Rehearsing & Presenting 
-------
FOCUS 
Here the focus turned to emphasising the structuring and rehearsal of the scenes. This 
included working on the detail of ideas and polishing the links between the scenes. The 




The time remaining for the rehearsal process was limited due to the constraints of the school 
term and the looming exam session, so the students met in their own time to further develop 
the scripts and to devise linking material, such as music and dancing. 
The final presentation, titled Kartini: A Life took place during exam week in June 1994. The 
groups performed scenes, most of which used narration, music and dance. It is important to 
note that the students were assessed for the two tasks on dimension specific criteria which 
were not designed to access their readiness for the fieldwork. (Appendix 'A':13-16) 
OUTCOMES 
Where possible, the students had extended their ideas from the scriptwriting task when they 
devised the presenting work. The dramas demonstrated a good understanding of the 
resource material presented in the folders. Quite a few groups fed historical information 
directly into their work. In most instances, the work lacked depth of treatment and polished 
acting techniques. The groups seemed to have focussed their energy on devising, rather 
than refining their performance. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
The presenting work had attempted to establish a feel for the concept of the shared cultural 
context that would be at the heart of the fieldwork. Certainly, the process helped most of the 
students identify and acknowledge the main differences between the worlds of Kartini, and 
the Dutch colonials. However, most of the scripts fell short of actually planning for 
difference. (Appendix 'E":l-34) 
The time limitations of a busy exam schedule meant that a lot of the work lacked 
cohesiveness. There was not much evidence that time had been spent refining the process 
work in readiness for taking it into the field. However, most of the work did demonstrate 
that the classwork activities had provided enriching experiences that were reflected in the 
dramatic meaning. It was obvious that the potential for focussed, structured dramas was 
inherent in the majority of the work. It was unfortunate that the lack of formal rehearsal 
time had impeded this potential from being realised but there will be time in Indonesia we 
thought! 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Stage Two: The Fieldwork 
"Drinking from the same pond." 
(Ajamil and the Tigers) 
This chapter documents the four phases of the fieldwork and is organised around 
Intentions, Key Experiences and Outcomes. In Phase 2 both Intended Outcomes and 
Actual Outcomes have been documented to distinguish between what was planned and 
what was achieved. Photos are used to provide a visual record of our experiences. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Lain ladang lain belalang, lain lubuk lain ikannaya. 
(Different fields have different insects, different ponds have different fish.) 
Indonesian proverb. 
Twenty students took part in the field trip. The breakdown was five boys and fifteen girls. 
The oldest student was eighteen and the youngest was sixteen. Four of the students had 
been to Indonesia before. One student had spent years one to seven of his life living on the 
island of Sulewesi and he spoke a little Bahasa. Three staff- all female- accompanied the 
students. Two of the three had been to Indonesia before. 
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FOCUS 
The fieldwork was the "insider research" phase of the project. It was divided into phases: 
PHASE ONE- BRISBANE - DENP ASAR 
• Orientation on Bali and the notion of cultural tourism. 
PHASE TWO- DENP ASAR- SEMERANG- SALATIGA 
• Central Java, Indonesia -visiting the province where Kartini had lived throughout 
her life. 
• Presenting the plays on the "Life of Kartini" to a local Javanese audience. 
• Spending time gathering "insider research". This could take many forms -sensory 
impression, anecdotal conversation, recordings of soundscapes, photographing local 
artefacts - with the intention of establishing a shared context by further informing 
students about the world in which Kartini lived, and the legacy she left. 
PHASE THREE- SALATIGA- BOROBODUR - JOGJAKARTA - SEMERANG 
• The focus of this phase was to expose students to historical and cultural experiences in 
other areas of Java, build their understanding of the wider implications of the cultural 
context. 
PHASE FOUR- SEMERANG - DENP ASAR- BRISBANE 
• This time was used as a refocussing exercise to allow students the opportunity to relax 
and debrief, and where possible, pursue areas of interest. 
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I PHASE ONE: Brisbane • Denpasar 
-------
INTENTIONS 
Bali was chosen as the orientation focus. Because of shared similarities with Western 
culture, it would ease the students into the cultural difference to come. Thus the kitsch 
consumerism of downtown Kuta became the initial (and eventually, final) point of 
identification for the group. The hotel the students stayed in for these first two nights was 
an hybrid "western/balinese" style that also provided a good introduction to the culture of 
tourism. 
KEY EXPERIENCES 
• Exploring the local environment for purposes of personal and cultural orientation. 
• Visiting local tourist sites as a way in to determining cultural difference. 
Tana Lot temple is a very famous landmark, and popular for tourists as a sunset photo stop. 
Culturally, it is an important and venerated sea temple, closely associated with the 16th 
Century Majapahit priest, Nirartha. It provided an excellent insight into the tender of 
tourism, with tour groups from different parts of the world vying for best positions to take 
photos. 
:u:!2Y.d is the "cultural" centre of Bali situated in the hills north of Kuta where the group were 
staying. It has a lot of small, interesting museums and galleries and the students were given 
several hours to visit galleries or take the option of walks through the rice paddies. The 
visits to the Ubud galleries and craft work observed established a basis for the comparison 
the students would later make with Javanese arts. 
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Mengwi- this site is famous for an enormous state temple "Pura Taman Ayun" which was 
the main temple of the Mengwi kingdom (which survived until1891). The temple was 
originally built in 1634 and renovated earlier this century. This site became a point of 
comparison with temple sites the students would late visit on Java. 




These experiences gave the students a varied introduction to the "culture of tourism." 
Anecdotal comments made focused on:-
• large numbers of people wherever we went. 
• commercialism of tourist sites. 
• unexpected lack of respect for designated religious landmarks. 
• noise levels and chaotic traffic. 
• amount of litter. 
(example of litter on Balinese Street) 
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PHASE TWO: Denpasar • Semerang • Salatiga 
-------
INTENTIONS 
During this part of the fieldwork, the students would be given the opportunity to present 
their own work in the inter-cultural context as well as gather new "insider" research material 
about the life of Kartini and the influences that shaped her. It would also expose them to 
Javanese culture, providing a marked contrast to their orientation experiences on Bali. 
This part of the fieldwork is divided into the following sections which corresponded with 
the number of days spend in specific areas in Central Java. 
KEY EXPERIENCES 
Denpasar-Semerang-Salatiga 
• Making the physical journey from Denpasar to Semarang on the internal Indonesian 
airline (Merpati) 
• First night in Java where they are met by representatives of the city. This is also the 
first contact with Islamic culture. 
• Transfer to Satya Wacana Christian University at Salatiga where they are welcomed by 
the Director of International Education at the university. 
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(student group at the University) 
• Cultural induction given by Professor Stephanus Dharmanto. This covered a range of 
topics including the diversity within Indonesia (multi-ethnic, multilingual, 
multicultural, multi-faith) and other important concepts such as the role of religion 
which included a briefing on: spiritualism, sacredness, ceremonies and rituals, Islam 
and important prayer times and customs. He also briefed the group on social 
hierarchy and leadership ("bapak") and the implications of the Indonesian's 
understanding and practice of modesty and prudence. Of particular practical advice 
was his information on the concept and use of time and language. (Appendix 'F':S-11) 
• Campus tours in small groups with an English speaking guide. 
• Cultural performance which included martial arts ("pencak silat"), Javanese dances 
(modern and traditional). 
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(traditional Javanese dancing lesson) 
• The opportunity for the group to present their performance work to this university 
audience. 
• Homestay visits where the students stayed in pairs for three nights with an allocated 
host family. 
• Cultural Workshops organised by the University to instruct the students in a choice of 
pancak silat, dancing or local Central Javanese cooking. The students worked in 
discrete groups alongside a specialist tutor for a full day's session of intense 
instruction. 
• Whole group visits to historical sites - Rawa Dening and Ambarawa and Jepara. 
• Visits to local markets and home industries to get an observer's view of a variety of 
specialised local crafts. 
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(local textile factory- Jepara) 
• Experience of getting about independently on local transport. 
--------
OUTCOMES 
The experiences during these days had a significant impact on the students' perceptions of 
the cultural exchange. From the moment they left Bali, the differences were being discussed. 
They commented on:-
• In Surabaya en route to Semerang where we changed planes, no-one spoke English 
and all signage at the airport was in Bahasa; the food served in flight was a local dish 
"olong olong". Only three of the students ate it. 
• On the way from the Semerang airport to the hotel the "landscape" was very different 
from Bali. There was a lot of construction work going on; everyone was still working 
on these sites all though it was night. 
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• At the Plaza hotel in Semerang the group had their first encounter with Islam. No-one 
knew that Muslims pray five times a day including during the night. The hotel was 
next to a mosque and students were woken by the sounds of the prayers. They also 
saw women dressed in traditional Moslem clothing (chador). 
(muslim women outside hotel) 
• The feedback from the "orientation" talk at the university was positive and the general 
feeling was that a lot of relevant and practical information, particularly about local 
protocols, had been given to them. 
• The information and slides about Kartini illustrated some aspects of her life that they 
did not have much knowledge of - e.g. severity of patriarchal structure and strict 
cultural limitations. They did not realise how claustrophobic her life was. There were 
always lots of people with her. Privacy was virtually an unknown concept. 
• General disappointment was expressed about the inflexibility of the performance 
venue and work. We were not given any notice that our own performance work was 
scheduled as part of the university's "cultural show". The venue was a vast 
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gymnasium and we were all situated to one end. 
We were told that we were "item number three" on the afternoon schedule and this 
could not be altered despite protests. (These protests were interpreted as part of social 
etiquette and not regarded at all as seriously meant). The group felt very put upon; 
they had not rehearsed and did not have any of their music or props with them. 
However, they were expected to perform. 
The students voiced disappointment that the work was politely received but was not 
commented on. Because there was a performance schedule, the next item followed 
immediately. As it was, the afternoon went overtime and the proceedings were cut 
short because the host families had arrived to take the students. This had the further 
implication of delaying the group's discussion of the performance event for at least 
three days. When we did eventually all meet again the group was preoccupied with 
the experiences of their homestays. Thus, the moment for debrief had been lost. 
INTENDED OUTCOMES 
• In presenting work to the Javanese audience it was anticipated that the students would 
cross some sort of invisible cultural boundary and that this would have the effect of 
creating a mutual meeting ground. In turn, this would open up dialogue between 
themselves and the recipient audience. 
• It had been anticipated that an exchange of information would then follow; the local 
Javanese people would be eager to expose the students to other information about 
Kartini and her life, as well as point out misconceptions inherent in the student 
performance work. However, none of this happened. 
• It was intended that the students would then go through a process of collecting 
research, gleaning all sorts of "insider" information from unforseen opportunities and 
unplanned outcomes. This would be used to inform their drama practice in the final 
stage of the project. 
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ACTUAL OUTCOMES 
• The discrete groups for cultural workshops were a success. Everyone reported 
positively on the structure and learning experiences and seemed keen to take these 
back to the classroom. 
• The homestay visits were all a success even though the host families covered a wide 
range of backgrounds. Most of the students were in a situation where little English 
was spoken but reported that they had managed to communicate reasonably well with 
their hosts. The students were very positive about the huge learning curve they felt 
had happened. Most were more willing to try different foods and venture beyond 
what they felt was safe "tourist" territory. They had connected more consciously with 
the location; several had sought information about Kartini during their homestay, even 
though this had not actually been planned beforehand. 
• Many of the side trips to surrounding villages were very interesting and provided new 
insights into local life. There were several opportunities to observe the local 
woodcarving and textile industries at work; these industries had been significant 
influences in Kartini's daily life and information about them had already been given to 
students in the playbuilding phase. They were aware for example, that Jepara is 
famous throughout Central Java, and Indonesia, for its particular style of woodcarving. 
It was important for them to observe that very little industrial change had occurred in 
the last hundred years: the craftsmen (all men) still did most of the carving by hand, 
the young age of the apprentices (some were as young as 10) and the intricate detail of 
the work. 
• On one side trip to a village the train broke down and the group had to wait for two 
hours for a spare part to be brought in. This gave them the opportunity to explore a 
very tiny village set in amongst the rice fields. Several were invited into the villagers' 
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homes. Feedback mentioned details such as: the internal walls of the house were 
papered with magazine clippings; some houses were only one room with no evidence 
of where the several children milling around might sleep. Most of the houses still had 
earth floors; nearly all had a television. The whole village was spotlessly clean. 
Another frequent observation was that few of the "elderly" people had any teeth. Most 
of the old women in the village were sitting outside their houses, chatting and chewing 
beetelnut (a narcotic plant, akin to tobacco); undoubtedly accounting for one of the 
reasons why they had no teeth. During this time in the village the students had the 
chance to watch, at close range, people at work in the rice fields. As it was almost the 
end of the working day, they observed a young boy (about seven years) washing down 
the family's water buffalo. 
• The visit to the Kartini Museum proved a disappointment. When we arrived we were 
proudly shown the outside of the museum, which was closed for repairs! We were 
then quickly toured on to look at the local fisheries department instead. There had not 
been any prior warning that one of the most important cultural landmarks for our field 
trip was not in service. As fortunate compensation, I had been given a last minute 
homestay (I was by myself because there was an uneven number of placements) with 
the niece of Kartini. Dr Sosrohadikoesoemo lived in Jalang Diponegoro just opposite 
the university. Although she refused me permission to record a formal interview, she 
allowed me to take photographs of the house and some of Kartini's memorabilia. We 
also managed three nights of extended conversations where she spoke about her life as 
the niece of Indonesia's first feminist. Dr Sosrohadikoesoemo regarded her own liberal 
upbringing as the most obvious legacy of her connection with Kartini. Kartini's life 
goal was to secure education for all Indonesian girls. It was not by chance then that Dr 
Sosrohadikoesoemo was the first female in Indonesia to graduate from medical school 
and practice medicine. She was educated in the 1920's and during her fifty years of 
practising medicine, she had worked tirelessly to improve health practices in the 
smaller and more remote villages of central Java. Health had also been one of Kartini's 
interests. During her lifetime she had actively sought to disclaim superstitious 
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practices and encourage western medicine. The large Dutch colonial house were Dr 
Sosrohadikoesoemo lived and from where she still ran a busy surgery was cluttered 
with memorabilia spanning the century. She spoke fondly of her aunt and she was 
proud to show me handiwork that Kartini herself had worked- a delicate, yellowed 
lace handkerchief and an exquisite length of batik that Kartini had designed and 
produced in 1896. I was also given an old black and white photograph of Kartini that 
had been reproduced from a likeness early this century. This "insider" research I was 
able to gather would be an invaluable resource for later classwork. 
(Dr Sosrohadikoesoemo with Kartini's book Into the Light) 
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(an original photograph of Kartini and her two sisters- Kartini is far left) 
(close up of first publication of Into the Light- the first publication about Kartini) 
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PHASE THREE: Salagtiga • Borobodur • Jogjakarta • Semerang 
INTENTIONS 
During the next part of the fieldwork the students focussed on gathering and experiencing 
historical and cultural information outside the immediate area where Kartini spent her life. 
They spent their time exploring some significant historical sites. They were given the 
opportunity to see excerpts from traditional Indonesia theatre (Wayang) and they visited 
workplaces where the flat puppets for "wayang kulit" were crafted. 
KEY EXPERIENCES 
• The first part of the bus journey was a visit to the Dieng Plateau. This is an important 
area because it is home to a series of 8th century "candi" (temples). These groups of 
stone monuments are situated amidst hot sulphurous springs. 
(hawker selling food. - Dieng Plateau) 
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• From the Dieng Plateau we continued to the site of Borobudur which is reputed to 
have been built around 800AD. on the foundation of a natural hill. It is a vast portrait 
in stone of the Mahayana Buddhist cosmic world as well as a representation of the 
sacred mountain inhabited by the gods. 
The group stayed overnight at the government hotel situated in the enclosure 
surrounding the site. This allowed us easy dawn access to climb the monument and 
watch the sunrise. 
Part of the evening's program was to observe the "gamelan" orchestra, and for the 
students to have the opportunity to play the instruments themselves. 
• Yogjakata is considered the artistic capital of Indonesia, as well as an historical centre 
of power. Several side trips were planned to: Kraton- the palace of the Sultan of 
Yogjakarta which was built in 1756. This is unique because it houses around 25,000 
people within its walls; A visit to Prambana - the biggest Hindu temple complex on 
Java; opportunities to see a "wayang kulit" (leather puppet play), a "wayang golek" 
(wooden puppet play) and an outdoor evening performance of the Ramayana ballet; a 
visit to a batik workshop at The Academy of Fine Arts; general walks around the large 
city markets. 
• Return by bus directly to Semarang airport for return flight to Bali. 
OUTCOMES 
• The students commented immediately on the cold- we were 2000 metres above sea 
level. Apart from the Hindu temples we had seen on Bali, this was the first vast 
temple site we had visited. Because it was thought the "candis" were constructed in 
the 8th century, the reaction from the group was one of awe; the historical implications 
of walking amongst temple ruins that were so old resulted in contrasts being made 
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with their own architecture. (This was something that we had discussed in class when 
we had looked at geographical information on Java.) 
• The students found the hot springs interesting but again remarked how much litter 
was about. 
• The afternoon, night and early morning explorations of Borobudur were the highlight 
of the field trip for several of the students. They found the place had a quality of magic 
to it. 
The film we saw as part of the hotel package, which contextualised the history of 
Buddhist monument, proved an excellent resource for the group and the comment 
after they had actually made the dawn climb to the summit of Borobudur was that 
none of it would have made much sense if they had not known what they were 
looking for or at. 
The stupas on the upper terraces were a particular attraction - the many photographs 
were taken at this site would be used later in class work. 
(stupas- Borobudor) 
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(students on stupas- this gives an indication of scale) 
(example of reliefs on.temple wall- Borobudor) 
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The group connected with the magical grandeur of Borobodur and thought the vast 
surrounds of the government hotel were like a frame around the stunning backdrop of 
the monument. The fact that they talked a lot about Borobodur's "other worldly" 
atmosphere indicated their level of engagement. 
• The evening's entertainment- listening to the gamelan orchestra play and watching 
local Central Javanese dances - was a success in terms of giving the students a hands-
on opportunity to experiment with the different instruments and sounds. For their 
orientation evening before we had left Brisbane, they had been shown the gamelan the 
city of Brisbane had received as a gift from her sister city, Semerang, but on this 
occassion they had not been allowed to play the instruments. As there were several 
talented musicians in the group, there was lots of lively sound being made. 
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The students were also grateful for the generosity shown by the old men playing the 
gamelan instruments. They were delighted to share their craft with a willing audience; 
similarly delighted were the young dancers who stayed behind and demonstrated the 
specifics of some of the routines. 
(the gamalan player) 
• Prambana - we visited this site on our way into Jogjakarta. Although it was a 
spectacular temple complex, the dawn climb in Borobudur had been enough for many 
of the group. Interest turned instead to the wonderful craft markets situated just 
outside the gates. Students purchased beautifully crafted puppets that were used later 
in classwork. 
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(Prambana Temple Complex) 
• In Yogjakarta, once we had been as a group to the Kraton, the various interest groups 
went off to different venues. This meant that everyone was making an effort to use the 
short amount of time we had left there to maximum effect. 
The "wayang kulit" workshop was interesting and students had the change to observe 
the crafting of the puppets, and then they were shown how they could be used - either 
as shadow puppets or ordinary hinged puppets. A point of interest was that the 
making of the puppets was a family affair- everyone was involved with the youngest 
family member, a seven year old, doing some of the painting. This was also the case 
with the making of the wooden puppets "wayang golek". The master puppet maker 
was responsible for carving the heads, while the rest of the family worked on other 
parts of the puppets. 
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(young boy tooling a leather puppet) 
(woman demonstrating puppet) 
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Both the excerpts from shows that the groups saw were based on the Hindu epics, 
Ramayana and Mahabharata. Outlines of the action were provided in translation so 
we were able to understand a little of what was going on. 
The group that went to the outdoor evening performance of the Ramayana also saw 
part of this epic but reported back that the whole spectacle of the performance - people 
running on and off the stage, and crying out from the audience, the vendors 
wandering at will through the performance, were more engaging than the performance 
itself. 
• The batik workshops also provided interesting feedback. Because only a small group 
of students attended, they were given the opportunity to sit at the benches alongside 
the artists and try some of the processes themselves. Two students bought a "canting" 
(the small spouted pot used for applying the wax) so they could do their own work at 
home. 
• }alan Malioboro is a long street well known for its markets. The students were 
surprised at the incredible range of goods on sale and at their own ability to bargain 
more effectively than they had on Bali. Several photographs taken on this street-
capturing the extremes of people's daily lives -were used later in classwork. 
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PHASE FOUR: Semerang • Denpasar • Brisbane 
--------
INTENTIONS 
Returning to Bali for the final two days and one night was the final stage of the journey. It 
was purposely designed to start and finish the whole exchange from the one place so that a 
point of reference was clearly defined. 
The group stayed in the same hotel and were given half a day free time. The other half day 
involved a whole group side trip to see some Balinese dance. 
KEY EXPERIENCES 
Semerang - Denpasar - Brisbane 
• Re-orientation 
• Free time to pursue anything of personal interest. 
• Visit to Bona village to see the Kecak dance - the best known of the Balinese dances 
and one that has been adapted for the tourist audience. Unlike many of the traditional 
dances, kecak does not have a gamelan backing, but relies on a chorus of male voices 
to ,provide the "chak-chak" sound from which the dance derives its name. 
The kecak is also based on a tale from the Ramayana, and features the famous Balinese 
monkey god (Sugriwa, king of the monkeys). 
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OUTCOMES 
• The students felt that they were "corning home" when they arrived back in Bali. They 
had found the Javanese experience so totally different from the cultural orientation 
they had expected after the first days in Kuta. The recognition of contrast meant that 
they were able to put the experiences they had had into a sharper focus. 
They made mention of the different food- how in Central Java they had not been 
offered much western food. This had forced many of them into trying new food. 
They saw too how westemised Kuta was and how much of it focused on the deliberate 
tourist market. 
• Although their free time was limited the majority of the group asked if we could go by 
bus back to the silversmith and batik workshops situated on the road to Ubud. 
(batik workshops outside Ubud) 
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• The general consensus after seeing the Kecak dance was that it was very slick and 
disappointing in is overtly commercial focus. The street outside the performance 
venue was lined with stalls selling cassettes with the dance backing, t-shirts, videos, 
masks and parts of the monkey costume. 
(outside the venue Kecak dance) (Kecak dance) 
• One student commented that it was easier to access the work via the souvenirs rather 
than through the dance itself. 
• At the airport on point of departure, four of the group discovered they had not kept in 
their passport the entrance paper required for exiting the country. These four were 
taken away for questioning and were asked to provide information about where they 
had spent their time while in Indonesia. It did not seem to make any difference to their 
position that (as part of a student tour group) they were actually travelling home in 
their school uniform. After they were finally processed, all four admitted to feeling 
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extremely unnerved and frightened by the experience. The interviewing customs 
officials (there were two) spoke limited English and kept talking to one another about 
the four students. All four said it was an awful and negative way to finish their time in 
the country. The flight was also delayed several hours. This left the group feeling 
tired and jaded. By the time we arrived in Brisbane via Sydney the next day, they were 
truly ready for their homecoming. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Stage Three: 
Re-Negotiating Kartini's Story 
" ... a common bond." 
(Ajamil and the Tigers) 
This final stage of The Kartini Project is situated back in the classroom. As outlined in the St 
Peters Lutheran College Drama Work Program, the work developed is in keeping with the 
unit title "Re-Negotiating the Truth". 
In Phase One, the students use "insider research" for this process. The fieldwork experiences 
become the vehicle for revisiting and reflecting upon understandings of Kartini's story. 
In Phase Two, Re-Negotiation and Closure, the students return to their earlier scriptwriting 
to set up a basis for assessing fieldwork experiences as well as any new research. Both these 
phases follow the organisational structure of Focus, Rational, Learning Experiences, and 
Outcomes. 
Both phases finish with comments on the implications of the work on the key issues 
outlined in Chapter Two (26). 
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PHASE 1 : Reflection and Re-Negotiation 
-------
FOCUS 
In this stage of the project the classwork focused on using the "insider" research the students 
had gathered, as a way into revisiting the historical story of Kartini. They used drama as a 
way of exploring what the field work had taught them about Kartini's story. 
-------
RATIONALE 
The workshops were aimed at exploring and making connections between the students' 
experiences of the intercultural investigation and the preparatory work they had done in the 
classroom before the fieldwork. The class activities sought to assess how the students' own 
"insider" research had effected contradiction and renegotiation, and whether or not it had 




Skill Share Workshops 
The teacher set up a number of activities designed to "teach" and "share" field 
experiences. These were called the "Skill Share" workshops. Each workshop required 
the participants who had been in the field to focus on teaching the rest of the group 
new skills associated with the interest area they had chosen from the Skill Share 
stations. All were encouraged to bring in any material gathered in the field to help 
authenticate the activity. 
Later they would be asked to incorporate these skills within the context of an 
improvisation. 
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language, using phrase books and acquired words and phrases 
music workshops introducing the specialties of Central Java- the gamalan 





These workshops ran over two lessons and the students worked enthusiastically to 
recreate and demonstrate the key skills of the activities they had participated in 
during the fieldwork. The groups were then given three lessons to devise and present 
a five minute improvisation that would incorporate these skills. The presenting 
context for the improvisation was a Current Affairs program titled "Indonesia 
Tonight". The teacher took on the role as the show's host which required some teacher 




Neelands (1990: 54) describes the technique of thought tracking as 
that which reveals publicly the private thoughts/reactions of participants in role at 
specific moments in the action so as to develop a reflective attitude towards the action 
and to contrast thinking-for-self with outward appearances or dialogue. Action may 
be frozen and participants "tapped" for thoughts' or thoughts may be prepared to go 
with the still images. 
This activity aimed to provide students with the opportunity to stand aside from the 
action so as to take stock of emerging meanings or actions. Following on from the 
previous activity, it served as another means of reviewing and commenting on what 
had taken place on the field trip. 
Task 
An installation was set up in the classroom prior to the arrival of the students. 
It contained, four masks from Ubud, a wood carving from Jepara, three shadow 
puppets, a batik sarong, an assortment of photocopied and enlarged black and white 
images photographed in the field, a soundscape of traffic noises recorded in Jogjakarta, 
and a roll of rupiah notes bound together with a rubber band. 
• The students were asked to form pairs and respond to the installation by 
presenting a moment from the field trip. 
One of the pair would use or appropriate something from the installation and strike a 
frozen image. The other participant would become the "voice" for this image, speaking 
the thoughts of the person in the image. 
Example 1 
One pair chose the carved masks from Ubud. They were arranged in a row on a desk and the 
student created an image of someone looking at the masks but not seeming particularly 
interested in them. Her partner said "I saw about three hundred of these masks being painted 
by kids in one of those woodcarving villages we went to, and he tries to tell me they are the only 
ones. Sure he'll give me a special price. Does he think I'm just a stupid tourist?" 
Example 2 
Another pair who also selected the masks chose to combine them with the soundscape. One 
student sat "carving" a mask in her lap. Her partner spoke over the soundscape "I should get 
six hundred rupiah for this one." She delivered the sentence in a resigned tone, placing 
emphasis on the word "should". 
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Activity 3 
This Way I That Way 
(Neelands, 1990: 56) uses this technique to highlight 
the differences between various characters' interpretations of the same crucial .event 
and thereby demonstrate that the points of view held may reflect the vested interests of 
the characters. 
This technique allowed the group to gauge and deconstruct the sorts of biases that 
occur when reading a situation from different view points. 
Task 
• The group carried out a modified version of this technique. They were asked to 
return to the individual scripts they had written for the forming task in the 
playbuilding unit. Class time was allocated for re-reading the scripts. 
• They were then shown a series of labelled photographs taken at the house of 
Kartini's niece, Dr Sosrohadikoesoemo, and some pages of handwritten 
"recollections" of the discussions that took place between the doctor and the 
teacher, during the homestay of the fieldtrip. (Appendix 'F':l-4) The students 
were asked to respond to this material by forming a dramatic monologue in 
which one of the characters from their own script "spoke" to this modern 
Indonesian descendant. The focus of this activity was to extend or reinterpret a 
pre-field trip characterisation by incorporating some new material gathered in 
the field. 
• These improvised monologues were then presented to the class. Most were 
about two minutes long, and the class saw nine during the lesson. 
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OUTCOMES 
These activities worked together to initiate reflection, analysis and synthesis of the field trip 
experiences, in a way that prevented the lessons dissolving into emotive recollection. The 
structure of the learning experiences provided a direction that was controlled, purposeful 
and effective. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
The student work demonstrated a willingness and focussed ability to demonstrate the field 
work in a practical way. The detail of the work, in all of the activities, indicated the depth of 
understanding that had occurred. The students had established a position that 
demonstrated some recognition of their relationship to the shared context of the field. By 
beginning with the skillshare workshops, the students had been made to revisit, in practical 
terms, their field observations. In their reworking and sharing of the skills they had been 
taught, they reinforced the information they had gathered. The group also synthesised 
incidental cultural details they had absorbed. 
In tasks such as Activity 2, the group demonstrated they were no longer culturally excluded 
because their fieldwork experiences had provided a way of relating meaningfully to the 
articles in the installation. These responses set up an interesting contrast to the earlier 
responses in the playbuilding stage of the project where students had approached the 
installation passively. In this later task they were involved participants who felt some real 
connection with the articles. 
For the students who had not participated in the fieldwork, these workshops provided a 
successful means of accessing and sharing the experiences of their classmates. 
Their work showed they were able to identify differences, and more importantly, 
acknowledge these differences. This had the effect of making them more aware of the 
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implications of cultural differences, and more sensitive to the meaning of boundaries. For 
example, the very formal nature of the field work "skills lessons" had exposed the students 
to the pride the Indonesians feel about these aspects of their culture, as well as the important 
role culture plays in their everyday lives. 
To some extent, these learning experiences also made the students aware of the nature of 
exchange, because it made them question what they had brought to the exchange. It was not 
until they were in the position of demonstrating to their peers what they had learnt that they 
were able to consider what they themselves may have incidentally offered the Indonesians. 
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PHASE 2: Re-Negotiation and Closure 
FOCUS 
In this final phase of the project the classwork focussed on re-negotiating Kartini's story. 
This was done by using the fieldwork material and other contemporary information about 
Indonesia that the students accessed (e.g. library research) to renegotiate their earlier 
understanding of Kartini's life. As part of this work, they explored the notion of identity and 
how it is shaped and manipulated by external forces. The students chose to reshape an 
aspect of the original scripts used for the group presenting task to incorporate these 
understandings. 
RATIONALE 
The workshop activities aimed to develop the connections the students had made with the 
real world of Kartini. Earlier activities had required them to identify and analyse their field 
experiences. Now they were asked to synthesise these new understandings with their prior 
knowledge of Kartini's life and times. It was anticipated that the reshaped dramatic action 
would be informed by cultural and political changes that had occurred during the interim 
one hundred years. 
LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
Activity 4 
The Kartini Circus 
The students returned to the groups they had worked in for the presenting task in 
Term Two. They were asked to read through the group's scripted scene and highlight 
the key moments in the dramatic action. These moments were presented to the class as 
a series of freeze frames. The groups then used these frames as the starting point for 
reshaping the action using the form of circus._ Each of the key moments wa~ reworked 
into a circus act. 
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Example: 
One group remade a frame of children jumping rope into a routine where the children became 
performing seals chanting the same verse they had used in the original script, Children of Java 
(Appendix 'E'). This same group symbolised the Dutch colonial influence in the figure of the 
ringmaster controlling the education system. 
Another group reworked the key moment of the Dutch ruler "looking over" the colonial subjects 
as a spectator looking at a freak show and making comments. A second frame this group 
remade showed the "Dutch" ringmaster attempting to get the "natives" to jump through a 
series of hoops. While he encouraged them in a nonsense language, they followed one another 
passively through the hoops. It was the figure symbolising Kartini who refused several times to 
go through the motions, but eventually she too complied. 
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Activity 5 
"Real Life" Hot Seat 
For this activity the Indonesian aunt (Mrs Rose) of one of the students was invited to 
speak to the class. Available background information was that Mrs Rose had married 
an Australian in the 1970's and since the late 1980's she has been living in St Lucia, 
Brisbane. 
Task 
Each student had been asked to prepare some questions about what it was like 
growing up as a female in Indonesia, and also what the education system was like for 
women who wanted to study. The aim of using Mrs Rose was to add another 
perspective to the legacy Kartini had left and to fill in gaps in understanding of 
changes that have taken place in more recent history. 
Example: 
Mrs Rose spent one lesson speaking to the class and answering questions. She was reticent and 
kept her answers short, and also did not encourage opening out of the questioning. 
However she stressed that Kartini had been a very tangible female role model for herself and her 
two sisters when they were growing up in Surabaya. They took Kartini's struggle, which they 
were taught about in school, very seriously and as young women they aspired to continue her 
work. Mrs Rose had completed high school in 1967 and gone on to further study to become a 
teacher. Both her sisters (who still live in Indonesia) had gone to university in the 1970's. She 
explained that her parents, who were born in the 1920's, worked very hard and made sacrifices 
in order to provide their daughters with an education. It was a costly exercise and one that was 
taken very seriously. 
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Activity 6 
Kartini- Who Were You? 
Task 
This was the final activity in the project. It was divided into three task areas: 
• The students returned to the groups they had been working in for Activity 4. 
They were given two class lessons to revisit the ideas of their original script and 
highlight some of the issues they had considered important at that time. Then 
they had to decide, through the process of group discussion, to what extent their 
understanding of Kartini had changed due to the field experiences and the more 
recent class work. 
• The next part of the activity was to generate some new focus questions about 
Kartini's contribution to the twentieth century. The groups each came up with 
two or three questions and these were written on the whiteboard. 
• It was then explained to the class that as our closure to The Kartini Project we 
were going to construct a "remembrance" in Kartini's honour. Just how this 
would be devised would be a group decision. The class was given one lesson to 
form their ideas, and one lesson for presenting. 
Example: 
Several suggestions were worked through during the forming process. An early idea was to 
build a symbolic structure, in the form of a giant, Javenese style puppet, to represent Kartini's 
life and work. The idea of attaching the various strings that were metaphors for her life 
restraints was creative and had good potential for tra.nslating easily into dramatic action. 
However this idea was discarded due to the pressures of time and lack of physical resources. 
The majority of the students wanted to use text of some sort because they felt that they had come 
to know Kartini through her correspondence. The idea of a letter was discussed, and the 
suggestion was that everybody should contribute a single line of text that they felt summed up 
what they felt was important about Kartini. 
The group used a technique (One Liners) that they had worked with in their scriptwriting 
workshop, where they wrote their line of text and then left it in the centre of the performance 
space. As part of this process, ownership of the text is then relinquished, as each person in the 
group takes up a random piece of text to reinterpret and present in their own way. 
One of the students took up the earlier idea of the puppet and framed an image of a woman 
reaching forward, her right arm reaching out for something. She placed a closed book at her 
feet. Once everyone had their line of text, the students facing inwards, formed a circle around 
this image. They read their line where they thought it most appropriate, and turned outwards 
"towards the light" as their final symbolic gesture. 




As the students moved through these last activities, they were encouraged to review the 
classwork that had previously occurred, in order to renegotiate their understanding of the 
processes in which they had been engaged. This reframing of earlier experiences, as 
happened in Activity 4, worked positively to realign the position they had arrived at in the 
project. They were able to synthesise their accumulated experiences and new understanding 
with earlier information about Kartini's world, in a way that was a sophisticated, albeit 
cynical interpretation of history. The use of the circus form encouraged the students to 
satirise aspects of colonial life and it effected a scrutiny of Kartini's struggle that made the 
injustice seem even more terrible because of this exaggeration. 
The use of the guest speaker in the hot seat activity had limited outcomes because it turned 
into a didactic session rather than the interactive inquiry intended. However, it did provide 
some extra background and answer some immediate questions about life in Indonesia. The 
final activity was intended as a progression from debriefing, through recognising a position 
of new understanding, to closure. The three aspects of the activity supported this 
progression, and the student's work was certainly imbued with a sense of paying tribute and 
letting go. 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE KEY ISSUES 
In her conclusion to Poetic Artistry Scheurer reflects on "artistic structuring" as an important 
aspect of Cecily O'Neill's drama practice: 
"Structuring artistically is a responsive art in which the teacher responds to the participants as well 
as to the growing work of art. The teacher/artist's function is to structure the work in such a way that 
it "fits together" as a significant artistic experience-for the participants and as an organically unified 
dramatic form." (Scheurer, P., 1998: 46) 
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This idea of "artistic structuring" lies at the heart of what I was trying to achieve in this last 
phase of the project. It was important that the students' final experiences worked to unify 
the entirety of the dramatic activities encountered on the way. These last workshops had 
been planned with the intention of fitting the pieces together, yet not in any formal way. 
What had been attempted, particularly in "the Kartini Circus" and again in "Remembrance", 
was to lead the students to their own point of understanding of "fitting the pieces together" 
and then to trust their collective voice to choose their own way of "letting go" of the project. 
The text of "Remembrance" further highlighted the implications of the unifying theme of the 
four semesters of coursework: the interrogation of the notion of truth. In forming and 
presenting "Remembrance", the students had demonstrated their understanding that there is 
not a single truth; that our constant renegotiation of experiences refashions our 
understandings into multiple readings of a situation. It seemed that in the process of 
presenting this final project work, there was an implicit sense of acknowledging and 
attempting to understand and assimilate difference. Kartini's world was always going to be 
remote from their own, but in their efforts to tread her borderlands, the students had at least 
encountered and dealt with the fundamentals of difference. 
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CHAPTER SIX: Findings 
" ... and that's the truth." 
(Ajamil and the Tigers) 
As stated in Chapter One, this project was designed to investigate the issues the drama 
teacher encounters when using fieldwork and intercultural investigation as a means of 
creating authentic Asian-Australian drama experiences. 
In this section of the work, each stage of The Kartini Project will be given a summary review 
in terms of the key issues outlined in Chapter One (26). 
Recommendations will be made for any drama teacher contemplating similar fieldwork. 
STAGE 1 
A REVIEW OF KEY ISSUES (CHAPTER 1:26) 
In setting up the group devised process in the classroom, I was always mindful of the need 
to provide the students with the background material necessary for them to establish their 
own historical and cultural location. The classroom activities for Phase One centred on 
context building learning experiences aimed at providing the student with opportunities to 
identify and endorse differences between cultures. 
It is important to concede that even though a genuine effort was made to explore the nature 
of the students' relationship to their historical past, because of the short time frame allowed 
for in the planning to achieve this, it was difficult, in the classwork, to move beyond working 
with anything other than preconceived stereotypes. What the activities did achieve was to 
generate questions about Australia's past and help to point to significant political events that 
shaped its history and its relationship with Asia. However, for any real understanding of 
historical and cultural positioning to occur, (particularly in this crucial first phase of the 
project) there needed to be greater exposure to, and better understanding of, the 
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authenticating conventions that would ultimately be necessary to validate the intercultural 
experience. Although as teacher, I was aware of the need to establish a series of signs or 
conventions through which the students would recognise the relationship between the 
fictions of their performance and the nature of the "real" world of the intercultural 
experience, ultimately what the learning experiences lacked was the framework of points of 
identification that would link the preparatory work directly to the field encounter. The 
model of multiculturalism had achieved some success as a way in to exploring Kartini's life. 
However, it did not provide sufficient detail of understanding of the basic cultural 
differences, particularly the implications of Islam, which proved crucial to the success of 
how the students managed the intercultural experience of the fieldwork. 
The playbuilding focussed on establishing a good understanding of who Kartini was and 
what her world was like, and in this respect, it was where the most significant concentration 
of authenticating conventions was set up. In the playbuilding process, a genuine effort was 
made to explore the realities of Kartini's world, and then to translate these realities into 
performance. It was during this classwork that the students encountered the importance of 
location as a critical determinant in the process of interpreting who and where they were 
located in relation to themselves, to one another, to their own communities, and to the global 
context. Kartini was questioning the very foundation of her world, and daring to oppose the 
norm of her time. The students worked from their own interpretation of the world around 
them; their reactions became a yardstick for questioning Kartini's reactions to various issues. 
They were able to empathise with her anger, her frustrations and her determination to 
achieve change. It was through getting to know Kartini's world that they raised questions 
about their own world. 
A significant aspect of the playbuilding was the deliberate reliance on historical 
documentation. While this served the purpose of remaining within prescribed boundaries of 
Kartini's lifetime, and provided consistent historical material for the playbuilding, it 
prevented further exploration of the many other influences impacting on her world. The 
implications of this for the fieldwork were that the students had a lot of particular 
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information about an historical figure, but they were unprepared for meeting the reality that 
contemporary Indonesian history, particularly modern Indonesian feminism, had fashioned 
for her. Kartini had been "made over" as an educational revolutionary. The public 
celebrations and the annual public holiday to mark "Kartini Day" seemed to bear little 
resemblance to the passionate and reserved Kartini of one hundred years ago. Indeed, the 
figure of our class research and performance work bore little resemblance to the Kartini with 
whom the Indonesian audience were familiar. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
In preparing students to participate in intercultural fieldwork, the following 
recommendations may be useful:-
• Establish points of identification that link the preparatory classwork to the fieldwork 
environment. e.g. comprehensive information about contemporary practices of 
religion and local customs, political trends and influences, the climate, geography of 
field area. 
• A good awareness of the contemporary field context would help provide opportunities 
for accessing the historical focus of the play because it would set up a benchmark 
against which readings of the historical figure could be made. 
-------
STAGE 2 
A REVIEW OF THE KEY ISSUES (CHAPTER 1:26) 
Although the students participating in the fieldwork attended a series of information 
evenings designed to inform them of the intended program, and to provide them with a 
general overview of cultural "do's' and don'ts", there was not a formal orientation process 
that prepared them for the fieldwork. Tl'te itinerary had been developed in close 
consultation with the Indonesian Consulate and although the students were provided with 
detailed planning, no time was allocated to preparing for anticipated events. Also, because 
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the fieldwork came immediately at the end of semester examinations, there was not time to 
rehearse the performance before we left, and neither was this planned for in the itinerary. It 
was just assumed that this would happen prior to the performance. 
The first three days of orientation on Bali successfully served the purpose to acclimatise the 
students to the basic cultural differences they could expect to encounter during the 
fieldwork. While Bali had been intentionally chosen because of its exposure to Western 
culture, the time there could be seen as counterproductive; what the students experienced 
was an homogenisation of Western and Asian culture rather than any "boundary crossing" 
experiences. It provided a starting position that was comfortable, but the short time in the 
field may have been better utilised if this acclimatisation process had taken part at the field 
site in Central Java. 
Phase Two of the fieldwork experience in Semarang and Salitiga highlighted the problems 
faced when setting up the intercultural exchange. Barker (in Pavis, 1996:255) summed up 
the reality of the situation when he wrote: 
I push as hard as I can but there are boundaries I cannot cross easily and for very good 
reasons, the principal one being that I share very little of those people's lives and living. 
Their existence is in my context but I am not in theirs. To be able to work in those 
situations, I have to jettison the secure framework of what I know and to venture, 
through meetings, to try to establish some basis on which we can work together and an 
exchange can take place. 
Certainly I had worked very hard from my home base to set up a structure that I believed 
would facilitate meaningful cultural exchange, and on paper the planning seemed to 
reinforce this. However, in reality there were many boundaries of which I simply was 
unaware. Even though I had been to Central Java on several prior occasions, there were so 
many cultural particularities of which I was ignorant and these were to have a significant 
impact on the outcomes of the exchange. 
The cultural induction provided by the university was excellent but misplaced in the timing 
of the fieldwork. In retrospect, this invaluable session needed to come before the fieldwork 
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began and would have been most useful at the beginning of the project when students were 
exploring the shared context, and then reinforced again as part of the orientation process. 
This induction provided an important insight into how the Javanese consider the notion of 
time. The two specifics were outlined to us (the flexible "rubber time" and the inflexible 
"now time") but it took a few days and hard experience to understand how to interpret the 
differences. Not understanding this basic concept of difference made it difficult to 
understand which aspects of the prepared program operated in which aspect of time. 
Unfortunately the students' performance of their work came under the rigid "now time". We 
were not given any notice that they were required to perform, which meant that they had 
not rehearsed the work in a performance space, and they had no props or music. Perhaps 
the biggest disappointment was that they were not given any opportunity to establish a 
context for their work, nor were they provided with an authentic audience. Instead, they 
were tacked on to a presentation of local dance and martial arts that took place in a large 
gymnasium and these local performers, rounded up to showcase their skills for a group of 
foreign visitors to the university, became the students' audience. 
Another set back was arriving at the Kartini Museum only to find it closed. What I 
considered substantial setbacks to the fieldwork process of gathering "insider" information 
were lightly dismissed by our hosts. It was indeed a case of Barker's "their existence is in my 
context but I am not in theirs." (Barker:255) 
An important part of my findings in the fieldwork component was that I had not 
established, in my planning, a secure enough framework in which any exchange could take 
place. With The Kartini Project we were somewhere in between; we had come to the 
borderland with some knowledge of a part of their local history anticipating an enthusiastic 
reception to our cultural reading. What we encountered was a passive, indifferent audience 
neither willing nor unwilling to receive our work, not aware enough of our cultural context 
to know that we expected some reaction to the performances. 
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However, the positive spin off from the fieldwork program was that the students recognised 
the need to adapt to the situation at hand. It meant that they had to be flexible and open to 
alternatives. For many of them, this meant coming to terms with the reality that in the 
fieldwork situation, it was not considered that they would have an opinion. As the students 
met various people in different fieldwork situations, they were required to adapt to the 
moment. It was in these face to face encounters that the real intercultural penetration 
happened. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
When embarking on fieldwork in another cultural context, the following recommendations 
may be useful:-
• As part of the playbuilding process, plan to accommodate an exploration of how more 
recent history was shaped and how this might impact on delivering different 
interpretations of the focus historical figure. For example, group research into major 
political events that have resulted in a rewriting of the past. The use of narrative action 
conventions (Neelands 1990: 21) could be used to "move on" the story of the chosen 
historical figure, so that there is an understanding of where he/ she might be located in 
our own time. 
• Structure a formal orientation program prior to the fieldwork. This should address all 
aspects of the final itinerary including brainstorming for unexpected events and a 
checklist of strategies to use when planned events do not happen as intended, or do 
not eventuate at all. 
• Set aside a rehearsal period early in the fieldwork, preferably day one and again on 
day two, so students can get used to practising in a new environment. 
• Establish clear and rigid guidelines for the host about the group's expectations and 
desired outcomes for the fieldwork and emphasise repeatedly the importance of the 
student performance work. 
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• Ask specific questions of the host organisation about performance space, equipment, 
and audience. Suggest times for the rehearsals in the space, and recommend two or 
three performances of the work. Finally, circulate a program that outlines the 
background and aims of the performance work and suggest to the organisers that this 
be translated for the audience before the performance starts. 
• Plan for debriefing time directly after the performance, and check that the host 
organisation understands that this is an essential part of the program. 
• Formally plan sessions for debriefing and discussion of experiences during the 
fieldwork, so that the momentum of the intercultural exchange is harvested during its 
most fruitful time. 
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STAGE 3 
REVIEW OF THE KEY ISSUES (CHAPTER 1:26) 
It was later during the final stage of the project, that I was able to identify and determine 
some outcomes of the intercultural experience. During activities like the skillshare 
workshops and the thought tracking, the students who had participated in the fieldwork 
were not just going through the motions of teaching a skill to their peers, but the distance 
from the fieldwork had given them the opportunity to assess and evaluate their intercultural 
experiences and then they contextualised these experiences in the activities set up in the 
classroom. What had occurred in the interim was that the students concerned had connected 
the fieldwork experiences to their own lives. This was one of the more rewarding stages of 
the project, because suddenly the students seemed to have reached an understanding of 
what the project had been about. There were comments from both those who had been to 
Indonesia and those who had not that now everything seemed real; they had reached a level 
of engagement in the work that they felt "was true". 
However, it is important to note that the legacy of the project in terms of creating authentic 
Asian Australian drama experiences was actually realised in the final unit of the course 
work. The focus for this unit was Noelle Janaczewska's play The History of Water. This 
was an unpublished, bi-lingual text that articulated the growing force of Asian voice in 
Australian theatre. The main theme of the play was the exploration of the space between 
learning a new language and living in a new language. (In the play, Kate, an Australian 
photographer, and Ha, a Vietnamese translator, attempted to come to terms with their 
individual and national pasts, and build a different future.) I chose this play because I felt it 
could have significant resonance for the students who were still fresh from the fieldwork 
experience of living for a short time in another language and culture. Also, as the play was 
set in Vietnam and Australia I hoped it would move the students' vision beyond Indonesia 
into a broader Asian context, as well as to continue to reform their own connection with 
being young Australians. 
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This play acted as the catalyst I had been hoping for. For the presenting assessment task the 
students were required to work in pairs to present some text from The History of Water and 
also to include in their presenting, devised drama that linked an aspect of their own 
experience in Indonesia (or experience at any cultural boundary) to the playscript. In the 
presenting work, students recalled to use many of the conventions and techniques we had 
modelled in class during the project, and some succeeded in dramatically processing 
extraordinary detail of personal experience. Often, what would appear in the telling to be a 
seemingly inconsequential moment of experience, was woven into the dramatic action to 
comment or highlight something of significance in Janawazca's play. The students' work 
demonstrated a depth of perception, analysis and reflection that provided me with a subtle 
commentary of their understanding of the shared cultural context (Vietnam/ Australia) and 
their ability to create authentic dramatic experiences within this context. 
I felt that there had been something special and unexpected in this work and that it was here, 
rather than in the reframing ofKartini's story, that the students had arrived at a respect for 
difference that would pose further questions for them about how they see their lives. There 
seemed to be more evidence of an active intercultural curiosity that I liked to think would 




When undertaking Reflective and Closure activities that rely on the accumulated experiences 
of all stages of the project, the following recommendations may be useful:-
• Do not try to rework any earlier piece of work. Devise an activity that allows students 
to work from where they have arrived after the fieldwork, rather than attempting to 
renegotiate earlier positions; for example, student devised performance that 
demonstrates post fieldwork understanding of the Asian-Australian context. 
• Continue to move forward in the exploration of the Asian-Australian context. Build on 
the field legacy by channelling the le<l:rning experiences into new dramatic territory e.g. 
exposure to texts such as Janaczewska's The History of Water and Broinowski's 
The Gap (1995). 
By establishing points of identification that linked the preparatory classwork to the 
fieldwork I anticipate that the outcomes of The Kartini Project will continue to evolve over a 
long period of time and that the experiences will ripple outwards as the students go about 
making their adult lives. One of the aims of the St Peters Lutheran College Work Program 
was that at the end of their four semesters of drama the students would leave having 
glimpsed the world as it otherwise could be, with an understanding that although the voices 
and contexts will change, the notion of dialogue and discovery will keep going. 
I believe The Kartini Project achieved this. 
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"Art cannot change the world, but it can contribute to changing the 
consciousness and drives of the men and women who could change 
the world." (Marcuse, 1979:81) 
"Artists are for disclosing the extraordinary in tlze ordinary." 
(Greene, 1989:215) 
The students' world is not one we are easily able to recognise or label. The world 
of today's students indicates a present that is an indirectly experienced reality-
something that is part image and part reality; a fragmented reality. Their present 
is located in a world of video clips and sophisticated technology. Baudrillard coins 
it 'the age of simulations'. 
This is clear to young people themselves. Although they are unaware of the post 
modern phenomena they clearly identify with the idea that our culture is 
problematic, what has been previously accepted in their parents' lives is no longer 
necessarily relevant to their lives. 
When Drama educationalist, Peter Abbs talks about the 'renewal of education' he 
stresses the need for a balanced curriculum built on a generic notion of human 
understanding of the world we live in. Therefore this program aims to provide the 
students of St Peters with an aesthetic framework that helps them make meaning 
of a world where the simulacra are constantly changing. It aims to access the 'more 
hidden realities of their lived worlds' (Greene:215) to ensure that the students are 
given the opportunity to 'pose questions with respect to their lives, to renew their worlds 
as the days go by, to try to keep them alive in time'. (Greene:215) 
The St Peters program then, emanates from a socially·critically framework in 
which the students' symbolic creativity helps them understand their place in the 
world by working through the senses; through their 'grounded aesthetic'. The 
program facilitates the means for the students to appropriate their everyday 
experiences and it is built on the premise that the students, by knowing the 
cultural world and their relationship to it, will ultimately know themselves. 
It is Drama as an art form that allows the students to explore, through the 
aesthetic domain, their own seeds of impulse. Through the dramatic process the 
students are empowered with understandings not only of themselves but of the 
world in which they live, but also of drama and the power and role of the Arts in 
society. The Arts, in particular drama, synthesise and recreate the human 
experience. 
The students of St Peters come from a wide variety of backgrounds in terms of 
ethnic, socio-economic and geographical location. The school philosophy is 
centred firmly on a Christian base from which students are encouraged to inquire 
and challenge. A deeply caring attitude permeates all aspects of campus life. 
Appendix A page 
In accordance with this Christian ethos, the centralising theme of the two years of 
study is an exploration of the notion of 'truth'. Abbs talks about the significant 
artist as one best conceived as a "perpetual philosopher, as one who seeks, through the 
symbolic ordering of his or her sensations, understanding into the nature of human 
experience ... the aesthetic act is directed towards the apprehension of truth" (Abbs, 
1989:xi) 
It is this apprehension of truth that this work program aims to interrogate. The 
program is organised around four semester of study: 
• Consulting Each Other: Our Grounded Truths 
• Consulting the Map: Home Truths 
• Consulting the Ages: The Chronology of Truth 
• The Ideologies of Truth 
• Re-Negotiating the Truth 
Other considerations: 
St Peters is a large co-educational day and boarding school; population 1500 
students. Administration is currently in the final stages of planning the 
construction of a Performing Arts Complex; the building project is scheduled to 
begin in 1995. 
Presently, classes are held in a carpeted room with a fixed stage. There is a large 
performance mirror, and eight modules of flexible staging that allow for outdoor 
performance work. Equipment includes: moveable rostra, lights, sound 
equipment and access to video cameras and the Film and TV editing suite and a 
well resourced library. A permanent video camera, used for immediate replay 
and feedback of student work has recently been installed in the room. There is a 
small rehearsal room adjacent to the editing suite (in the Design Education 
Building) that allows students to rehearse using lighting and sound, during school 
hours. 
The Arts Department fosters creative exchange amongst students; there is a year 
long Arts Extension Program that aims at developing non curricular skills and 
interests and these are facilitated by professional artists and industry workers. 
The Arts Department also holds an Arts Expo each year - this is a week long 
series of workshops etc where students have the opportunity to work in three 
hour blocks on elected extension projects. In the final school term, there is also a 
Year 12 Exhibition week where students publicly present their work. 
For the past three years there has been a Drama/ Art Tour to an Asian/Pacific 
country which has aimed to promote cultural exchange and understanding, as 
well as being directly linked to specific areas of the work program. 
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COURSE ORGANISATION OVERVIEW 
UNIT 
CONSULTING EACH OTHER 
Our Grounded Truth 
Elements of drama 
Improvisation 
Process drama 
Tutorial/ cultural analysis/image 
building 
CONSULTING THE lv1AP 
Home Tntths 
Exploration of devel~ment of 
Australian drama wi in 
social/historical political context 
Australian playwrights 
Australian play texts from 1960 > 
contemporary 
Study of three plays (Playback) 
Australian drama within 
international context 
CONSULTING THE AGES 
Chronology of Truth 





Realism and Naturalism 
THE IDEOLOGY ur TRUTH 
Ideology and its place in the drama 
Practitioners: 
Boa!. Brecht 
DIALOGUE & RE IDENTITY 
Re-Negotiating the Truth 
Extended Stu~ 
Play building om Historical 
Research 
Play building from Lived Research 
Scripted Drama 
RECOGNISING THE SELF 
Personal Truth 




Performance Indiv. (public) 
,ESSON TIME: 3 x 40 mins 
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7.5 YEAR 11 & 12 Assessment Overview Senior Drama 
CONTEXTS DIMENSIONS CONDffiONS 
"C Ill 
UNIT ASSESSMENT C) E tl) Ill 
TITLES TASKS .. > Ill Q C) Cll E C) Q r::: 
-Ill r::: r::: 
-.. Ill 
-




r::: c r::: r::: "C Ill 
- 0 c. Cll "C ... E Cll -
"C ;:: 
-
tl) c. :I > 
.!:: tl) ... tl) 0 :I 0 Cll "C 
-
:I 0 .. Cll .. Ill 
(/) ;:: < LL c.. a: ~ r::: c.. 
-Semester One: Yr 11 Australian Drama 
(Formative) Improvisation with X X X 
Intervention 
CONSULTING THE 
MAP Presenting Task X X X 
Home Truths Contemporary 
Australian Playtext 
Student as 
I I I I I I Dramaturge X X X 
Semester Two: Yr 11 Written Response to 
(Formative) Live Performance X 
CONSULTING THE 
AGES Group Presentation X X X X 
rhe Chronology of Truth of Scripted Drama 
Exam Task 
Responding: X X X 
A Doll's House' 
Individual X X X 
Monologue 
)emester Three: Yr 12 Brecht: X X X X 
(Summative) Individual Forming 
Task 
The Ideology of Truth 
Responding Task X X X 
Justification from 
Artist in Residence 
EXTENDED STUDY Group Playbuilding 
Dialogue & X X X X 
Re-Identity 
Renegotiating the 
Truth Individual Playscript X X X X 
Semester Four: Yr 12 Responding Task: I I The History of Water X X X 
Presenting Task: I I The History of Water X X X 
RECOGNISING Presenting Live 
THE SELF Performance - X X X 
Personal Truth Public 
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UNIT4 
The Ideology of Truth 
Rationale 
"We need a type of theatre which not only releases the feelings, insights and impulses 
possible within the particular historical field of human relations in which the action takes 
place, but employs and encourages those thoughts and feelings which help transform the 
field itself " Bertolt Brecht 
"Don't start from the good old things but the bad new one. "Bertolt Brecht 
This unit investigates the political efficacy of theatrical performance. It addresses 
the ways in which, in a particular historical period, theatre practitioners have tried 
to change not just the future action of their audiences, but also the structure of the 
audience's community and the nature of the audience's culture. The main agent 
for such changes has been the immediate effects of performance-laughter, tears, 
applause and other active audience responses. The fundamental aim of the 
theatre practitioners like Brecht, Boal has been to initiate a shift in the culture of 
communities in particular directions because that might bring about more 
widespread and lasting modifications in culture and society as a whole. 
At the heart of this unit then is the exploration of the possibility that the 
immediate and local effects of particular performances might contribute to 
change; that theatre has the potential to make the immediate effects of 
performance influence, however minutely, the general historical evolution of 
wider social and political truths. 
Focus 
The focus is on theatrical heritage this century, particularly the contributions of 
Brecht and Boal. The notions of ideologies and the way in which theatre interacts 
to reflect-imitate the dominant mores of societies will be deconstructed through a 
series of workshops. Students will start from the premise of what they regard as 
their 'private' truths. Pretext work will concentrate on these preconceptions they 
bring to drama. They will then work with the work of the 'Truth makers' - Brecht 
and Boal focussing on the technical structure of texts/ drama and how the 
playwright orders everyday experiences and events into dramatic form. 
Objectives 
Through this unit of study students should be able to: 
• [F] manage the elements of drama to create and shape dramatic action from 
Modern Realism through to their work of Boal; 
• [F] bring dramatic text to life through the discussion and workshopping of 
particular texts and extracts; 
• [F] develop an understanding of ·dramatic structure by exploring the 










[F] transforming existing artistic work into new dramatic forms-play 
building from research and stimulus material; 
[P] manage the elements of drama to communicate dramatic action ranging 
from modern realism through to Theatre of the Oppressed; 
[P] interpret and perform a range of styles and works representative of the 
(above) areas; 
[P] demonstrate how the elements of drama are used within a range of 
historical and dramatic contexts; 
[P] use acting techniques appropriate to different historical styles and 
contexts 
[R] identify and evaluate the cultural context and content of drama that helps 
shape/ and is shaped by ideologies; 
[R] synthesise understandings of form, content and context within this 
(above) range; 
[R] communicate ideas in oral discussion and in written form . 
















working with the notion of pretext to identify and analyse what 
preconceptions are brought to the drama; 
'house of cards' exercise: constructing an ideology; 
using frames and photographic stills to recreate dramatic moments (Baal's 
picture making); 
exercise that develop context and character; 
appropriating stimulus material into dramatic form, particularly 
contemporary media with Brecht perspective; 
researching contemporary issues to incorporate into the text . 
skills workshops that develop understanding of particular techniques 
(eg Brecht's Alienation/Historification (see Caucasian Chalk Circle Package) 
process drama to create working knowledge of the above (many suggestions 
outlined in CCC Package); · 
working with play texts eg Brecht's Caucasian Chalk Circle. Which 
demonstrate particular techniques; 
researching theatre roles (eg Artist in Residence) for understanding of 
function/ intention; 
working with play text to identify ideological issues, central to text; 
exercises to determine the relevance of above issues within contemporary 
time frame; 
workshopping with focus on the acting skills and conventions required for 
Brechtian forrn/Boalian technique (eg Image Theatre) 
exercises that look at the role of the audience and the relationship between 
playwright (eg Brecht) and audience theatre practitioner (eg Boal) and 
audience; 
experimenting with technical aspects fo theatre that produce particular 












(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
~~A.M.A. 
YEAR12 
Semester 3, 199 
The Ideology of Truth 
Individual Responding: Extended Analytical Writing 
You have been appointed "Artist in Residence" at St PetersLutheran College. 
Your brief is to work with a class of Year 12 students on a project designed to 
promot their sense of individual responsibility to society. You have chosen to 
work on a production of The Caucasian Chalk Circle to achieve this aim. Before 
meeting with the class, you must forward a justification of your choice to them. 
It needs to be well structured and succinct, with an introduction, body and 
conclusion. 
• Identify & Analyse the Cultural Context of Drama 
- Brecht's intention when writing the play 
- Understanding of historical perspective & relevance to 
contemporary culture 
• Identify & Analyse forms, structure and styles of Drama 
- understanding of Brechtian form and style 
- Characterisation 
- Effect on audience 
• Synthesise understandings of form, content and context 
- Understanding of how the CCC is relevant for Year 12 workshop 
• Communicate in writing 
- Use of language 
- Ability to apply appropriate supporting material 
• Own time for library research and extended reading 
• Class time for textual analysis 
1000 words 










(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
Z;)~AM.A. 
YEAR 12 
Semester 3, 199 
The Ideology of Truth 
Individual Forming Task- Practical 
You are working with an "Artist in Residence" whose project focus for your 
group is to provide a sense of individual responsibility to society. With this 
focus in mind, you are to show how a textual extract(s) from The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle could be used to highlight a social issue relevant to your peers. 
Use the extract, with supporting material, as the basis of a practical 
presentation to last 5 minutes. Your knowledge of Brechtian techniques such as 
alienation, didacticism, historification, etc should be evident. 
• Understanding and managing the elements of drama. 





• Understanding and managing Brechtian form and context. 
- appropriation of Brechtian text with supporting 
material. 
• Class time for consultation with teacher 
• Library time for accessing other material 
• Class time for workshopping 
• Own time 
A copy of your worked script for presentation which will show both play text 
and other supporting material. 
(Please make sure all text used has sources acknowledged) 
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UNIT 5 
EXTENDED STUDY 
Dialogue and De-Identity: Re-Negotiating the Truth 
Time: 12 weeks 
Rationale 
The notion of identity has been central to this program. Now the focus shifts from 
the theatre of social comment in its global context, and turns locally to the Asian 
Pacific region. 
In this unit, students will explore the concept of 'multiculturalism' by starting 
from the premise that recognition of a certain identity does not only mean the 
acceptance of the cultural and political values of a certain social group in the 
whole of society; it also implies a possible reconstruction of that society as a result 
of confrontations between different social groups and identities. 
The ultimate aim of the unit will be to look for possible and relevant solutions for 
co-existence with others within the same society and on the same planet. 
The students will progress through learning experiences that will confront how 
Australia has positioned itself in this multicultural dialogue; how the voices have 
changed; and how the concept of a common voice is being realised. 
As part of this 10 week unit, it is proposed that the students take part in a 'study 
tour' to an Asian Pacific country. This is intended to give students an orientation 
to the lifestyle and culture of the people, and facilitate a realistic framework for 
exploring the traditional art forms of the country. It is used as an enrichment, 
experience gather process. More importantly, it provides the students with 
another position from which to explore this notion of multiculturalism and 
common voice. Then they are able to realistically 're-negotiate' their beliefs. 
For the purposes of this study, the unit will be broken into the following areas of 
focus: 
• our historical perspective as evidenced through play text 1950's to 
contemporary work 
• play building from 'historical research'. 
AND 
• the students' perspective as evidenced through lived experience. 
• play building from 'lived experience' and recognition of Asian theatre forms. 
AND 
• renegotiating a common voice- Asian influences in contemporary Australian 
drama 
• appropriation of Asian theatre forms in mainstream theatre. 
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Objectives 








[F] demonstrate an understanding of how the elements of drama (in 
particular Australian drama) have helped shape the meaning of our historical 
past and our lived present 
[F] explore, analyse and shape dramatic action from 'historical' research 
[F] explore ~nd shape dramatic action incorporating the 'lived' experience 
gained from participating in the study tour to an Asian country 
[P] explore a range of stylistic contexts appropriate for the development and 
presentation of student devised and scripted dramatic action that addresses a 
multicultural perspective 
[P] Use acting techniques in a range of Australian and Asian dramatic 
contexts 
[R] demonstrate an understanding of 'multicultural' form within an 
Australian dramatic context 
[R] identify, analyse and evaluate the appropriation of Asian forms in 
contemporary Australian drama 
Learning Experiences (Suggested only) 
• bringing dramatic text to life through the discussion and workshopping of 
sections of texts - see Unit Bibliography for text suggestions · 
• character stereotyping through improvisation 
• improvisation, freeze frame, pre-text workshopping from analysis of 
historical research such as photographs, letters, journals, maps, reports, etc 
• research a time/place to help determine how historical interpretation 
informs dramatic interpretation 
• integrating other art forms into workshops- music, dance, art, etc 
• play building using Carole I arlington's models 
• script writing 
• play building to performance for different audiences - local audience and 
audience when on study tour; negotiating the differences by devising 
alternate ways to create dramatic meanings 
• synthesising the 'lived' experience of the study tour with previous play 
building (pre-tour_ and revising the play building model to incorporate these 
changes 
• appropriating other stylistic forms encountered in 'lived' experience 
• experimenting with use of space 
• reflecting upon and analysing the dramatic process in an attempt to negotiate 
alternatives and change 
• a discussion of contemporary Australian texts that are addressing the 
multicultural voice/international dialogue (eg History of Water) analysis and 
evaluation of significant shifts in historical perspective. 
• theatre visits, recordings of play readings, guest speakers - students 
responding to the dialogue of other perspective's. 
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT (Suggested outline only) 
Week one: Positioning the dialogue- where are we coming from? 
• look at our historical past in the context of our changing relationship with 
Asian Pacific 'neighbours'- through text, photos, paintings video excerpts etc 
bring moments of this history to light using freeze frame, news reporting 
through the decades, etc 
• our relationship with Asia as evidenced in dramatic text; extracts from key 
plays from 1960 to present role play, improvisations from play texts to arrive 
at stereotypes (both Asian and Australian) 
Week two: How history plays without truths 
• the different voices - looking at one historical moment from different 
perspectives - role play improvisation; how 'interventions' make further 
character changes 
• accepting the historical research as 'truth' and play building from this 
• use of Tarlington's 'information recollection' technique as a way into play 
building 
Week three and four: Play building 
• workshopping in small groups and then making the links for a whole class 
play; group scripting 
Week five: Refining the process, presenting and evaluating 
Week six: Sharing and responding to the 'lived experience' 
• a process of identifying, responding to, negotiating and acknowledging 
differences by sifting through all the data gathered 
• problem solving 
• making changes, evaluating, synthesising material 
• selecting moments - improvisation 
• looking at different dramatic forms encountered (anything from the way 
people greet one another to stylised theatrical forms) and how can these be 
appropriated into our work- workshopping these ideas 
Week seven: Rebuilding the play- groups reform and make their own changes 
• discussion about changes - embracing the unexpected. 
• another version of the 'history' 
Week eight and nine: Asian influences in contemporary Australian drama 
• working from text- The History of Water 
Week ten: Renegotiating the truth 
• the question of coexistence; the possibility of alternatives. 
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References for Extended Study 
BATHES, R. 1986 in Clifford, J. (ed) Writing Culture: the poetics and politics of 
Ethnography University of California Press 
BAXTER, V & GALLASH, K. Tokyo Two unpublished playscript 
BRIONOWSKI, A. 1992 The Yellow Lady- Australian Impressions of Asia Oxford 
University Press. Australia. 
BUZO, A. 1973 three Plays: Norm & Ahmed, Rooted, the Roy Murphy Show 
Currency Press. Australia 
BUZO, A. 1979 Makassar Reef Currency Press. Australia 
FITZPATRICK, P. 1986 Asian Stereotypes in Recent Australian Plays - in 
Australasian Drama Studies 
HUGHES, R. 1993 Culture of Complaint: The Fraying of America Oxford 
University Press. New York 
HUTCHINSON, G. 1987 The Floating World: Unruly Masterpiece. in Holloway, 
P.(ed) Contemporary Aush:alian Drama. Currency Press. Australia. 
JAl"\JACZEWSKA, N. The History of Water Unpublished Playscript 
PA VIS, P. 1992 Theatre at the Crossroads of culture Routledge. New York 
ROMERIL, J. 1975 The Floating World Currency Metheun Drama. Australia 
RADIC, T. 1992 The Emperor Regrets Currency Press. Australia 
RADIC, T. 1993 Asia-Pacific: Women's Theatre Artforce. 79 March. 1993 
STRACHAN, T. 1982 Eves of the Whites NitracTheatre Press. Australia 
> 
WINNING, F. 1993 Cultural Policy and Community Theatre Australian Drama 











(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
~~M.A 
YEAR 12 
Semester 3, 199 
Dialogue and De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 
Student Devised Task- Play building 
During this unit you will be participating in a playbuilding process. Using the 
model demonstrated in class, you will work from researched 'historical' 
material to make a play. (This will be your forming task) 
For this Presenting Assessment, you be required to work in pairs or small 
groups. You are to present the scene that you have worked on as part of the 
playbuilding process, to an audience of your peers. 
Demonstrating the elements of drama 
• establishing and maintaining role 
• understanding of the status and relationships of the 
characters 









Class time for playbuilding workshops 
Class time for rehearsals 
Teacher consultation throughout playbuilding process 
and rehearsals 
A worked script must be handed in on the day of the performance. 
Each group participant must hand in their Qh'll script. 
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(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
${;)~M.A. 
YEAR 12 
Semester 3, 199 
Dialogue & De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 
Forming Task 
In preparation for the playbuilding workshops, you are to select an area of 
historical research from the following areas: 
• autobiography 
• biography 
• religious background 
• political background 
• cultural background 
• importance of education 
• status of women. 
You will be required to analyse this historical research material in order to 
answer a series of focus questions (one liners). All this research material is 
prepared for you and presented in clearly labelled folders. These 'answers' will 
then become the factual basis for the playbuilding. 
You will work in small groups or pairs on building scenes relevant to your 
selected area. You are then required, individually, to write the script for Qru! of 
the scenes your group improvised. Following the model worked through in 
class, you must indicate where you have used the researched material to shape 
your dramatic interpretation. Attention must be given to adhering to the 
historical perspective of the research. 
Understanding and managing the elements of drama 





Understanding and managing form, content and context 
• appropriation of historical research (content) 
with playbuilding form 






Class time for accessing researched material 
Class time for workshopping ideas 
Own time for writing script 




A Bibliography must be attached . 
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Student demonstrates a 
discerning and highly developed 
level of skill when managing the 
elements of drama to create and 
sustain dramatic context: 
• role clearly motivated and 
sustained 
• use of historical research 
cleverly manipulated to 
shape authentic role 
• subtle &: well defined 
understanding of status 
evident in relationships with 
other characters; 
demonstrated astute 
awareness of motivations 
shaping dramatic action. 
• highly selective use of 
tension to manipulate 
dramatic outcomes; 
employed a variety of 
devices to effectively sustain 
tension. 
• subtle &: well defined sense 
of timing to create and 
sustain focus and tension. 
Demonstrating Extremely fluent performance. 
• . . . ·;: • . :· .. Highly skilful and confident use 
Achng Techn~q~es~··'. . of modulative devices. A range 
. ; .. ·l>. '\~Jt·?'• of effects achieved and always 
• Voice&: Mo*emeRf"i·· · appropriate. Well integratt.>d 
,. , . ·4i{ 'll'. · ;;J., movement. Excellent focus 
. . , ·1~{,t;,~~,;~..~.~rfil:' f<J;~j1 ~ provid~ by gesture and facial t· ·• • .,.. ·, -~ • •)-:,•.IN~ . .,,.,.,..::~· ex resston. 
COMMENT: 
B ·' .. ., 
·.'! 
Student demonstrates a 
perceptive and well developed 
level of skill when managing the 
elements of drama to create and 
sustain dramatic context: 
I . role motivated and 
sustained 
I 
• obvious use of historical 
research to shape authentic 
role 
• well defined understanding 
of status evident in 
relationships with other 
characters; awareness of 
motivations shaping 
dramatic action. 
. clear use of tension to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes; employed more 
than one device to 
effectively sustain tension. 
• well defined sense of timing 
to create and sustain focus 
and tension. 
Very fluent performance. Skilful 
use of modulation. A good range 
of effects achieved and nearly 
always appropriate. Very good 
focus and timing. Movt>mt•nts 
appropriate throughout. 
Student demonstrates degree of 
skill when managing the 
elements of drama to create and 
sustain dramatic context: 
role usually motivated and 
some effort made to sustain 
role 
• some use of historical 
research evident in shaping 
role 
• some suggestion of historical 
authenticity 
. some awareness of status 
evident in relationships with 
other characters 
. motivation sometimt.'S 
obvious but not always clear 
(when shaping dramatic 
action) 
• some use of tension to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes 
• some awareness of 
importance and effect of 
timing to create and sustain 
focus and tension 
Performance was fluent. Some 
variety in voice· usually 
appropriate. Fairly effective use 
of movement and facial 
expr~o:;sion. 
Student demonstrates the nt.-ed 
for guidance when 
demonstrating management of 
the elements of drama; needs 
guidance to create dramatic 
context. 
I . needs guidance to establish 
and sustain role 
I • role motivation unclear 
• little historical research 
evident in shaping role 
• needs continued guidance to 
make status evident in 
relationships with other 
characters 
. little use of tension to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes 
I . little awareness of timing to 
create tension and focus 
Hesitancy and pauSt.-s in 
perfomlance. Little variety in 
modulation resulting in 
monotonous presentation. Poor 
expression. Very little use of face 
or body. Movement generally 
inadequate or inappropriate. 
.:-~E ;;~f.~ •::r. ~:~ . 
Student seldom shows 
understanding of the elements 
of drama in performance. 
Usually unable to create a 
dramatic context. 
• student struggles to develop 
role 
• little ability to sustain role 
• no evidence of historical 
research used to shape role 
no understanding of 
relationships with other 
characters 
no use of tension or timing to 
create dramatic context. 
Frequent inappropriate pauses 
interfering with meaning. LAck 
of expression. Little or no use of 
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Situation . \~ · 
Foctis . 
-~:;~;. 
',.,_}", ~ , .. 
_ ays a 
and acute understanding of 
the dements of drama when 
establishing a dramatic 
context made evident in 
awareness of motivations, 
background, ideology shaping 
ideas. 
y, percepnvety 
and capably demonstrates 
management of the elements of 
drama to establish dramatic 
context of role, negotiate and 
develop role; role status, 
purpose and motivation clear 
and efft.-clive. 
te 
perceptive imagination and 
knowledge of the dramatic 
context of Kartini's Life 
when contextualising a 
situation outside the action, 
role and dramatic action is 
subtly focussed and 
maintained within the context 
of the fiction. 
ent 
and acute uiuicrstanding 
use of tension and focus to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes; highly selective of 
devices of tension 
(relationship, surprise, 
mystery, etc) to effectively 
create and sustain tension; 
use of space to create 
dramatic focus for ideas. 
mana&ement and accuracy of 
histoncal research with 
script writing form. 
perceptive understanding of 
the dramatic context of 
Kartini's Life when 
contextualisins a situation 
outside the act10n; role and 
dramatic action is focussed 
and maintained within the 
context of the fiction. 
rate 
perceftive understanding of 
use o tension and focus to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes; carefully selective 
of devices of tension 
(relationship, surprise, 
mystery, etc); perceptive use 
of space to create dramatic 
focus for ideas. 
accuracy of h 
research with script writing 
fonn. 
some 
the dements of drama when 
establishing a dramatic 
context; made evident in some 
awareness of motivations, 
background, ideology shaping 
ideas. 
someca 
managing tl1e elementS of 
drama to establish dramatic 
context of role, negotiate, and 
develop role; role status, 
purpose and motivation 
usually evident. 
some 
understanding of ilie dramatic 
context of Kartini's Life 
when contextualising a 
situation outside the action; 
role and dramatic action is 
usually focussed and 
maintained within the context 
of the fiction. 
te 
some understanding of usc of 
tension and focus to 
manipulate dramatic 
outcomes; some 
understanding when selecting 
devices of tension 
(relationship, surprise, 
mystery, etc). Some 
understanding of use of space 
to create dramatic focus for 
accuracy ot historical 
research with script writing 
fonn. 
demonstrate some 
understanding of the dramatic 
context of Kartini's Life 
when contextualising a 




understanding and use of 
devices of tension and focus 
when creating a dramatic 
context. 
appropriate fiistorical 
research with script writing 
fonn. 
no 
managing the dcn'ldlts 
drama to establish a dramatic 
context; needs guidance to 
develop awareness of 
motivations, back~round, 
ideology shaping Jdea. 
no 
the dramatic context of 
Kartini's Life and is unable 
to create a dramatic situation 
from it. 
nou 
the devices of tension arid 
focus. or use of space. 
ance, 
manafles to appropriate 
histoncal, research with 











(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
R:;;~MA. 
YEAR 12 
Semester 4, 199 
Dialogue & De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 
Group presentation of scripted text/student devised performance 
In small groups or pairs, you are to choose an extract from "The History of 
Water" to prepare for presentation to an audience of your peers. You may 
choose to link more than one extract from the play or to combine an extract 
from "The History of Water" with other scripted Drama (Asian Drama 
Playpack) we have workshopped in class. 
You are to devise suitable linking rna terial between extracts. Ideally this should 
be appropriated from the material yu have gathered throughout the unit. (eg 
slides, music, news articles etc). The focus of the presentation is "Dialogue and 
De-Identity- Australia Today". 
3-5 minutes per student per group 
• Class time for workshopping text 
• Class time for consultation with teacher 
• Library time for accessing other material 
• Own time for rehearsal 
Acting Techniques 
(a) Acting Techniques 
The ability to develop and sustain chaacterisation within a specific 
context 
(b) Voice 
Sensitivity, control and fluency in a register and tone appropriate to 
character: use of modulative devices 
(c) Movement 
Consideration of space, proximics, orientation, facial expression 
appropriate to character 
Realisation of Style 
• appropriation of scripted material with other media gathered during 
unit 
• interpretation and implementation of dramatic meaning inherent in 
unit title 














(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
z.J'!'UI.M.A. 
YEAR 12 
Semester 4, 199 
Dialogue & De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 
Individual analytical Writing Task 
In class we have read and workshopped text from Janaczewska's play :Il:u! 
History of Water. Drawing on your own experiences if you have been to Asia, 
as well as current research material (newspapers, current affairs), critically 
reflect on what you think is the playwright's intention in writing the play. 
Consider: 
• the relationship between Australia and Asia 
• the concept of dialogue 
• the concept of identity and de-identity 
• the major themes (search for personal identity I search for national 
identity) 
• the importance of the metaphors, photography and language 
• the significance of the title "the History of Water". 
Demonstrates ~owledge and understanding of Drama 
• Knowledge and understanding of dramatic context of play 
Demonstrates analysis, synthesis and evaluation 
• ability to analyse the dramatic action of the text in the context of 
contemporary Australia 
• ability to recognise and critically analyse key concepts of the play 
• ability to recognise and evaluate symbolic meaning 
Demonstrates written communication skills 
• ability to write fluently and coherently 





Class time for discussion of play text 
Class time/librry time for accessing reference material 
Teacher consultation time for discussion of rough draft 
Own time for final draft 
800-1000 words 
A bibliography must be included. 
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STPETERSLUTHERANCOLLEGE 
YEAR 12 DRAMA 
UNIT 5: Dialogue & De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 
Presenting Assessment: Group Presentation of Scripted Text 
Student devised performance based on '"J'he History of Water'' Name: 
CRITERIA A B c D 
Conststently,lercephvely Conststently and capably Shows some carability m Needs guidance when 
and capably emonstrates demonstrates the development o character demonstrating Demonstrating the development of development of character within context of "History characterisation within 
Acting Techniques character within context of within context of "History of Water"; some attention context of "History of 
"History of Water"; fine of Water"; obvious to character detnils; some Water". Needs guldnnce 
attention to chamcter attention to character ability to sustain character to sustain characterisation. 
• characterisa lion details, reflected in the details reflected in ability though this isn't consistent. Role status, purpose and ability to negotiate and to negotiate and sustain Role status, purpose and motivation not evident. 
sustam characterisation. character. Role status, motivation usually 
Roles status, purpose and PUJJ.ose and motivation evident. 
motivation clear and evi ent. 
effective. 
Extremely fluent Verr. fluent ferformance. Performance was fluent. Hesitancy and rauses in 
Voice & Movement performance. Hi~hly ski I ul use o modulation. Some variety in voice- performance. Ltttle variety skilful and confi ent use of A ~(xxl range of effects usually appropriate. Fairly m modulation resultinf; in 
modulative devices. A ac ieved and nearly effective use of movement monotonous .Presentation. 
ra1e of effects achieved alw:{;s appropriate. Very and facial expression. Poor expressiOn. Very 
an always apsropriate. ~oo focus and timing. little use of face or body. 
Well integrate movement. ovements appropriate Movement generally 
Excellent focus hrovided throughout. inadequate or 
by gesture and a cia I inappropriate. 
expression. 
Realisation of Style Demonstrates a discerning Demonstrates perceptive IJemonstrates some Demonstrates some 
and perceptive undcrstandin~ and undcrstandin~ and understanding but needs 
understandin~ and ap),lication o skills and ap~lication o skills and guidance to apply skills 
• Appropriation of ap~lication o skills and tee miques when tee niques when and techni9ues when 
scripted material tee niques when appropriatin~ script with appropriatinfi script with appropriahnfi script with arpropriatinfi script with other materia . other materia . other rna teria . 
with other media other materia . Demonstrates perceptive Demonstrates some ability Needs ~uidance to 
Demonstrates perception ability to reco~nise and to recognise and recofu:.tse and demonstrate 
Dramatic Meaning and acute abili~ to demonstrate t 1e functional demonstrate the functional the unctional and abstract • recofunise and emonstrate and abstract symbols and abstract symbols Jrmbol~ which.realise 
the unctional and abstract which realise dramatic which realise dramatic ramahc meanmg. 
Jrmbols which realise meaning. meaning. 
L_ ________ ··-··- ramatic meaning. 
Semester 4, 199 
E 
Shows little understanding 
of characterisation within 
context of "History of 
Water". Struggles to 
develop characterisation 
and sustain role. Shows no 
understanding of role 
status, purpose and 
motivation. 
Frequent mafepropnate 
pauses inter erinp with 
meaninf;. Lacko 
expressiOn. Little or no use 
of movement- mostly 
inadequate or 
inappropriate. 
Shows no understandmg 
of the skills and techniques 
needed when 
appropriatin~ script with 
other materia . 
Shows no abili~ to 
recofunise and emonstrate 
the unctional and abstract 

















YEAR 12 DRAMA 
UNIT 5: Dialogue and De-Identity: Renegotiating the Truth 






perceptively demonstrates a 
knowledge and 
understanding of dramatic 
context; subtle and 
insightful understanding of 
playwright's intention; able 
t.o appropriate this 
intention succinctly when 
discussing the place of 
"History of Water" with a 
contemporary audience. 
perceptively demonstrates 
an understanding of the 
dramatic action. Insightful 
recognition and explanation 
of key concepts and 
dramatic symbols used. 
fluency, coherence and an 
impressive command of 
written language; work is 
well supported with 
appropriate secondary 
_ or 
perceptively demonstrates a 
knowledge and 
understanding of dramatic 
context; good understanding 
of playwright's intention; 
able to appropriate this 
intention clearly when 
discussing the place of 




an understanding of the 
dramatic action. 
Recognition and clarity of 
explanation of key concepts 
and dramatic symbols used. 
fluency, coherence and a 
highly developed command 
of written language; 
work is adequately 
supported with appropriate 
secondary sources. 
demonstrates a knowledge 
and understanding of 
dramatic context; some 
understanding or 
playwright's intention; 
usually able to appropriate 
this intention when 
discussing the place of 




understanding of the 
dramatic action. 
Identifies key concepts. 
Recognises and generally 
explains dramatic symbols 
used. 
Student demonstrates a 
degree of fluency, coherence 
and accuracy in written 
language; 
work is supported with 
some secondary sources. 
Name: 
knowledge and 
understanding of dramatic 
context but has difficulty 
ascertaining playwright's 
intention; seldom able to 
make links between "The 
History of Water" and a 
contemporary audience. 
some 
knowledge of the dramatic 
action but has difficulty 
recognising and identifying 
key concepts. Needs help to 
evaluate symbolic meaning. 
0LUUtJIIL On OCCaSIOnS 
demonstrates some degree 
of fluency; 
needs guidance to use 
language that is coherent 
and accurate; 
little evidence of secondary 
sources to support work. 
Semester 4, 199 
Student 
demonstrates knowledge 
and understanding of 
dramatic context; unable to 
ascertain playwright's 
intention; does not make 
links between ''The History 
of Water" and contemporary 
audience. 
demonstrates knowledge of 
dramatic action. Unable to 
recognise or identify key 
concepts. Has great 
difficulty negotiating 
symbolic meaning. 
demonstrates any degree of 
fluency, coherence or 
accuracy in written 
language; 
. no use of secondary sources 
















Recognising the Self: Personal Truth 
Rationale 
The aim of this final unit is to empower the students to experiment with their own 
grounded aesthetic. Unit one of the course focused on developing recognition and 
understanding of 'official' and 'lived' culture. Now students are encouraged to 
make their own statement about where they 'place' their own actualising. 
Focus 
This unit aims to realise the students' own understanding of how their actualising 
is a unique and important part of the shaping of cultur17, and demonstrate their 
power they have to influence and determine outcomes in the world. The learning 
objectives are similar to unit one, but the intention is that having worked through 
the course, students will approach them in new and different ways. 
Objectives 
Through this unit students should be able to: 
• [F] manage the elements of drama central to their own 'lived' cultural 
experiences; 
• [F] explore, analyse and shape dramatic action within the context of their 
own 'lived' cultures; 
• [P] Use the elements of drama to present dramatic action appropriate to a 
public audience 
• [P] Use appropriate acting techniques that realise student's 'grounded 
aesthetic' in their own culture 
• [P] Interpret a dramatic style appropriate to realisation of student's own 
grounded aesthetic 
• [R] evaluate the elements of drama with regard to communicating cultural 
context, communicate orally and in writing; 
• [R] explore and analyse the content of dramatic text in relation to cultural 
context. 
Learning Experiences (Suggested only) 
• identifying specific elements of 'lived' culture through exploration of the 
contribution music, dance, art etc to students own art form - (students to 
contribute these); 
• creating dramatic structures from these elements; 
• researching influences that continue to shape their own culture and identify 
changes that have occurred during the course of study; 
• transforming stimulus from other art forms into a dramatic form; 
• experimenting with technical aspects that particularly contribute to 
performance style; 
• using 'grounded' research to help students create a personal statement about 
their individual art making; 
• critical reflection and discussion about contemporary influences and 
directions; · 
• playing with dramatic form to help articulate the personal truth. 
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(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
[I;)!I(,AM.A 
YEAR12 
Semester .4, 199 
Recognising the Self: Personal Truth 
Extended Analytical Writing 
You are to choose s.me. play from the four productions you see this semester. 
(Winter's Tale, Cosi, Roundheads and the Peakheads, Falling from Grace) 
You are to identify and choose a moment or series of moments from the play 
which you remember and responded to at the time. After identifying that 
moment or moments you are to analyse how the moment was structured 
dramatically and theatrically to crtete the response within you. You also need 
to identify and analyse the cultural context and content of the drama and 
comment on its relevance in today's world. 
You are then to write a "response to the director" explaining your reaction to 
the play and your opinion about how this production has been made relevant 






Own time to see play 
Clas time for discussion of play 
Class time to develop model for response 
Class/own time for teacher consultation 
Demonstrate an understanding of the elements of drama 
• Demonstrate an understanding of the elements of drama and 
how they contribute to make dramatic meaning and engender 
audience response. Consider: Focus, tension, language, mood, 
movement, symbols 
Identify and analyse forms, structures and styles of drama 
• demonstrate an understanding of the structural and stylistic 
elements of theatre and how they contribute to make dramatic 
meaning and engender audience response. Consider: use of 
space, actor-audience relationship, technical assistance, set and 
costume. 
Identify and analyse the cultural context and content of drama 
• identify the cultural context of the play 
• analyse the content to comment on contemporary relevance 
Communicate in writing 
• demonstrate an ability to communicate clearly in writing. 
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(Suggested Task Only) 
St Peters Lutheran College 
~~A.M.A. 
YEAR12 
Semester 4, 199 
Recognising the Self: Personal Truth 
Individual presentation of student devised program 
During this unit you will be participating in classwork that explores, develops 
and identifies your individual contribution to the shaping of our contemporary 
culture. 
As part of this process, you are required to develop a 6 minute performance 
that resonates your cultural beliefs and what you feel is your contribution to 
artmaking at this "moment" in your life. 
• We will work on a presenting model in class and during this 
time you can elect a technical area you'll develop in your 
performance. 




Class time for workshopping and rehearsal 
Own time for rehearsal 
Demonstrate the elements of drama 
• establishing and maintaining role 
• establishing and maintaining focus 
• tension 
• timing 
• use of space 




Realisation of Style 




Appendix A page 23 
Australian Historical Moments 




Striking miners throw rocks at Chinese workers arriving at the Lothair mine in dunes, Victoria 
Appendix 8 page 1 
An anti-Kerr demonstration in Sydney, continuing the 
'~ ,pr9t~~_fs ov_~r thE!~a·cking of the Whitlam Government 
Appendix B page 2 
' 
.A.ppendiY 8 page 3 
~----------_.----~~--------------------------- ·--·---'· ----· . --- ·-· 
-=:: .. -:.-&~ 
- .. 1"J 
.... ,. .. ~ .. 
Tl:c: :1e\\ .. -\ustralian-made c:.lr, tht; Holden, "')on :~fter it came utfthe production line 1 t 
ir:. :\o\·e:-:-:bcr !0-!0. It x~1s a Li:rc f,)r narional ..;clt'-c·)n~r;Itularion. The Prime ,\li!1istcr, ~ 
.\ tr Ben ChiJlc\·, h:~d tra\·cJ!cd :·r, >m Canbt.:rLl t•) .\ k!L;ournc fnr the ~.:..:remonv; here 
he -;un,is r>rou~lh· beside ti:.-: .ir~t cJr. SJid the .\kihourne .-l~l': ·The ·..:s~ablishmcnt 
:n :\usr:·:!ila \Jf ~h-is gigantic :n,iu-.,rry ju:-,tiit~.."., trlc t'aith of the exccuti\·c-., of the p;1rcnt 
.--\mc:·ic:tn •'rgJni~ation ... · 
:; I 
.6,ppendix B page l1. 
The ·rear posters· produced by 
the kc.lcral government in early 
1942 were the climax of a 
demonising process in which 
the enemy was categorised as 
vile and non-human. They 
reinforced community concerns 
about tifth columnists or traitors 
who were ~ccrctly working to 
betray the nation. (Australian 
War i\kmorial) 
Trained to hate fronJ 
childhood 
Ilah• i:-. lht• ha~i~ uf Ja(H:UlcM· ndlitari!>nt ... hate fur tht· 
furt•i:;nt•r Lct·ausc he i:- u foreigner ... halt..o..-cold- cnlcu~ 
latcd hatc-"'·hich h•1~ Lccn fo~tcrcd for gcncrntion~. 
Yuun~ Japnn lcarnt~tl to hate while we were playing '-'"'ith 
ntarblc~ and t~njoying the freedom of dcntocracy. Youn~ 
Japan studied its army text hooks with vicious enthusia•m-
with hate ha•ed on propaganda which "taught" how Japan', 
legitimate dcmarul> had b<·cn thwarted on en:ry hand by 
forcigncr:o.. 
Soon, they were totd-en:r>· son of Nippon would be given 
a chance of wreaking vengeance on all who attcJnptcd lo 
ob~truct the divine tni~~ion of the Emperor. The clt•ntentury 
.choolboy of 10 or 12 was sent out to bayonet practke with 
his heart full of this synthetic hate. Before lunging at the 
hanging bag, he <tuck a few strnws on the top for hair and 
dabbed on u pair of blue, foreign eyes, and he hoped one 
day that it would be a real foreigner at the end of his 
bayonet-not an cffig)'·-any foreigner, cttJ)eciaii~· a white 
... are they to ravage 
our homes? 
Jn C\'Cry country he h.a~ ("Onl(Uercd, the Ja11ancse ha~ ntur· 
olcred, plundered, burned and tortured. '•'\len and •H>mcn 
ha•·c been put to the >Word, and their .b9mes to the fire. 
No one hn• been •nfe from the cruel, hl11odstained hand• 
of Japanese soldier~·· nut. "" Japan has sow~cl. •o ·hall 
she reap. 
We Au.tralian• (you anJ 1 ), reared from birth in the wa~·· 
of pcucc., Ktand now in ri,::hleoutc anger. YCs, there is angt!r 
in our hearts again•t the lies, brutality pnd murder• of 
Japan, and in our hcurts there i~ love for Jrcedont Krcatcr 
than our love for life. We •tand united with our Allies to 
protect our homes und our hcritap:e. We •h"ll throw back 
th<• Jap wht•rc he hclon;:,. 
We've always despised them-
II()W WE N/IST ~MASH TJIFN I 
CONSTRUCTING LOYALTY 
Part of the process of constructing the notion of the loyal patriot is als 
to describe the opposite, those disloyal elements who undermine societ. 
and threaten the war effort. This group included traitors, pacifists 
conscientious objectors, fifth columnists, strikers and, at certain times 
communist sympathisers. 
The savage biting wit of the cartoonist Ian Gall effectively captured 
and moulded community attitudes to profiteers. rumour mongerers and 
shirkers. The aggressive censuring of these individuals and groups was 
also a subtle reinforcement of the actions, attitudes and behaviour 
believed appropriate for the loyal citizen. 
THE BRAND 
(Courier-Mail) 
Never Let It Be Said! 
(Courier-Moil) 
..'\ppendix B 6 
··-.:us 
~l~qe=· •• ·a·•:.JUNU .. IIUI' • 
WORLDS APART 
•on tc'Conomic perionnance 
alone •. \u.str.uia i1as little 
chum ~o ht! part n( .\sm. a 
concern .nat. !Jt'e:IU.">t: of 
the rr>l!Jnn'-; divP~ilr, is 
iarQ"t'l\' :ncaninl.{it~"s 
W E: ~htnk we ~now 3Jl ~ 1bout the .\!lian mira· the scale ~~e~:.:;~7 t;1:~~~l!~ct~~ j 
'n should J.lways be rrn.di' !or 
surpnses. 
In 1930, Honrr Kong: .'i !lf't ··aptt:t m- ; 
=! w~~.! ::~;:~~~~~~;~~ ~~~:\~; I :t'~h=~~1:t~~~11nnQn;J~·~~~~~~~J~~~ j 
suy. Honlf :<on~r ·nu {}\'f!'rtak~ .\Us-
t.ra.li& u well .l.& Bnt:\m m mcoml" ~r 
held. SlnnPOre t.'l not t:t.r bfotund :tnd 
TaJwan not mucn turthl"r 'le'Jttnd 
that. !ncom,. ,,..,,.oc nor. n,...,.,.o:o:anlv 
translate l.n~O <ttl\lld:t.td. O( h~tnlf bUt. 
u t.hey say. u. :mre helms. 
Aocon:unl\' 10 the World O:t.uk.Cltlna 
Is on trac& to ~mr the world's larc· 
at economv tn th• ur.xt •'Utht vtnrs. 
~COrtnlf tile l>OAitlon tt hrld 'k'tore 
the lnctustn.1.1 :levntutlon. :-Ja.unn:U 
output Ln Chma. M mt>aa:ur~ bY lltOS5 
~ Pt'I"Kluct mnrP. than uoubted 
bec.Wffn tl:IM .md 1m. while fo~um 
1nvettment wh1ch wtU <irtve future 
expan.uon doubl~ Ln ~ 111 the past 
/C.~~ OLht>r ~lll3Jes of tile r:ltt' ~ 
ot Cha.nn '2rlth vn1cn :u~v r:on:~um~r · 
1n Au.atn.Ua Wlll1dtmt1Cy. Hon~r Kon~t­
w.here YOU once u~ t.o tno ovl!'r the 
bbUa Of cloth .n en .. ,tn-Pt, has tJto. 
CO«n44' a. :let .:nnorter •1! ciOthlnl(' 
\ Wutt't a onlv :h(' •lthl!'r ~·ear thai 
~ burtnlf & colour TV "T1(':\.nt nurln~t ;'!. 
' Japa,nne :.mport" J:1pan 1t.sclf now 
lmpot't& colour T\'" 
In pan. :ha ·s ·~ .. .-:utst'! .J:\P&n~ 
manufactUN>M .1:\'.1 .. ~.-nctrct to the 
rt'lentlf'$.'\ -~ .. "' '" "••n •v "'lrtVInr 
i r 
. ..,-.o...;.!.l. 
T.liWn.ll. lotal,a~'SIL :31.ntaPO~ d.l1d 
Th.11J:md •• \nU • ...s menuonOO .lOOve. 
.\u::.traua:s Jnare •lf Sast ,l.stan un. 
[Xlrts: :.:.; JUst. .i 5 per cent. '.Vhtle thll! 
trau~a 5ector ''' t!h! .\ustraha.n econ· 
t.mv :~a.s ns~n ->ltUU!Icantty .:ance the 
\!1HJ•i960s. c:tptlrts :.till a.N!- OOIV 19 p('r" 
c~nt .lf •lUI" tvt.~l GOP .. \PEG e'tt• 
:llli.Lt:S ~h.U ..1. '~" .. 1 •II .,:Q .~r l."eOt 
.vould oe more comoattbl!! 'N'Ith our 
:IIU! ;J..Ud lnCUffit!' k\1!1. 
I AstaJts have dtthcuttY :~ouppres.:untt a 
lau~;h 'MOen they h~llr taJic ol .\us• 
tr~lla. oe<:onunl( tl<irt ..ll .\sJ.a <lr pur· 
~K»'tllll;' tO :opeu.w: un bt!haU m the re-
{!00. 00101( uuo~o~uteu Wlth the rtl(lOn 
1S ont: thin~. Uut m~toncauy, ~UUU· 
t..:.Ulr. ,_..veu {C:OlC':lptuca.Hy. we W\J.l 
nevf!r t>e .1n ."\slall natton . . \s Dr N;~ .. 
ronl(cllat .\lc~<Utce. J. lo!aatnl{ ::JUS!• 
ne::~sma.u .lnd Tha.u.utd'.:i representa--
uve on tne ernuhtUt ~Jt:I"SOns '(roup tor 
the Asta~Pacutc e:conorntc Co-<Jpeta· 
tton :orum JIUt 1t thu wte~e. :n .Ln!'U 
nl 1.'Ulture .uld .;octal oollc~·. "we 
should. not rul>h 1t. 1'o lntettrate the 
:SOCUI.J J.l1d cultural a.specta, ..:otulder• 
1 the diUerences 111 the .aysums. 
._..:;;;:::::..::;::.~.···~·~l~i~~e ::~~~~'·~.:&,, 
.nl!aUUilo(Wu: ~huUttlerl!nce:& oetwt:ten 
illme ~:uuutnc:» Ul tit~ rei(JOn ..u"C .La 
~r~w.t ~ tne»c n.tween ..u1V two n.,. 
tmn,s on ~arth ·•.na curtauliY much 
\Ot"e:.t.h!r" than tho.. bcetween .my na. 
uoru. 111 t:urosw. 
Voke of caution: Jr :'iaronqchal AkraunM ddV1seS us not to rush 1nto ~s1a 
When ;\SlU.n Jeaaers lt:toic u AU..... 
:nuUL they »H .1. c:a.se ot advanced 
:.elcrosas. It can 0. .1 usetul r>enDeC· 
tiV~ . .::.tnt.:e omr IIOIIUo.:tans concentrate 
•m trum~ung tlhl' . .cmeve~nts nt 
tile u.J.$t more tha.u >Nhat still needs to 
l>t." ,J,me :n the tuture •• \cCOrtiUlit tO 
the .\l1 E0 .l.O&l)'SIS Ol the Aust.r:wan 
'lCOilOIOV. i>Ol"t .;.uthOr'lt)' chU{tS .l.n I 
ut• to t'tij'nt ume.o .LS hlih .u tn atner \ 
II4LIOII:I and r&d U'"eiiCht Ch&tl(t:S t wtce ' 
the level ut tno:: •no,ot clftclent r:ltlW&~ I 
••~cl.:oC~. \JUt' l!I~J .:>4VUl_. raW ul lU 
,lt!'r .;ent "'t UOP :.1 tower :.nan .Ulf are exerttnc- ·' [>Olltlea.i .md I'Uitur:U 
unp&ct.. .u ~he :Nollca~ton .~sla•t'3.~ 
ClllC ?mille:., 'llllt.ed .JY ,lr'Oli!SSOr'S 
Ros.s Oarr:.aut "'"ud P~to!r !Jrvsda.lc .,1 
APEG, put.;j tt; ·CommoHIY. •'Vt'll nro-
fe55JOn.u 1"loert:o:tHIOfl:i .m nolh .. lllc:o •ll 
the ?:lclltc :..~.1( lk'lllltd .h~ :cautv ·JI 
(I'OWllll(' 'C00(JilUC ,XIW .. r .1.1\1.1 .!"It• 
conlldence :n £;.L>.t .\:.tJ.. \ull·r:c:ms 
underesumn.~.: t.ll~ ,·orr<'~:.h111 <~f :lwtr 
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;.!lhiiO! ·...-tw.-.. n :•11\:'1 \11(\ ''J'JI !1!11· 
.,,r•"l ,c..,. II• ,.,, !uno.: .,,. .. •l"'""'"~"'i r: ... 14~tnu"'", •ttlllfllla.l , 
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And now she asks me permission to have my entire letter 
published in that journal. rrhere is no better way: she says, by which 
that friendly public could get to know you or come to appreciate your 
struggle so well, than through reading a straightforward letter, not intended 
for publication, in which a youthful Javanese, without reservation, opens 
her heart to an old woman, from whom she expects support and sympathy. 
There is not a single word in the letter that the public should not be allowed 
to read. And really, I do not know a better means by which to introduce 
you to this circle which is well intentioned to Java and the Javanese. 
Overcome your scruples, which I well understand, and say yes. • 
That I would find it unpleasant to have my deepest thoughts laid bare 
to the public, you can well imagine. But that is not the reason why I 
hesitate to say 'yes'. I am completely disregarding my personal feelings 
and am only thinking of the cause, exclusively of the cause. 
I touched on one point in that letter that will not be pleasing to the Javanese 
public, namely: the question of marriage. That I would be personally 
attacked about it is not the issue; the question is, would it not damage 
the cause? Later, when I am a teacher, would I be entrusted with children 
if it was known now what other issues we are involved in fighting against? 
It is my firm resolve to write about this question one day because only 
through publication will this situation, which so desperately needs changing. 
be improved; but I had thought to wait with this until I had fought for 
my independence. Or would it be better to fight now in the open, to 
confess to the public now our real character? We now do this partially, 
but not yet completely. 
Certainly we have to be very careful, but the experiences of recent times 
have taught us that secretiveness leads to nothing but from the frying pan 
into the fire I should say, and that publication would take us much further. 
I can also understand why Father wishes to retain secrecy for the time 
being because it will be so difficult for him if the Government refuses 
and the public makes merry about us. Therefore, on his behalf, I have, 
respectfully, a request to Mijnheer, whether be could arrange that, if Father 
put in a request in the next day or so, this not be made public or printed 
in the paper. 411€& ld§ dhilt&Jts rte finanda' e, bu bees e'aa""' 
#l1.ppendix C 
' ISf'd 
A moment ago I was called away - Oh imagine, what terrible news I have 
just heard: the craftsman who carves wood so beautifully and had made 
all those large pieces of ours, has died. Such a young man and ill for ! \.. 'Ol.J ;OJ-' . 
barely 4 days. Oh! that exasperating indifference of my countrymen- o..r.~c.,xv­
here is another victim of it He had had a fever - malaria with diarrhoea~ ~ <:J.~~ 
• and they had just left him to die there- no medicines or such were given. ";~" . 
we had no idea he was ill and we must have told those people 1000 x 
to warn us if there were any problems - and to ask us for obat - but they 
would not do it From - complacency - and indifference! He was a nice 
acat man- we liked him very much- with him the best artist in the field 
ot Japara wood carving has gone to the grave. There were only two, who 
cgWd do it so beautifully (woodcarving) - one, especially for large objects 
·tbat was this poor man - and one for smaller items like small boxes, frames, 
-..,etc. 
t 1m so upset by these temole tidings that I cannot possibly make this 
4.>ttcr longer. 
tdltM 
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i*fJDtttutt t1i Jwa.ut~ 
1r4tUll.-s 
Will you pass~to Mijnheerourheartiestcongratulationson the birthday 
nf his wifc}I!'As a small token we send you a home-made sarong - wear 
it close to you with the love of your Javanese friends. I had so very much 
wanted to batik the sarong myself - but due to that terrible period of 
sickness I had to give up the idea and, however reluctantly, had to leave 
the task to others. It has also not turned out as fine as we bad intended 
"-ut do not pay attention to that and simply think of the good intentions. 
'.l.'e were tremendously anxious that it would not be ready in time. At 
1hc moment when the wax had to be taken off the sarong, work had to 
!'-.estopped - our brother, who you also know, suddenly became ill and 
we had to go to him. Now fortunately he has recovered and the sarong 
L~ on its way to our beloved friend! It was finished and quickly sewn and 
unmediately sent. 
h:rhaps you will not like the perfume which it has and may not be abl~ ~ 
to put up with it. In that case forgive me, that I gave the sarong that '& 
perfume - coming from a real Native environment we wanted it to be 
authentically Javanese and flowers and incense are indispensible for us 
,, Javanese with everything. 
r.~ 
!:) 
~ Oh, what a world of thoughts and images those Native flowers and the 
' Dell of dupa calls up in me each time I breathe it in - and continues to 
·JI:tUJ'D to my memory many days after and it makes me feel powerfully 
~lk Javanese blood which fills my veins. Oh! soul of my people - which 
-~1111 once so beautiful - all gracefulness, poetry, humility and modesty -
·.ut has become of you? What have the centuries, the routine made 
:'O(you? 
l Jl is so often claimed that we are more European than Javanese in our 
ll$karts - melancholy thought! Well we may have been and are being 
f~pletely permeated by European ideas and feelings - but that blood, 
f.;111atJavanese blood, which lives and flows warmly through our veins, cannot Elilenc<d. We can feel it with the smell of the incense, and the perfume 
the flowers, with the sounds of the gamelan, with the rustling of the 
in the crowns of the coconut palms. with the cooing of the turtledoves, 
th~ whistling of the wind throu2b the padi, 
Appendix C page 3 
r 
"Finally the palm tree blooms." 
"Finally the alu flowers." 
"Finally - finally comes at last!" sang the Dutch poeL •Finally come&. 
at last!" It echoes as a comfort and encouragement in my ears. _ 
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Crall 
•••••••.••. Probably the Resident meant the fine sua .~ 
head Heer G. has wh1ch HIS Honour saw in May this year, when he was j 
here. But these stag heads are not for sale, they are only obtain~ 01 ; 
order and then one still has to provide the antlers and the wood - this 
latter needs to be solid and of a good size- since the head is very large. 
consisting of head and neck. all of one piece, apan from the ears which 
arc made separately and insened. All this is no problem, good woo..! 
although not easy to get, is obtainable here, also the antlers, but what 
I would find irritating for you is that you would have to exercise su(n 
patience if you ordered such a stag head, since mister carpenter, the only 
one unfortunately who carves heads, is rather lazy by nature and worn 
irritatingly slowly. He normally takes a month to do a head. One heaJ 
comes to about f. II- antlers f.l, wood f.3 and labour, f.7. Should I orckr 
one for Mijnheer like this, which is really the best of this type availa"k 
here? Pa has just told me that he knows of a wonderful set of antlw 
available to buy- I may as well go ahead and have this purchased- shouiJ 
you not want it - then we can use it ourselves, we also like it. So, ll0\1! 
I have told you everything that I know about stag heads. I will of cou);( 
not order the head until I have received an answer from you. 
Yet there is much good in the Javanese 
.. ,.~··. ·nlc. Oh - how we would love to have you with us to show you 
·. t·;ything which is beautiful that our people possess. When I see 
,.;;,·;hing beautiful which is uniquely Javanese, I always think: "How I 
•id likl! to have Mcvr. A with me. She would like it, to sec all of 
, :· .. and have someone by her, who could explain something or other, 
.. , i' h may be a puzzle and mystery for her. She would take great pleasure 
,:; '-'hat we admired and appreciate it- she who bas such an eye and feeling 
,·ur .:verything which is bcautifuW 
··:r litlc Javanese woodcarver- artist you call him- has again produced 
·!':dhing very hcautiful. It is a hox with a complete wayang story carved 
: '• - wayang figures on the lid on top and underneath, and on all four 
, .. ~-:: .. it wml!s with a holder, also lkcoratcd with wayang figures- intended 
• ·. 1 ::_,.:cp documents in. I am going to pad and pleat the inside with orange 
.· ;tiin, set off with a silver edge- also of Native manufacture. And it needs 
11 >he beautiful because it is intended to contain the poruaits of the Regents 
· ,f Java and Madura which will be presented to the Queen. This tribute 
'" a nice idea - it originated from the person who ordered the box - the 
'. : .. ·.~ent of Garut. I have been given free rein - I can spend as much as 
1 like on the two objects, as long as they turn out beautifully. 
! !t >w I would love to be rich to spoil you deliciously with all those beautiful 
things! That box with its wayang figures would be something for you. 
ldltH 
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An extra hearty kiss for what you wrote about the carving. That i 
necessary. It is not always pleasurable to hear the truth but that i<l t.bc 
only means of outgrowing our mistakes, and for that reason I appreciaiC 
it very much when opinions are expressed frankly. 
Of course I am most upset that the woodcarving arrived damaged. n. 
items really did leave here in good condition, you surely do not belft · 
that we would send off broken things to you? You know us better thu 
that. I think it has less to do with the wood than with the rough treatmc:li-
en route. I conclude from this that I cannot allow these people to pact 
the goods without supervision. The parcel that went to Japan we atteDCW 
to ourselves. It is therefore our fault 
-- ----------
course give the workmen the message. What a shame. 
sakit ati that those beautiful things arrived damaged. Can th 
sent back? Then I can arrange for them to be mended. W 
0. en W.? 
now on, everything which has to be sent off we will once agai. 
-.selw~ I really believe it depends on the packaging. 
is it not also possible that the small boxes were damaged wht" 
the hinges and locks which, at the request of Heer v. Lawh 
done in Batavia? We were worried about that here. y, 
the fitting of the hinges and locks occurs when the box has ' 
put together. Now jati, and particularly sono, wood is am~i 
Through hammering. the box could split apart and, for the 
the legs could be broken. Anyway, we will go to Blakang G t 
to inspect things. 
had thought that our workmen were better than those of He-
is what Annie thought as well. But one can be mistaken. 
aessage is, strict supervision! 
So be it! Now we will not have to roughly disturb the tral.titi~a• 
customs of our land, our child-like people will have its glitter and 
and simultaneously get its health-giving tablets. The freeing of 
is inevitable - it will come, only we cannot hasten its coming. 
The freedom of women will be the fruit of our suffering and 
daughters will no doubt be those free women since they have an enlllfll .. 
woman as mother and educator. But some of the other girls 
teach will, I believe, share the same fate as me, because their 
like ours. Poor children! 
They cannot avoid their destiny, it must come, but after that, 
the triumph! 
We will not experience it, but what does that matter? - We have 
build the path which has led to it - and that already is wonderful! 
~ Oh God! How much a woman has to endure! 
. f 
1jj~~;~ ~;;;;·~-~-~ ~· my GQdl- that man .... !'  became so anxious and so' frightefW 
so was shaking. His family is well knO'III.. 
I knew that my parents would never give me to him. He would be ll 
a position to pursue us if we had heard that we were in Batavia and co~ 1 
make it very difficult for us there. If it were only that! I have to .,.., : 
this: in these kinds of things I do not trust most of my countrymen. YOt 
may laugh about it perhaps, but we have seen this before, guna-gun11 
no fiction. I had beard recently that this man had sought recourse 11 3, 
this. And those strangers together with one of their servants rumma,.t1 
through our house as it were to find us. Father locked us into our roo& · 
It still makes me shudder when I think of it Mama also became frigh~ 
7 
f 
it entered our consciousness that at this time it is still not 
for a young Native girl to be independent, to work independently, 
A great danger besets her from the direction of men. For 
man, no woman is too ugly, that we now know. 
never considered that danger simply because we do not think about 
dirty things. We had not considered marriage, and believed in all 
•asnc::ss,thatothers thought the same in regard to us. We had spread 
rumours about ourselves to have frightened everyone away from 
a general rule our men will have nothing to do with such difficult 
as us, so talked about, so mali211ed and ridiculed. 
_ -· --·· -. -··- __ • ~woman her journey towal"ds; 
autonomy and a 'good' life within a patriarchal society was extraordinarily 
difficult. It W3S made more difficult because traditional colonial European 
society to which she appealed was no less patriarchal in its assumptions 
and structures than the Jav-anese society to which she ambiguously belonged. 
It was clearly not possible for K.artini simply to transpose her life from 
one society to another. In this regard the figure ofSijthoff, the Semarang 
Resident, appears as a constant reminder of traditional European 
assumptions which quite precisely illustrated the similarities in the two 
societies. 
As well K.artini was concerned to reject two models for educated. 
Javanese women in colonial society which threatened to be foisted upon 
her. Both are portrayed in her letters. One was of the Dutch-educated 
Javanese noble women who, apart from mannerisms, dress and speech, 
retained the traditional Javanese forms of marriage and life style and the 
associated normative values this implied. The other was that of Dutch· 




K.artini:s vis_ion s>E the new woll was in large ~ drawn from the 
European.tininist.JDCM IIJI h•fl U 1 lft.1 ~ 
De HollandscM Leli.e and influential novels such as Hildd Van Suy~ "" ~I .,.,.,, 
and which she discussed with Stella Zeehandelaar and Rosa Abendanon 
~drL ~~a.~~- coloniapavaz her vision of the new woman a~socl~~..::..:_:.:_ ~ c ··e\ui~· ~- ... 
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Wbat a difference there is between your concern about our 
departure to Europe, and that of our people. You are considerin& 
happiness and they are considering theirs! Oh, please, we plead and 
you, do not be so concerned about our happiness, we have so often 
you, we are not seeking our happiness, but that of others. 
Believe us, we expect neither from Europe nor from our future laurell 
ourselves. We have only one dream, one illusion about Europe, 
will prepare us well for the struggle that we have committed oUJ'SCIWII 
to, for the wellbeing of our people, our sisters. Truly, we expect 
nothing from Europe that the European girls c:x:pect: neither 'joy' nor 
friendship and sympathy nor to feel happier in a European environ 
We expect and hope just this: to find there that which we need for 
goal- knowkdge, education. And that is all we are thinking of. 
does it matter whether we like Europe or not, whether we would 
feel at home in a Dutch environment or not as long as we can obtain 
what we need for our purpose? That is the reason we are going th~ 
and not to seek our pleasure. The highlight of our stay there will be 
being with our dearest brother, with whom we have close bonds, not oniJ 
by blood, but also by affinity of soul and spirit. 
Truly, we do not expect that the European world will make us happy. 
The time bas long since passed when we thought that 'European sock~ 
was the only true, the foremost, the unsurpassable one'. 
Forgive us for saying so. But you, yourself, do you find European sociel) 
perfect?- Oh!, we would be the last ones not to acknowledge grateful~ 
. the existence of the many, very many good things in your world; but wouiJ 
:g you deny, that beside the very beautiful, the grand and the lofty in yoor 
g society, there is m\)ch that often makes a mockery of the name, dvilizatior,• 
Cl. )(" 






us; do not think that in the world which we want to enter to achieve our 
goal, we·do not expect to find such pettiness. 
Indeed, perhaps it will be more difficult for us since we would expe,1 
something different from 'civilized people'. 
yourself know better than us that amongst the thousands whom society 
as 'civilized', only very few are so in reality, that breadth of vision 
conception is by no means possessed by every European of whom 
and should be expected, and that even in the most elegant, famous, 
glittering salons, nan-ow-miruUdnu.s and short-sightedness are not 
really do not imagine Holland to be an ideal country, on the contrary, 
on what we have seen and experienced of Dutchmen here, we can 
Rtr.rtain that we will see and experience in their small, cold country much 
will cause us, as sensitive people, pain and which will sorely grieve 
·Javanese are accused of being born liars, completely unreliable and 
personified. 
have not only read this but have also heard it said many times which 
Itself provided a nice proof of the speaker's sensitivity. 
. merely smile when we hear or read such sweet expressions and we 
·ltlllind ourselves of the European social life which, oh, so often, provides 
spectacular evidence of that love of truth, of honesty, of many, many a 
European who looks down from such heights to mock the totally dishonest, 
untrustworthy Javanese. 
Until a few years ago we had very little contact with Europeans. The 
first time that we found ourselves in a European environment was at the 
celebration of the coronation of H.M. Oh!, how to describe how move<J 
tre were when we came to see for the first time the remarkable lengths 
towhich comedy had developed beyond the stage in European society. 
it was at that celebration that our earnest respect for Europeans received 
.L'i fatal stabs! We saw two ladies deep in conversation, arm in arm, 
.ntimatcly leaning against each other, we heard an exchange of endearments. 
Oose friends we thought. 
A gentleman came to separate the two, and we heard the chosen one say 
to him: 'What a cat!" while the one who remained said to another lady: 
"That stupid woman, to dress herself in such a ridiculous manner. • Just 
a moment before she bad vehemently declared bow this 'dear friend' was . 

















It is only 
I 
There is so much that is beautiful in the Javanese ethics. 
unfortunate that not everyone understands symbolism. 
One understands too literally what the wise teach. For instance: Going 
without sleep and food, from which it is understood that one has to fast 
and sleep as little as possible to live well in this life and the hereafter. 
The important principle in this escapes them, "To eat and sleep is not 
the purpose of our lives. • 
.. 
I am a child of Buddha, you know, and that in itself is a reaon not to eat 
l'ood derived from animals. As a child I had been very ill, the doctors 
oould not help me, they were at their wits end, then a Chinese (a convict 
with whom we children were friendly) offered to help me. My parents 
accepted, and I recovered. What the medicines from educated people 
could not achieve, 'quackery' achieved. He healed me simply by having 
drink ash from burnt offerings made to a Chinese idol. As a result 
- .............. I became a child of a Chinese holy man, the Santekkong of Welahan. 
year or so ago we paid the holy man a visit, did I not need to get to 
· my great Father. It is a small golden statue, which is prayed to, 
and day. In times of epidemic it is brought here and there and 
religiously in order to incite the influence of important spirits. 
birthday of that holy man is always celebrated with great splendour. 
'-ll!w'"""' come from everywhere for the occasion. We were told by old 
Qlinese residents of that place about the legend of that golden statue, 
for the Chinese really lives. 
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•lonial Education Context 
should be remembered that the correspondence between Kartini 
)Sa was initiated as a result of a meeting with the Director of 
ion, Religion and lndusuy and his wife in the course of Abendanon's 
. of his interest in the education of women, a cause shared by his 
·ho perhaps for this reason accompanied him on this excursion . 
. herself contn~uted .to the contemporary political process surrounding 
ton not only m pnvately conveying her views to this bureaucrat, 
o by soliciting government funding for her educational ambitions 
;:cifically by her own memo on the subject which is included in ~ 
t as an appendix. 
. central theme in these letters then, is Kartini's interest in and 
n for education, both in the forms of the education which she had 
d and still desired for herself and that which she considered essential 
anese society at the time. The concern of the le~ fft on three 
:ant areas of the contemporary debate: the edtii Uo 40ibe&! 
. . ' ~'l.~~~kSIPMRtae:patMYi6IY6ff&1al 
llt:ieaab .... b G& UWwtddti lbteee:t<ScueiiOjSifi!hL 
~he b der questio oSQcolo · po~·C'J. ~iss edu i~n debate ted to the ·cyst les be een e 'social p ives', w · traditio histo · graphy 
All shades of the colonial political spectrum at this time recognized 
nportance of providing their colonial subjects with education, and 
:d the debate for the extension of the provision of popular elementary 
ltion had already been heralded by the colonial educational decrees 
e 1890's. 
The need to provide for the increasing educational demands generated 
f increased economic activity, and also to address the pressures brought 
t by the articulation of state intervention into all facets of economics 
olonial administration which the rationalization of colonial bureaucracy 
ght in its train, had become an increasingly urgent question. The 
tcs about education which had surfaced at the time of the Educational 
nances of 1892 had raised the principle parameters of the issue: whether 
ation should be provided for the ordinary villager, whether the content 
lucation should be di!Tcrentiated according to different perceived needs; 
thcr the government alone should administer education; and what 
uagc medium should be used. 
By the end of the 1890's the extension of colonial administration, 
n following military and evangelical activity in areas beyond Java, had 
luccd a de facto dual system of private and public elementary schools. 
>tal of 1,387 schools in 1900, and a school-going population of about 
!r cent of Java•s population of 25.5 million, hardly amounted to a 
>gressive• response to the issue. 1' 
It was in this context that J.H. Abendanon was appointed Director 
:ducation, Industry and Religion, a portfolio directed at "Native affairs• 
an obvious area for the appointment of a reformer in a reformist 
1ate. It was in his efforts to obtain support for his reformist program, 
. specifically for his plan to establish schools for Javanese women, that, 
ompanied by his wife, he visited Kartini's father as an influential and 
>rmed Regent to whom his attention had been drawn in Batavia. It 
, this visit which provided the moment of that spontaneous and deep 
:ndship between the two women which gave rise to the correspo~dence. 
1138 also during this visit that Kartini first made public h~ VI~ _on 
:vocational preparation of Javanese women but al<iowben the msprrauon 
· her to realize such an aspiration for herself took shape as a result of 
:encouragement of Rosa Abendanon-Mandri. 
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Tradition&i'~tly· .... :WOmen the:rf&Jifto autono~ 
'on rh.:. other handcolollizc9Javanae.aoclety, that of the Javanese cltte, 
proviucd a measure of physical freedom which includ~ ~cccss to European 
education and the form of traditional European soc1al hfe. 
The ethici, of whom Abendanon is representative, had presented the 
Dutch nation with a sense of moral debt, 'ereschuld', towards its colonial 
subjects and felt it was the responsibility of the Europeans to 'raise', 'uplift' 
and 'bring out of darkness', a people for whom history had given them 
responsibility. The title of the orginal publication of K.artini's letters, 
, ·- , from a poem she herself quotes, reflects not 
only her own sense of her historic struggle but, as significantly, the 
perception that Abendanon and the ethici held in regard to their own 
project. The course taken by Kanini's life could be seen as an example 
of the ?utcome of this policy. From this perspective , Kartini's final 
resolution not to go to Eur~~ an~ to accept the inevitability of marriage, 
can be ~n to reflect the hmttallons of the ethici position. Moreover 
by the t1m~ the hook was published the ethical program had become 
sub~crged m the process of colonial bureaucratization, making it a fitting 
prOJect to memorialize both person and program. 
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In this context, the theme in the letters concerning Kartini's interest 
in traditional batik and her support of the Japara woodcraft industry is 
of particular interest. Kartini sets herself apart as observer, artist, writer 
and entrepreneur in documenting 'traditional' designs, encouraging 
innovations and introducing more efficient commercial and production 
arrangements. In the process she unwittingly contnbutes to the destruction 
of the religious fabric which had given the craft its traditional meaning 
ad initiates a production of designs which are not traditional in origin, 
lMit which nevertheless find a ready European market amongst Javanese 
well-wishers. Thus 'freedom from' tradition consequently becomes a process 
ol alienation, consolation for which Kartini seeks in her correspondence 
with Rosa.u 
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~-- -·-. 
Kartini's letters are characterized by the struggle she states derived 
from her own youthful insight into injustice. It was a personal struggle 
expressed within the western intellectual framework she was exposed to 
through her contact with European culture and which she was to enact 
in her own social context. At one point early in the correspondence, 
, .a mom~~t when the pain sharpened her introspection, Kartin~ ~ta!l,izes 
What it was ·she had lea~ froMflta: .. c me aonnattwt tifl'efltatlonstof 
love, morality and justicewhP• "-· · ,.-. s mrwoutd·constltute and defitl.c 
her world view. In essence her struggle revolved around her desire to 
establish a sense of her individual autonomy,~ awareneSs of a moral, 
, ethical order based on the u:utftlliiiiiil'On of this principle, and a sense 
of respect and love of her fc~. These are the values which lie 
at the bean of modernity and at the core of the modem project of individual 
.. freedom and mark Kartmr .li -~ 
The sense of freedom for which she strives was not, quite obviously, 
a purely physical one although, as an unmarried Javanese woman of noble 
birth the symbols of her physical constraints were always omnipresent. 
The freedom she insists on is a freedom from the implications of the norms 
of traditional Javanese culture. Kartini's appeal was not just for a release 
from such physical bonds as the requirements of a traditional marriage, 
or even from Java which the initial plans for studying in the Netherlands 
implied. Such freedoms would have been significant in their own right 
but her demand went further. It was a yearning for a culture of freedom. u 
In the surrender of her plans for studying in the Netherlands and finally 
in her surrender to marriage, she recognizes that freedom in its physical 
manifestation was not an ultimate guarantee of freedom. Ironically, she 
came to recognize that this could involve even greater constraints as, on 
the one hand, her unmarried status would limit her acceptability within 
traditional Javanese society thus reducing the influence of her 'message' 
and, on the other, a European environment would alienate her even more 
, from indigenous society while European patronage in the Netherlands 
would curtail both her movement and the options she might conceive of.14 
The letters document Kartini's demand for freedom to think through 
the logic of her ethic and then to apply her etbical considerations. The 
friendship and correspondence with Rosa Abendanon-Mandri indeed 
represent the manufacture of space in which the logic of that ethic could 
be defined. 
The trajectory o_f Kartini•s life revealed in these letters suggests that 
the awareness of chmce offered by the tradition of enlightenment aeatea 
a self~~ousness which utterly changes the individual's relationship 
to theu envtronment. In this sense education brings Kartini a sense of 
freedom from the determinants of traditional society but at the same time 
sets her outside it. 
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We definitely do not want to make of them half-Europeans or 
European-Javancse; with this informal education we aim above 
all to make of the Javanese, real Javanese, Javanese inspired by 
a love and a passion for their land and people, with an eye and 
a heart open to its beautiful qualities and- needs! We want 
to give them the finer things of the European civilization, not 
to force out or replace the finer things of their own but to enrich 
it. Through the cross-fertilization of plants and animals of 
different types, one produces an improved grade of plant and 
animal species. Would not the same result be achieved in the 
case of the habits of people? When the good qualities of the 
one arc mixed with those of the other, would not a more elevated 
morality be produced? 
10 June 1902 
'Enriched' and 'cross-fertilized', would the Javanese be any more 'real'? 
To what extent was Kartini and, more broadly the ethical movement, 
initiating change? 
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While there is clear evidence of a significant European influence on 
this family~ahilfzedbjiti:inftuenceofforeign 
values;:ij if8l~~ture 
provided. :~0 ~~ It did present her with 
an awareness, a delineation of conflicting sets of values and circumstances 
which she was continually forced to negotiate: on the one hand the 
objn:t~~iilh& and on the other, of her bondage to \ 
• traditiertt)i'Mii Kartini's uncle, the Regent ofDemak. is clearly identified . 
as having been instrumental in her failure to gain her freedom in his \ 
insistence on traditional gender prescriptions in his advice to her father. : 
Kartini's account of her relations with her stepmother suggests that this • 
marriage re-enforced the inflow of traditional Javanese values into the 
Japara household. Kartini's older siblings all react on the basis of what 
Kartini herself identifies as traditional Javanese values. 
tf:altW g; M rn, literature and company while her brother Kartono 
was one of a select few to undertake an education in the Netherlands. 
It is perhaps possible in fact to read in Sososingrat's direction of his 
daughters affairs as well.as in the differentiated treatment of her older 
siblings on one hand and of Kartono on the other, a most diligent and 
careful assessment of the new aJltural parameters within a colonized society. 
His careful limitation of her educational. publishing and vocational activities, 
and indeed his acceptance finally, of a marriage proposal, may be seen 
more specifically as a gender coloured but contemporary response to political 
and social conditions rather than perceived in general terms as a 'traditional 
Javanese' cultural response. 
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Viewed superficially, Kartini's own life was seemingly uneventful, 
but was n<.--vcnhclcss notable in its Javanese context for the degree of access 
she was pe~mittcd to the outside world and the lateness of her marriage. 
It was also mterwoven with a series of relationships with Europeans, male 
and female, and an intense involvement in the Jil ... $&# l 
iltdw f!lici lll1ti$.ll 
Kartini was permitted to attend the nearby elementary school for 
Europ~ns until her twelfth birthday in 1891, after which she remained 
at horrie until her marriage in 1903. Most of the period between her 
leaving school and meeting Rosa Abendanon-Mandri were spent at home 
reading, visiting, writing and being engaged in domestic and familial duties. 
In fact her attention in thi<; period was engaged by a succession of European 
women whose presence the colonial structure both made available and 
withdrew. In 1892 her relations with her school friend Let.sy Detmar 
ended when Let.sy left for Holland to continue her education. This 
friendsh~p. was partially replaced by occasional visits to the daughters of 
the admmlStrator of a sugar factory (Dora and Mien Immink) in Mayong, 
the town of Kartini's birth. 
In 1895 she became acquainted with the widowed Mevrouw Ovink 
-Westenenk, sister-in-law of the Assistant Resident of Japara and his wife 
Mevrouw Ovink-5oer. Regular visits were arranged ostensibly to provide 
drawing classes. This relationship is widely regarded as having bad a 
significant influence on Kartini's thinking and Mevrouw Ovink-Soer, 
Moedertje Mies, is generally seen as Kartini's first her 
of the and later with the De Echo and 
Nederlandsche Taal and other organizations interested in the Indies. It 
is in this context that Kartini made her first foray into the public domain 
contributing articles and letters for publication. 
In 1898, possibly through the intervention of Mevrouw Ovink, Kartini 
contributed to tl.dd H f 1 I I U tiiiM~ Bl f IHWd!lheld in The 
Hague with samples of batik work prepared together with her sisters as 
~well as pnmcsllJ'Lj 'Mt It j ztaljt I~ of the~ 
In 1899 when Assistant Resident Ovink was iiinferred from Japara 
Kartini commenced her correspondence with Stella Zeehandelaar a young 
'I Dutch T~£ and contributor to De Ho/Jandsche Lelie. This 
correspondence contributed significantly to Kartini's articulat~nd 
, ~~=": " autsr ....-.. a 
It was then, at the age of 21, that Kartini made contact with Rosa 
Abendanon-Mandri and her husband and through them became acquainted 
with and known by, the colonial establishment in the Indies, including 
the Governor General and his wife and entourage. It was precisely at the 
moment of meeting Rosa Abendanon-Mandri that the reality of her adult 
future thrust itself into her consciousness when Kartini was confronted 
by the juxtaposition of her traditional duty (marriage) and the possibility 
of a vocation. It was this conjunction of events which gave rise to the 
substantive issues of the correspondence. Subsequently, her public 
'exposure' was dramatically increased by the strong linJcs Kartini established 
with Nelli van Kol and her husband, the socialist parliamentary deputy. 
Through contact with the. latter arranged by her feminist acquaintance 
Stella Zeebandelaar, she also became well known to the 'colonial party' 
circles in the Netherlands. In the course of the correspondence, Kartini 
and her sister Roelcmini waver in the consideration of their future between 
the enticements of these two constellations of influence. 
The four years of Kartini's life covered bv lhe.v. ~tt""" tJu .......... .--
years not of action but of a.c:tM contemplation of life, morality and ethica. 
The correspondence begins and ends with events which have both a very 
real and highly symbolic signiftcance in Kartlni's existence. The letters 1 
:maaaom~tbt411 - d 1 li II Q ' 
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INDONESIA 
Opposition to Dutch rule in 
the nineteenth c~ntury 
The main reason for the Dutch presence in 
the East Indies was to gain food and indus-
trial raw materials which they could use in 
Holland or sell to other countries. Their 
profit margin depended on their efficiency in 
managing plantations, transportation, port 
facilities and trade. It also depended on the 
co-operation of local chiefs and a growing 
number of Chinese businessmen. 
Indonesian people, mainly in Java and 
Sumatra, were employed to serve this end. 
Dutch policies and attitudes aroused such 
opposition that there were several long wars. 
These involved the Minangkabau of western 
Sumatra (1821-37}, the followers of Prince 
Diponegoro in southern Java (1825-30} and 
the Islamic state of Aceh in northern 
Sumatra (1873-1908}. 
Despite improvements introduced after 
the publication of the book, 'Max Havelaar', 
which exposed the injustices of the Culti-
vation System in Java, Dutch profits con-
tinued to rise and the condition of the 
Indonesians generally declined. 
The early 
twentieth century 
More positive and hopeful signs appeared at 
last. These were interrelated. Changes in 
attitude came from both the Indonesians and 
the Dutch. Traditional values and technical 
skills were carefully preserved by certain 
·tribes and families. In village communities, 
handcrafts, music, dance, religious practices 
and folklore were passed on to the vounl!er 
. !; 
generation, especially in areas where no dis-
ruptive resettlement or land-clearing pro-
jects had been organized. 
In the Netherlands there was a genuine 
attempt by the new government in 1901 to 
provide better conditions and services for 
their subjects. The Dutch called this their 
Ethical Policy. Schools, roads, irrigation pro-
jects and health services were provided. Rice 
production increased. Some children went 
on from primary to secondary education; a 
few attended university in Holland, where 
they were welcomed, and returned as 
teachers, doctors and officials. It is import-
ant to note, however, that the Indonesia· 
-- -
PH~. 
were still regarded as a subject people by·col-
onial administrators. 
Another unfortunate feature qf the Ethical 
Policy was the manner in which it was 
administrated. In bestowing these new 
benefits, many of the Dutch officials failed 
to communicate adequately with local 
people. Some behaved arrogantly or were 
very patronizing in their manner towards 
'the natives'. Sometimes this could be more 
hurtful than the imposition of hard labour or 
heavy taxes. It came as· a surprise to 
Indonesians who had been well treated by 
Dutch friends. 
The work of Kartini -. 
One such person was Kartini, a young 
woman of high social standing who managed 
to absorb the best of both cultures. Although 
she saw the appeal of Western individuality 
and personal liberty, she believed that the 
values of Javanese culture should be care-
fully preserved in the face of growing trends 
towards modernization fot its own sake. 
'Works of art that compel wonder are made 
by the despised Javanese,' she wrote, 'whom 
the world in its simplicity has patronized.' 
Kartini understood the feelings of those 
among her people who felt threat~ned by 
'Javanese turned Europeans'. Yet she 
appreciated the value of her own Western 
education and sought ways of combining 
beneficial elements from Indonesian and 
Western sources. Founding a school for 
young women in 1902, she aimed at charac-
ter development, practical training and a 
broad general education in literature, art and 
science, including a knowledge of hygiene 













186 NATIONALISM IN ASIA 
Indonesian nationalism 
Another movement that encouraged edu-
cation was Budi Utomo (High Endeavour) 
which emphasized the need for people to 
improve farming methods and health stan-
dards and take a pride in their own national 
achievements, both past and present. 
Sarekat Islam (the Islamic Association) 
was founded in 1912 by batik textile workers 
who wanted to resist Chinese control of 
trade in Indonesia,: Its members grew to hun-
dreds of thousands and it began to turn to 
political questions. A small Marxist group 
was formed five years later. By 1921 the 
members of these two parties had merged 
and redivided into a revolutionary group (to 
which the nationalist, Tan Malaka, 
belonged) and a more moderate one. 
The Dutch did set up a Volksraad, or 
People's Council, and assemblies in the 
provinces and towns. Although these had 
only limited powers, they served as meeting 
places for the exchange of ideas. 
One man in a position of influence was 
Tjokroaminoto who led Sarekat Islam frolll 
1912 and was for three years a member of the 
Volksraad. A student attending a local 
Dutch secondary school in Surabaya boarded 
at his house for several years. This was 
Sukarno, later to become Indonesia's first 
President. 
The first open revolt by Indonesian 
nationalists occurred in 1926-7 when the 
Communists organized widespread strikes 
in Java and Sumatra. These were harshly 
repressed by the Dutch. Many of the partici-
pants were killed; many more were 
imprisoned or deported to other islands. 
Following the failure of open rebellion, 
natiorralists turned again to education and 
political reform. In 1927 the Partai Nasional 
Indonesia was founded, with Sukarno as its 
chairman. This was a secular. party, unlike 
the earlier Sarekat Islam. By the following 
year a national language, flag and anthem 
had been adopted. 
Many years later Hatta set out the aims of 
the early nationalists in terms which were 
distinctively Indonesian: 
'The state, it was believed, should have 
the form of a Repub~ic based on the sov-
ereignty of the people .... Sovereignty 
of the people in Indonesia had to be 
rooted in its own society, which is col-
lectivist in character ... Moreover, the 
national spirit which had developed as 
a national reaction to Western imperi-
alism and capitalism intensified the 
desire to look in our own society for 
foundations on which to build a 
national state .... 
'Th~ old Indonesian states were 
feudal states, ruled by autocratic kings. 
Nevertheless, in the villages a demo-
cratic system remained in force and 
lived a healthy life as part and parcel of 
adat-istiadat, old usage and traditional 
custom. This fact provided sufficient 
evidence for the conviction that indi-
genous Indonesian democracy would 
have strong powers of endurance .... 
This is why indigenous democracy was 
idealized to such an extent in the 
national movement .... 
'Because landed property in the old 
Indonesia belonged to the village com-
munity, village democracy could not 
be eliminated, regardless of efforts by 
the feudal power to suppress ·it. On the 
basis of common ownership of the soil, 
each individual, in carrying out his 
economic activities, felt that he had to 
act in accordance with common con-
sent. Consequently one finds that all 
heavy work that could not be done by 
one individual person, was performed 
by the system of gotong rojong, mutual 
assistance ... building a house, work-
ing in the rice fields, accompanying the 
dead to the graveyard, and so on. This 
way of life, based on common owner-
ship of the soil, had created the custom 
of mutual consultation .... 
Threshing rice requires mutual assistance. Th!s 
way of life is based on common ownership of VIl-
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most of the peoples of the island groups of 
south-east Asia were brought under the 
direct administration of Western powers-
the Filipinos by Spain and later the United 
States, and the Malays and Indonesians by 
the British and Dutch respectively. 
The Netherlands (or Dutch) East Indies 
(see Map 1.2) proved to be a very profitable 
colonial venture for Holland. Early Dutch 
activities in the East Indies archipelago 
were in trade, particularly in spices. The 
Dutch did not at first wish or intend to gov-
ern the native peoples. Instead they per-
suaded local rulers to co-operate in return 
for commissions. 
Aher the Dutch had experienced several 
setbacks in their trading ventures because 
of local disputes, it became obvious that 
stable and profitable trade was dependent 
upon firm administration. The VOC 
( Vereenigd e Oostindische Compagnie), 
the United (Dutch) East India Company, a 
government-sponsored agency, therefore 
used its military forces either to support 
co-operative sultans (local rulers) or to 
establish direct control over key ports and 
towns. GraduaHy Dutch control extended 
over almost the whole region. 
IIi 
admi'nistrato;;, th~ -D~-t~h- i~t-r~d~~~d-th~ 
'Culture (or Cultivation) System' (from 
approximately 1830 to 1870), under which 
the peasantry were forced to devote a sig-
nificant percentage of their land to the 
growing of crops such as sugar, coffee and 
indigo. These were the products from which 
the Netherlands' trading classes could 
make substantial profit. The peasants also 
had to make themselves available for labour 
on roads, bridges and public works. The 
system was harsh. but it brought great 
profit to Holland- the revenue gained was 
used to pay off the national debt and finance 
the construction of the Dutch state rail-
ways. Ultimately one-third of the total 
expenditure of the Netherlands govern-
ment was met by income from the East 
Indies. 
The 'Free Enterprise System' 
In the Netherlands, as in Britain, dominant 
theories on the nature of trade and com-
merce were subject to change. The policies. 
of the VOC (Dutch East Indies Company) 
could be altered by the Dutch government 
as it saw fit. Late in the nineteenth centu-
ry, business interests demanded a change 
from government control to laissez-faire 
free enterprise. 
The VOC was therefore required to dis-
continue its practice of directly seizing 
produce, and was expected instead to 
encourage production by private enter-
prise. Accordingly, by the Agrarian Law of 
1870, private individuals and companies 
. were permitted to lease land in the islands 
for plantations. This change is sometimes 
also described as the 'liberal' policy, but it 
was liberal only in the sense of creating 
freedom for private enterprise to exploit 
the indigenous peoples. 
The resultant growth in plantation agri-
~~·~h~ir·;~t~~ ~~i~d~p~~de~t f;rmers ~d 
become wage-earners on the plantations. 
The operation of European-style capitalist 
production and a cash-currency exchange 
system broke down the former village sub-
sistence economy and undermined tradi-
tional ways of life. 
The 'Ethical Policy' 
A further shift in public opinion in the 
Netherlands resulted in another policy 
change in the Dutch East Indies. Although 
the Free Enterprise System was acknowl-
edged as less unjust than the direct appro-
priations used in the Culture System, the 
Dutch government had still done very little 
for the standards of living of the indigenous 
peoples. By the beginning of the twentieth ·-
century influential groups in Holland were 
expressing concern about the exploitative 
character of the Dutch administration of 
the East Indies. 
A new sense of conscience among the 
Dutch people, particularly those of social· 
ist disposition, successfully urged the adop-
tion of what became known as the 'Ethical 
Policy', under which the wealth formerly 
drained out of the East Indies was to be 
used to boost education facilities and 
improve economic and welfare services for 
the populace. The Ethical Policy probably 
did much to salve the Dutch conscience 
but the results were only modest - even 
by 1939 only five per cent of the popula-
tion had attained literacy. The Dutch 
trained only a small number of locals for 
administrative and technical positions. 
The scale on which this was occurring was 
not sufficient to produce enough native 
administrators to make self-government 
likely or possible. 
• One Liners 
• River Poems APPENDIX D 
List of One Liners" Kartini's Life 
Regarding marriage, Kartini felt-----------------------
Kartini's letters are a reflection of-----------------------
For Kartini, feminism meant ------------------------
When there is insufficient education, this happens ----------------
Javanese people were ---------------------------
Usually where there is colonial power, the problems are --------------
The worst effect of polygamy is ----------------------
When I read about Kartini's hopes, I feel -------------------
Kartini felt strongly about Javanese craft. So she ----------------
When she was in the company of Europeans, Kartini felt --------------
When she was in the company of Javanese -------------------
j 
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Student Scripts (Forming) 
• Kartini and the Tear 
• The Flight for Freedom 
• Stepping into Java 
Student devised Playbuilding Scripts (Presenting) 
• Script A 
• Script B 
APPENDIX E 
KART l N ( 
AND THE TEAR 
BEN HACkWORni l~A. 
tv\R.S jOR.E 
bR.AMA. 
lND\v'IOUAL FoRMINj TASk 
Appendix E page 1 
The tear between Kartini, her feminist ideals, and her country 
As we delve into Kartini and the woman she represents we discover a stranded spirit in an 
anachronistic world. This is the image I had in mind when writing this script about the 
life and death battle of one woman. Her brave tenacity fought for the education of women 
and it is education and feminism~t'ti'ave tried to focus my energies, as I believe it was 
these issues that she fought to change and these issues H\at sfie a:eeo~f'lish~ . 
. u.W..LU.. .t!J.L ;w_ ~ .t/hau.UJP· 
The symbolism found within this play is directly related to these themes and images. 
Two spirits represent the two sides to Kartini 's conscience. She is constantly battling 
between what her culture has taught her (tradition) and what she knows are her ideologies 
of truth (modern). Kartini is trapped in limbo as she has not yet found peace of mind in 
her life long efforts of change, so she must delve back into her past to discover how she 
fought to liberate women and how the profound effect was not realised until after her death. 
The profound effect that she had on Javanese tradition and indeed Javanese women ... 
The spirits re-inact her life in a flashback sequence. They show her how she stood up 
to her Father when she was only 13, and how she kept fighting to educate women until 
her dying day. The significance of Kartini 's final control over the two spirits symbolises 
Kartini 's realisation that she does not have to betray her tradition and culture, to fight for 
womens freedom from the chains that surround them. The marriage of the two cultures is 
the final statement that Kartini has been relieved of her conscience and can move to 
her final statement- the next world. As the dramatic music swells, and she walks into the 
distance, we feel her realisation of peace of mind and a harmony that has developed 
between tradition and modern ideals 
Kartini is liberated and her consciences that chained her are demolished. Kartini was 
not respected during her time on earth, but today Javanese people, men and women alike, 
celebrate Kartini and the courage that she drew upon to fight the injustice. 
Appendix E page 2 
KARTINI 
MODERN SPIRIT (US)" 
TRADITIONAL SPIRIT ( 2.~r-
,~ . 
I -FATHER \ ':: 
YOUNG KARTINI ( F . ' · .o 
I . 
Characters 
- as a spirit is trapped in limbo. She is bewildered by 
her past but eventually comes to understand that she 
must marry both cultures and ideologies to free 
herself from her chains in her mind. 
- represents Kartini 's conscience of change. Portrayed 
by a woman she represents the European culture 
ideologies of feminism and education and Kartini 's 
desire to change. 
-represents Kartini 's conscience of Java. Portrayed 
by a male he represents everything that is of family 
heritage, marriage and society laws and Kartini ·s 
feeling of duty towards the tradition of her culture. 
-a human equivalent of traditional spirit he is Kartini ·s 
Father and is a figure of authority and duty. 
-a 13 year old version of Kartini. Feisty and with 
a fair sensibility to justice. 
liN~-f k,rt' · 
/ (l: \ f: ~. I / '--J':· l i • 
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BOTH SPIRITS: 
(cynically) 





How on earth you possibly could imagine 
that she has fueled the destruction of our 
society-1 don't know. Personally, don't you 
think your being just the slightest bit 
arrogant. · 
') No I disagree. It was European influences 
1 such as yourself that have seen the demise 
of our patriachal society. Just look at the 
respect that ......... 
The two spirits notice that the dead body 
is rising from behind them. In unision they',. 
tum towards the audience. 
Finally! 
What is happening? Will someone please 
tell why I'm here? 
You're in Limbo Kartini. You're trapped 
here because you haven't, what we like 
to call it here in spirit world 'past the 
mission'. You died of child birth Kartini 
and you didn't quite feel that you had 
accomplished all that you wanted to-in 
I 
other words-youtEstuck! 
I wouldn't have put it quite so neatly. 
You see, we're your consciences, 
Kartini, Javanese, traditional. 
European influence, modern. 
-----+---so~:~~d.trac~-'-. If 
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'-A'"'''1 "''"" t'""'"t"'"' ............. '""'- ,--· ·-·-- , __ , 
reared you and bore the very air you 
breathed. 
Or the one that cared enough to give you 
education, liberation and in the true sense 
of the word feminism. 
I cannot choose. Both are so much a part of 
me. And I cannot find peace of mind in my 
life mission to educate and dignify young 
Javanese women. I cannot move on until I' 
have given the women of my society a place, 
identity and a liberty. Without these 
essential, no person can be free. 
Unfortunately .... 
... Fortunately! 
For us you have demolished the very heart 
of the male dominated polygornus society. 
Sure, it is still acceptable, but women have 
the right in our democratic government to 
say •No•. If it wasn•t for radical cockeyed 
idealists like you little miss no respect. ... 
.. .. Ahumm. evil one! If you hadn•t trapped 
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. 5 ~-=:; ~ Jl.t _g~ 
Now let me show you the trouble you caused 
the trouble you caused our society ... 
And the life you gave it. 
(The two spirits hiss at each other, and 
form a freeze frame from time-alive.) 
I am afraid that it is time for you to marry 
--··---. ·-·--·----- ·-- < 
No Papa, Not yet, I can't give up school yet. 
But Kartini you are almost 13, a young 
woman and besides I have arranged for 
you to wed a lovely man. You will be his 
third. 
THIRD!? What spite you have Papa, to 
take me from my only love, school and 
make me a whore to a dirty old man! 
I know it's proper but you can't make me 
do it. Can't I study in Holland like my 
brother, please Papa? 
It is for this very reason that I'm doing so. 
-? I'm afraid that this school is filling your 
mind with funny ideas of European lifestyle. 
Kartini, we are not like them. People are 
beginning to worry that. .. 
What are they thinking?- that I'm liberated; 
educated-what have you been telling people? 
Yes . 
! Is that it? Is that my life? 
./.' 
:? . 
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See what a persistent and frustrated child 5 g i J ~g ~~.. ' 1 
.. ! [1 . s I· you ... 
Educated! Kartini, you grew up to be a 
beautiful woman. You were many women's 
source of inspiration and you still are .. 
Kartini your brave tenacity has saved 
Javanese women. 
Saved? What from MARRIAGE-love? 
From ignorance. 
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coquettish and frivolous reputation. You 
'7 did not lower your eyes in conversation 
to men but looked straight at them. You 
adapted European characteristics as you 
educated other girls to do so too. 
You were forced to marry but you still 
fought for feminism and education. 
\ It was not for marriage I was fighting 
:J but the cruel perogative of men. There 
is terrible suffering in the woman's world. 
-··- ---
Not anymore, Kartini. You have changed 
this. Marriage today is optional although 
there is pressure. Education of women 
is allowable, even mandatory, women 
no longer have to pretend they don't exist. 
She is a person, and we are free. 
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Of Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet, ills said that when her husband 
brought home a new wire, her father asked her what she thought or It 
llld she answered proudly: "Nothing. • Her father gave her a raw egg which 
llle held against her heart. The Prophet took It back, broke it open and 
tile egg was cooUd. She leant against a banana tree and Immediately 
t1ae fresh leaves withered and where her body had Jeant, the tree trunk 
.., burnt Since then, women's hearts have not changed. This story 
rew •Is how many think about the cruel prerogatJve of men. One regards 
lias a maller of honour to be able to endure one or more women at one's · 
llde without a protesL 
·------ -~ 
lOr 1 year already I have heard_ something about myself that sadd~e111 me.~' 
I 1m 11 coqu~t. Do not spare me: tell me honestly: am Ia coquet?. A..t -
I 10, In what w:~y then. I am Yel)' miserable about 1C bec::a~~~e lwaat. ~ IIOcbt~ with me tllat Is frivolous. Someone, aOt I seaDdAfiiiOagera· · ' 
111 I sptalc willa my eyu. Is that true? I asked the sister 1o atlellci 
lrefully to my actions and habits and to tell me what or alplficance ' 
.xke, whether there Is something In what they say. : ' 
I ---~ ~ 
I ~ 1s a slrange realization, when one bad always thought of~ ai a llrious, solid young girl, to suddenly hear that ooe •• coqet!isla ~-. Ins dumbfounded, and then very saddened bJIL Do llehew ~LI!Oit lbd never, never thought about such things and shaD~;._-,.. 
c A\\ v ~~0\4rCt. ~ ne\"e taket\) 
.fro tv\ 1 V~rt( 1'\tl letie"~ 
' I . • 




'Ji"' to pre.s~u~e 
(~r-t\V\ \ \ ov- o. 
J\e dsr~. 
l'hey reir1ac.T 
·Ot tr Ct cl \ t,·ovta l 
w.ed.olil\4 ceteNol\ 1 
Ctnd clp'tY\a n d 

















Oh spite! Enough! Let me show you your 
real calling. You are a wife. This is your 
purpose! This is your duty! 
Your duty, J(artini is to yourself, your sisters 
and the future. Yo must consider your 
priorities! Do not succumb to this tradition 
of opression! 
Tradition of o~resion? What lies you tell! 
Our traditions have served us well. Our 
civilisation· is proud and strong. You are 
married to these traditions as you are 
married to your husband. But what does this 
mean to you. How far does your rebelion go? 
Remember yourYows? What has become 
of the man who God has created for you? 
Where does he fit in your precosious 
ideological nonsense. Let us see your 
st~rength and pride, on this special accasion. 
It is time; once again to take a partner, 
but not of this earth. You must confirm 
your loyalties! You must wed your culture. 
Which shall it be? 
(SPIRIT FREEZE. Spirits return to traditional 
dance and more to centre stage behind Kartini. 
Spirits grab both of k'artinis arms and puJI her 
to the ground. She resists. Once on the ground 
Kartini adjusts to traditional position, kneeling 













































~ULJVI UIIIQUVII lV lllt:l 111011 '-AVU I IOU vi t:IQlt:IU lVI II vi, 
(Kartini looks to the ceiling and silently mouths words) 
Having come directly before him, she made a 
respectful senbah/bow and theb humbly 
kissed his foot." 
(Kartini bends down and kisses the ground) 
WHO IS IT TO BE KARTINI? 
(kartini remains in freeze frame) 
Who must you betray? Yourself or yor country? 
Was your rebelion in jest. Do you want this 
struggle for yor sisters. Let them rest as they 
should in peace. Tradition shall be their shelter 
from this .............. mess! . 
\ 
'\l!Kc;.olii··-·· 
B-::ln .. =!Jicg';l no::tcr~n·P.· -·cs i'gEi::l.; crl:l,.. ='<ot:~o;;a:Eo~;r 8= ... Z nC:ii.;. Bi~·8.5'~a-s-~ f!g5ssg~~~ ~~~~KfEig"r1 •!,.3(ctsE!.8.~ !SiS.~;~'" d8,o~ :g~ii&~il i(~'f!I=-J! ~sa§iili~ 
J! ~~S?..~i'8i' i~~5?..~~r1!~ CT~ B f<2 jl;·l!; n i~io:~~~ial ~8'crE115.<r~~n 
g J: ii!·s-;.a:~~iih Elro~l:ln~t:rt:r'IPI 
(As if awakening from a dream) 1 Many other Indonesians, both men and 
No 1 do not want this struggle for my sisters. wom.c~1, carried on the struggle for better ·-· 
. G:ondtttons. I want my ststers to be free. I fought for 
this conflict to dispear. My purpose was to free 
the enslaved. I wish to free both my sisters 
and my culture. 
Your culture is the enslaver. Woman shall never 
be free within these traditions. 
Our culture will never be free within your Euripean 
traditions. ___ _ 
Kartini do not listen to this rubbish 
Kartini listen to your ansestors 
Kartini!! 
Kartini!! 
\ Fl] ~e!Y1e iroN' 
House b\ sf~~·· it5 { adn i') 
~~ P' ~k.s ur tne 
1t(lil ( \hd 
p~otee {S to 11te 
'#'•. 
uKfe>- stA~ e 1 
\b-eh ~tH\\~O nitt~ 
' \ J i\jf s,~ r- lt s. to 
,Po!\ ow 
·~r a jol\y, t~ef( 
Y eo.ch The top 





oR·::·i cleo lome ~. 
~- .. 
~i' ,v;-, 1\t wa1k~ 
"0 ' R ito 1\e I 
::-.;· ··'· 
,... "l· 







I Ill vu~·· lilt: II lalrlage OT Iraaltlon and 
modernisation. 
(Two spirits fall to the ground. Kartini stands. 
Kartini walks up stairs, faces audience. Spirits 
stand and are pulled up stairs mentaly by Kartini. 
They face her side· by side Kartini joins their hands. 
Both heads of the spints drop to a bow) 
It is done! 
SP(tHfS FafEZE 
kAPt.1l~\ WAL\(S TowJlR.ot ~Ackt> F STAB E-
1\s lv\tASlC. FAnes . 
l-l\11 ~ ( c f;)rle ~. 
UST OF ~ROPS APPUCABLE 
-
.\'3 Lo~ lNOoNes\AN 1MlL> 
~ V'O.L.E / To HA~~ AS OltAPES 
x A Mooe.rz.N ACC6~t;(Jp._y 0~ur 94tc.\.. co~t) 
'f.. ~ -otPrnrtl OWA\.- Acaf;SSO a..y ( \ ~d Of'\ E' si~l.\ ~a~) 
'/.. . \NO ON 'S'Sl~N 13l<.lOAL. 5 An.Mt:rJT. ( he~ d &\r-e 's l 
><.. ~ \1\dor'\e~\'4""' woocl carve~ 
a~t\~. 
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THE FIGHT FOR FREEDO~ 
-Based on the letter's of Kartini 
by 
i"11ad·::::>li·ne Eg.::m, ~Tustine Hammill, !Ylctl·'k Stanley 
Charla Strelan and Nathan Vann 
This version edited 
and contructed by 
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,, rh, .. ? to the stra1ns of traoitional 
Javanese music; the lights come up on a typ1cal Javanese 
wedding ceremony. Already this lS the beginning of the end 
for the young Javanese bride named Kartini, as in a near 
humiliating way she crawls on her knees to her groom, t~e 
Regent of Rembang, and professes her subservience to this man 
whom God so graciously gave to her. She then bends over 
further to humbly kiss the foot of the Regent, where the 
movement pauses. By opening the ~lay this way, it immediately 
associates the audience with the settings and themes they are 
about to encountr=:r', namely 
is """Ia·r"'~/ ffi.:tle dam; ,,.;;t.-d. 
J a vane ·s e cu l·t; '.l.·r-·e 
" '/ ""! .. '--(. ' ' ' ':1_4-- 1 •. _ .. c../..r. 
and heritage which 
T h •= s e c o n d s c en e f 1·' o m " T h •? F i g h t f o ·r' F r' e e d o m " i s bas e d on an 
actual letter which Kartini wrote to her Dutch friend Rosa 
Abendanon. As Kartini scribes this letter, two supplementary 
scenes are performed on either side of her. On her left, a 
poor woman with a child on her back hoes and sews the fields 
while an Indonesian man beats her with a stick. To Kartini's 
right, a Javanese woman is teaching a young boy in a 
classroom, pointing at the blackboard with a stick much the 
same as the one being used on the other side of the stage. As 
Kartini begins to speak about her marital ideals, the two side 
scenes adopt different forms in a similar comparative role. 
The one on the left simulates an unhappy marriage, the woman 
is on her knees while the man is upright. While on the right, 
both partners are standing, throwing the sirih leaves at each 
other cheerfully and linking arms. However this utopian image 
is shattered when all the women on the stage clutch their 
hearts and fall to their knees, vowing their dedication to the 
elimination of women's suffering. A small music interlude 
marks the end of the scene. 
What follows then is an genuine letter written from Kartini's 
father Sosroningrat to the father of the Regent of Rembang. 
The two actors who play these men sit on either side of the 
stage with their wives, the dialogue is shared between them as 
one man writes the letter while the other reads it as though 
it has just been received. The letter discusses the nature of 
Kartini's impending marriage to the Regent, and provides an 
example of the power of the father in Javanese societies to 
" mar' r' y o f f " t h e i r' d aught e r' s e v en i f i t be a g a i n s t h e r' w i s h e s . 
Kartini's mother comes to comfort her daughter as she sits 
centre stage washing. On hearing the news, Kartini weeps 
bitterly due to the seemingly unbreakable constrictions of 
old-age Javanese tradition. A small music interlude takes us 
into the next scene. 
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T h •? f i n a l L= t ·t; (? ·r' i s ::~ g a i n F r·' o m 1-<. <:n' t i n 1 , w h o d e c 1 a:r' e :; h e ·r' f c\ t e 
and subsequent unhappiness to Rosa Abendanon. It is beautiful 
and touching prose as Kartini speaks of the death of her 
d 1··· i!!! a m :; <:•. n d t ;-, '"' p .::~ i n s h e f' e ·= l :3 f o 1··· n •= .,., f •= l l o '~'~ p e r s >:? c u t e d 
Javanese sisters. She tells a very effective allegoric story, 
which is narrated and acted out on stage. It essentially 
tells the story of Fatimah, her hatred of polygamy and her 
pass:on for change. Here the audience is directly confronted 
by the actors with the crux of the play, that women are 
:;uffering and that they are determined to fight for change. 
The initial Javanese music 
resume their positions in 
is played once more, and the actors 
the marriage ceremony as they left 
o f f . T h i s t i m e V., c:u··· t i n i \"J e -:n' s a ban n e ·r' v.J h i c h r' e ad ·s , " f ·r·· e e d o m " , 
which is symbolically taken off her by her husband. He 
encircles her with chains and leads her off stage. The lights 
f3de. 
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KARTINI ::t.b'J ut 
REGENT OF REMBANG - A Javanese man, 
high in soci~l standing. 
HEER ABENDANON A dutch woman with 
whom Kartini corresponds. 
SOSRONINGRAT- <Sosron). Kartini's Javanese father. 
REGENT'S FATHER The Regent of 
Rembang's Father, also of a high social standing. 
NARRATOR - Narrates the story which Kartini writes. 
FATIMAH- A fictional Javanese woman or girl, 
husband has several wives. 
'.AJho se 
THE PROPHET- Fatimah's fictitious Javanese father. 
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SCRIPT t\4.. l-1ov ~ rYl(2./J r p/e a.. ) 
n().l- =spoluJ/l . 
. r'-1- THE GI~O[lf"l~ acco m pa.n i ed by an ot h et'' man, is 
standing to the right of the stage. 
h1::'JRTINI, accomp~1nied by two women is to 
the left of tile stage. The two women lift 
hartini up and carry her to centre stage, 
the groom is lead to meet her by the man. 
T J-1 e o t h e ·r' c\ c t o r' s r' e t h· e u p s t a g t'? • T h e g t' o o m 
and Kartini throw rolled up sirih leaves 
at each other and hartini sinks to her 
1-<n•:=es. 
KARTINI - ~ Kartini, herby pledge my mind, 
body and so¥1 to you the Regent of 
Rembang,_ _my divine gift fr'om God. 
(0'-- K.ARTINI bows forward to kiss his foot and 
---
ft--.-~· ~-
the movement pauses. 
SCENE TWO: 
A woman is teaching a young boy to the 
right of the stage, a slide of a Javanese 
cl.:::\ss·r'oom is pr'ojected thet'e. On the left 
of the stage a woman is hoeing with a 
child on her back while a man beats her 
with a stick. A slide of a poor Javanese 
family is projected there. Both scenes are 
moving slowly. Kartini is centre stage 
writing a letter which she reads aloud. 
KARTINI Highly esteemed Heer Abendanon, 
Thank-you kindly for your last letter, 
your enquires about my work here in my 
community are very kind. How reat, how 
deep, how strong is the love that I have 
f o t' m Java n e s e s i s t e t' s , and h ow i t h u t' t s 
to see them suffering so. I long Tor e 
oppression to cease and I wait for the day 
when all Javanese women are offered the 
social privileges they deserve, especially 
in the way of education. But not only 
this, for each day more aspects of our 
society here concern me. 
~ (t:t- The co1.lple on the t'ight appr'oach each 
other gladly, throw sirih leaves at each 
other and link arms as the following 
passage is read. The woman on the left is 
on her knees unhappily before the man on 
his feet who is surly. She kisses his 
foot. 
tey 
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who approached earh other happil and who 
t h r' e w t h e · , · - - Y ' t: . I .. s u 1 ~ at each o t h e l'' w i t h a 
"\'-lln ·<le 1n thPH' ...,y...,s 1 A b . t--Jh -
1 
- - - · r' 1 d a.l co q p 1 e 
. o _"'' J·'eady knev·>~ e<:\ch other·. that WOitld b~'> nlr~ wouldn't it? Will ·t: h - -
"Th · 1 • appen one day?" 
-. e time will come" I 'd -t~~t:l d ' sa1 matter of 
.~L~dy an smiled, but oh here on t:hP 
lnsl e lt was though my heart wa- . ,· -
through with a dagger. ~ pierced 










































... t::f- Tr-, e two 
knees, clutchinn their 1 t: 





9 ~ woman has to endur'e! W·~-~~~~~L-~n~e~v~e~r' 
experience this which fo·r' so 
stt-·ongly, but 
have helped to build 
lead to it and alread 




M; SOSHONINGRAT is seated to the left of the 
'---" stage, wr·iting a letter' with a feather' by 
candlelight. His wife is standing over 
him. The REGENT'S FATHER is seated to the 
right of the stage reading a letter to his 
wife by candlelight. KARTINI is centre 
stage washing on her knees. 
SOSRON Most highly respected sir, 
Recently I informed you by telegram of the 
engagement of our daughter Kartini, to 
your' son, the Regent of Rembang. 
R'S FATHER This letter serves to thank 
you sincerely, also on behalf of my wife, 
for everything you and your wife have done 
to realise the ambitions of our children. 
The assistance which they requested and 
which was provided through your powerful 
support, has now become unnecessary. 
SOSRON - When you wer'e h er'e in Jan uar'Y, I 
had already told you that I had no 
objections to our two oldest daughters 
wanting to study in order later to be able 
to establish a school for daughters of 
nat i v e r' ,_d e r' s , but , t hat t h e y s h o u 1 d m e e t 
someone worthy, that I would prefer that 
they were married. 
R'S FATHER The Regent of 
Rem bang is 
someone whom we and Kar·t in i also I' m 
s ur'e, 
r'e:; pect highly and to whom we can 
ent r·ust 








































convinced that she would be in the best of 
hands. In him she will find an excellent 
husband who will respect her and support 
and appreciate her values, they are 
spiritual soul mates and at his side, 
powerfully supported by him, she will be 
able to realise her plans more effectively 
an d s o o n e ·r' • 
SOSRON - The marriage will take place on 
the eighth of November. We know that you 
are both very fond of our daughters and we 
a r' e bot h g r' at e f u l for' it . J o i n us i n 
hoping that the forthcoming marriage will 
lead to the happiness of our Child. 
R'S FATHER- Our respectful greetings from 
a 1 1 o f us t o y o u. Yo t.tr' s r' e s p e c t f u l 1 y , 
SOSRON Your' 
Sa s r'On in gr'at. 
SOSRONINGRAT and THE 
out their' candles. 
KARTINI 
Child?! 
( b i t t e r' 1 y ) 
SCENE FOUR: 
obedient s er'vant, 
REGENT'S FATHER b l 0~<1 
The happiness of your 
~ KA~TINI is seated stage 
th1s letter as she reads 
r'ight, scr'ibing 
it a 1 o ud. 
KARTINI Moedet'tje, Moedet'tje, I am so 
utterly utterly unhappy. Physically, 
s p i"r' i t u a l l y b t' a k en , I h a v e n o en e t' g y an y 
more. Let me explain dearest. I have 
b' a g i r t i d i n g s f o t' y o u. Last we e 1-< Mama 
came to tell me - ah I can hardly writP jt 
down m heart hurts so I am to be 
mar'r'ied. Papa, althottgh he knows of my 
wishes to devote my life to my work with 
the women here in the village, dosn't 
respect them, and feels he .cannot break 
from old-age Javanese traditions. Hence~ 
he has betrothed me to the Regent of 
Rembang as a fifth wife. Oh spar'e me 
b'om being resubmerged into anohymity' I 
am assumed to be still alive, but my fate 
is worse than death. Oil my poor', poor' 
dr'eams, mv poet.' sistPr's! po for'give me, I 
seem to whine 1n all 1 t~ b t h f .;;- m '·J . ,, , ·, e ·r' s, u, o I 
4 This letter will no doubt be another whine. In w}'-· ___ _. .. .: .. :. r.~..t 
you? Oh forgive me if it merely increases your m l'...ppendix E page 19 
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am so wretchedly wretchedly sad, 
Perhaps the best understanding 
blackness of my heart will come 




KARTINI continues to write as the NARRATOR 
tells the following story from stage left. 
FRTIMAH and the PROPHET act it out! centre 
stage. Per'haps bacR g1·'o unc:J. 
Javanese music in the 
NARRATOR - "Of Fat i mar,, the daught ei·' of' 
the Prophet, it is said that when her 
h u s band b r' o '.l g h t h o m e a n e w w i f e , h e ·r' 
father asked her: 
PROPHET What do you think of yoUr' 
husband's new wife? 
NARRATOR - Fatimah answered proudly: 
FATIMAH - Nothing. 
NARRATOR - Her father gave her a raw egg 
which she held against her heart. The 
Pr'ophet tool-< it back, br'Ol-<e it open and 
the egg was cooked. She leant against a 
banana tree and immediately the fresh 
leaves withered where she had leant, the 
tree trunk was burned. 
FRTIMAH steps out of her acting 
addresses the audience. 
r'ole and 
FATIMAH- Since then women's hearts have 
not changed. This story reveals how many 
think about the cruel prerogative of men. 
THE NARRATOR, PROPHET AND FATIMAH step 
forward and address the 
CHORUS. 
audience in a 
CHORUS - There is such terrible, terrible 
suffering in our women's world. From the 
outside everything seems to be in order 
but if one were to lift up a corner of the 
cur'tain hiding the inner' wor'ld, one would 
see so much that is sad and wretched. 
The actors take their place in the 
marriage scene, centre stage. KARTINI is 
kissing her' husbands foot, he is standing. 
Now she has a banner across her breast 
which says "fr'eedom" As KARTINI stands 
and faces her' husband, he takes it off 
her, encircles her with chains and leads 
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Three Officials - from Holland 
Sultan - local Javanese ruler 
Three Javanese workers 
Dutchman 
Three Dutchmen 
Kartini - Javanese woman 
Narrator 
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play examines the Javanese history in relation to the Dutch 
rrived in 1596. The narrator discovers a history book in his 
and is pulled into the book as he begins reading. The 
cters then come to life to show what occurred. 
'utch came to Java to work out trade agreements with the 
ese. The Sultan agrees to their proposals although he does 
~ally understand what is being said. The movement piece is a 
sis of this first scene showing the unawareness of the 
ese to the beginning of Dutch rule over Java. 
ext scene, set in the 1700's, shows the Javanese rebelling 
st the Dutch who then find it necessary to impose harsher 
is in order to make them work. The movement piece here shows 
ncreasing control the Dutch are gaining over the Javanese. 
~early 1900's, Holland receives a letter from a Javanese lady 
s concerned about the ill-treatment of the Javanese. She 
to their meeting bringing a gift which expresses her wish for 
1ious relations between the Dutch and Javanese. So begins an 
;tanding between the two nations. 
' 1e characters return to the book and the narrator is pushed 
He now understands the struggle of the Javanese for 
:mdence. 
/ 
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SCENE I 
Attic with cobwebs in the back corners of the stage. The 
year is 1996, the fourth centenary of the landing of the 
Dutch in Java. At the back of the stage, there is a large 
history book.called "Stepping into Java" standing upright and 
closed. The narrator stands to the right of the book with the 
other characters hidden "inside" (behind) the book. To the 
left of the book, there is a calendar on the wall showing the 
year 1996. 
The play opens with the narrator looking around the attic. 
He sees the history book and peers inside. 
NARRATOR: That's interesting, four hundred years to this day 
since the Dutch arrived here. It has to be coincidence. · 
-tr' ~~:l 
1/ 
~.~ ~ t' 
(He begins to open the boQk and screams as he is pulled 
in and becomes a character. The book is pushed open 
and the characters jump out forming a line. A calendar Wor\d '000~ 
on the inside of the book cover shows 1596. ~ A"' 
Three chairs are one behind the other in the centre of ~C1j~C>()~\O 
the stage, as the boat. Three Dutch officials are ~ . 
rowing into the port of Java~ The local ruler, who has 
seen the boat, is standing at the-·po.rJ_wai ting to greet ¥ 
. ----- .. "" 
--- ' 
the Dutch. ) · --------... I ,. 
THIRD OFFICIAL (Standing up at the back of the boat pointin~~ 







SECOND OFFICIAL (Looking to where he is pointing): That must 
Java! 
(They row to shore and get out of boat.) 
·o 




(The Dutch officials hold out their bands to the ruler, 
however, he does not know how to shake hands. They bow 
uncomfortably.) 
,..-· 
----------------------~------~ SULTAN: Welcome, come to my hut. 
(He takes them to the right of the stage and kneels 
down by a basket of fruit. The three Dutchmen are 
reluctant to sit on the floor as they are not 
accustomed to it. Finally one Dutchman sits down 
cross-legged and the others follqw. The Ruler passes 
them the basket of exotic fruits. They hesitantly 
accept and the third official bites into a guava.) 
1 
THIRD OFFICIAL: Hmm ... not bad. 
-The mai~-~easo;-ro-;..-theDutchpresence in 
the East Indies was to gain food and indus-
trial raw materials which they could use in 
~0" .. Holland or sell to other co';lntrie~. Th~ir 
. . · "'P eJl : profit margin depe!lded on theu effi~1ency m (There are a few moments of uncomfortable Silence) .~:~~- _\r' · managing plantauons, transportat10n, port 
~~ \?'} facilities and trade. It also depended on the 
FIRST OFFlCIAL: You have a very"attractive village.~~ .. co-operation of local chiefs and a growing 
· ~. ~cP i number of Chinese businessmen. 
(The two other Dutchmen agree) ~ "f {j~~ . . 1 • ... ~ 4fu.~ ~ f' · h 1 ~J'--v~ ~ ~.l.t.... •\'' lt~ i SULTAN (speaking broken English): When you IniS mea ,  j  ~T'o""(] rw ~. ~~
show you more of village. You can see ... ah .. ceremony c;tfter you .y ~ ill~ WM ~· ~ -
1 
eat. Your village is close? Why you come here? -~~ 9 \ 
. . . ji.. The Netiieriimds ·(or Dutch) ·East Indies SECOND OFFICIAL (speaking slowly and deliberately).. We are · (seeMap1.2)provedtobeaveryprofitable 
from Holland and the reason that we have come to Java IS to h7lp colonial venture for Holland. Early Dutch 
improve your country. (Native looks puzzled) We want to establish activities in the East Indies archipelago 
links with other nations and you seem to have a large ~mo'!nt of were in trade, particularly in spices. The· 
potential as a country with regard to trade. We are w1ll1ng to Dut£h,didnot&.fir,s.twishorintendtogov-
help /you to becoJl)e more prosperous by trading your crops and em the native peoples. Instead they ~r-
cu 1 t ur a 1 artifacts . 1 suaded local rulers to co-operate in return 
SULTAN (hesitantly as he has not understood): Okayla. 
SECOND OFFICIAL (surprised at how easily he agreed): Okay 
then, it's all settled. (Winks at third official) 
THIRD OFFICIAL: Well, that wasn't too difficult, was it? 
(The official shakes hands with the ruler and they 
freeze. Walk to front of stage and freeze in a line*. 
Movement piece (to Javanese music) The three 
_rL"'! _ _! _,-
-"---..:t !- .r ___ ....... !+1.-... .... , ....... .: .... - n •• l-- ~,_t,.;._,-1 Tl-...,. 










_____ _.,.__ --------, ------ ------- --- ----- - ----- .-:-------
turns a full circle on the spot in a clockwise 
direction, symbolising the turning of a page. The 
person, left stage, turns the calendar page to 1826.) 
SCENE II 
Three Javanese workers are sitting down singing. 
i 
~~. 
\iunure lOr t;u!t)yatjonJ system' (from 
approximately 1830 to 1870), under which 
the p,g.asantry were forced to devote a si~-­
nificant percenta~e of their land to the 
~owing of crous such as sugar, coffee and 
indigo. These were the products from which 
the Netherlands' trading classes could 
make subsL1ntial profit. The peasants also 
had to make themselves ayailabl~ for lahQl!f 
on roaos, bridges and public works. The 
system was harsh, but it brought great 
DUTCHMAN (angry that they have stopped working): 
you working? 
Why aren' t i ~-the revenue gained was 
/ 
used to pay off the national debt and finance 
the construction of the Dutch state rail-
\, 
JAVANESE (pointing at sun): Panas panas! 
DUTCHMAN (yelling): Get back to work! 
/_ ways. Ultimately one-third of the total 
' . expenditure of the Netherlands gW1ero-
iiient was met by income from the"East 
Irutr"~ 
(The· )avanese continue singing and the Dutchman w~lks 
.in anger to the other side of the roqm. 
freeze.) 
Javanese 
DUTCHMAN (pacing back and forth): I've tried every possible 
· humane way to get them to work and they simply refuse - always 
cOmplaining of the heat. I don't know what to do! (Eyes alight on 
whip) Well if that's the way they want it, I'll play tough. 
oeneflts~many oriKe-thiichoffiCials-failed 
to communicate adequately with local 
people. Some behaved arrogantly or we[e 
very p_iit:ronizrng_in_their manner towards 
'~Sometimes this could be more~ 
!:lli!!f!ll than the i.wposition of hard l~bour or 1 
After the Dutbh 1had experienced several-
, setbacks in their trading ventures bt;~ause.=' 1 
. of local disputes, it became obvious ~hat·:· 
: stable and profitable trade was dependent i 
'"Upon firm administration .. The VOQ~,.,~ 











(The Javanese continue singing. Dutchman confidently 
returns to field with a whip hidden behind his back.)~ 
DUTCHMAN: Get back to work! 
(Javanese ignore him. He 
Javanese jump into action. 
form line, freeze. 
cracks the whip and the 
Freeze. Walk to frc;mt, 
Movement piece (to 
hands and dance in 
turns and claps. 
Javanese· music) - Javanese join 
circle. · Dut~hman mounts stairs 
Javanese commence shovelling, 
towards Javanese· who sink to Dutchman pushes down 
floor. Freeze. 
....... 
o ... 4- .. ..- ... 4-,... 1>no:l: <>nrl i-11rn f'h!:>na.,. r"'l.,.ni!"'r tn 1Q01 _ )"'----------
,' 
j ; 
; freedoin-forp-r!vate enterPrise to exploit 




Kartini to left of stage (Java) writing letter. 
Dutchman enters on right (Holland) to address meeting -
two Dutchmen seated. 
DUTCHMAN: Good evening, we received the following letter 
today from a Javanese lady. (Freeze) 
KARTINI (writing): "Oh! if only we could weep, what good it 
would do us, what relief. But since those terrible days we have 
not been able to weep again, now we can only suffer and sometimes 
that is unbearable. Our friend has been shamefully treated, and 
shamefully maligned. In Semarang they heard the rumour which was 
circ~lating there before the auction: 'There servants had smeared 
their furniture with filth'." 
'character of the Dutch administration of 
the East Indies. · 
A new sense of consci~nce among the 
:Dutch people, particularlv those of social-
In the--Netheriands--tnei-e-.:was·-a-genulli'e 
atfemll..§y the new government in 12.Ql ~ · 
@.O:'I ~iter conditions and serviw#fc:i 
~ub)e~ts The Dutch called this their 
1 Ethtcal Pohc . Schools roads irrigation ro-
! Jects an. . · rov1 e . Rice 
production mcreased. Some children went 
o~ from primary to secondary education· a 
! few attended university in Holland, wh~re 
1 they were welc<?J!led, and retunied as 
. ··I teashe~s, doctors andoffitiaJs. It is import-
'· ··.:: 1 ant to note,. however, that the Indonesia· 
. ·r ·--r. ·- . . - - . ··-- - . 
:1 One such yerson. was Kartini. a y~ung-
DUTCHMAN (continues to read): " ... a report about him has been '·' :! womanofhtghsoctalstandingwhomanaged 
lodged with the Government! What do yqu think of such actions! To 1 toabsorbthebestofbothcultures.Although 
ac<;use and prejudge someone without giving him the opportunity to shde saw the appeal o£_'f~~tern individuality 
· · 1 h · . an personal liberty, she be · eved that the rep y tot at wh1ch has been charged ...• It IS . valuesofJayanese....culture-~~-~M--1=;:...,;::: 
not pleasant to hear the truth, but we prefer' th1s· one ··thousand fUll re · ace-of . ---r-
t · h h t · f b · · ' f d owm trenas 1mes DJOre t an t e prac 1ce o e1ng n1ce to one s- ·, ace an owards mDdemization fot its own s 
criticising one behind one's back, as so very many people do." 'WorksofartthatcompelwonderareU:aJ~ 
Kartini is_here toni~.~t to d_iscrp~s 5~e treatment pf the Jav~n~.~~l'#J. , bythedes~ise.dJa~anese,'shewrote,'whom 
. JJJM ~ ~ ~ <:.V»t- ~ JJ(JIJJ..J..J.L )JJJ!JI'I w:vJt. /.J.aw ~ 1 the world m 1ts stmplicity has patronized.' 
KARTINI (walks across to meeting): I have brought a gift to !P>- j Kartini understood· the feelings of those 
symbolise the future of our two races. (She unfolds a tablecloth ~among her people who felt threatened by 
showing ~~~ Dutch flag joined t~ t~e Javan~se _flag.) _____ -~·~=-==--~ J;;:e~~:;e/~e:alu!~£P:::~~Y~~st:: 
'> All join hands and freeze. All return to book. ~~uc6ati.on and sought ways of combining 
"i' Narrator is pushed out. ne ctal elements fro~ Indonesian...:...~J!d 15 . Westc:~_s.our~~s. Foundmg a liS(hool for 
i~ NARRATOR: The people of Java struggled for·,many years to gain -fnofuJ fuumsdfssorganized widespread stf1kes 
>< h d d d . ava an umatra These hMSiirv ~ 
rn ; e eserve respect an 1n~ependence_ from the Dutch that so many repressed b the R t h were ars. _Y : 
,f·us take for granted. Th1s was not before, however, both tears pants wer~ kt'llud~.Manyoftheparttct-. 
'l' 0 (l) 
() 
IJ 
·.J ~bl d h d f th k f h · t · e ' many more were oo were s e or e sa e o 1 s ory. tmprison~d or deported to other islands. . :, F_?llo"':'mg the failure of open rebelliol!, THE END nat~~nahsts turned again to education iiiid t·~~.R(Q.tm.. In 1927 t~rtaj Nasiooal 
n ?nesta was founds with Sukarno as its 
. ~~~~r_x:~,~~ !:his, w~: ~ secu~ar J!arty, .. unlike 
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DRAMA SCRIPT 
Three children sittin_j in a circle playing Paticake. 
S\nging: A Dutch~Dutchman came today 
Said ollf! was wrong and gave us their way 
Gave us their boob. and took away our tools 
Made us·follow li1y aU their rules. 
Daddy .S. we shouldn't 
Mummy can not say 
Kartini aays le._but 
tet our cultar&.Stiy. 
I 
The Dutch colonial spectrum in Java in the 1890's 
re~gnized the importance of providing their colonial 
~jects with education. The ethici, of whom Abendanon 
· is representative, had presented the Dutch nation 
with a sense of mora,} .bt towards its colonial 
subjects and felt it was the respon~ility ofthe Europeans 
to 'raise', 'uplift' and 'bring out ~fdarkness', a people 
for whom history had given them responsibility.-.__ 
Taped V.O.- Spotlight on rostrum :'c i ~) .', -~\ f j r J:-:_.,~j ' ...... ) -~-.. '\\ 
·~ ~ \
1 
European voice : We have decided that we shall educate ~se poor, \ 
\'-:)
1
\ ~ \ uncivilised savages. We will endeavour to remove the burden of their way of 1 
life with which they have hindered themselves. We will strive to educate 
J them into a proper society-the European way-our way-the right way. Their 
outdated, tong forgotten methods of sustaining their pathetic, little lives will 
be removed. It is our duty to educate these people whom the world forgot. 
The Dutch called this their Ethical Policy. Schools, 
roads, irrigation projects and health services were 
provided. In bestowing these new benefits, many of the 
Dutch officials failed to communicate adequately with 
local people. Some behaved arrogantly or were very 
patronizing in their manner towards 'the natives'. 
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Two Javanese workers walk round in a qircle, performing stylize~v_ements. They v 
are walking in time with a drum beat from backstage. Kartini e:tWthe middle of the 
-----
__ c""'i,..,rc and tries to plead with the workers. --"' ,___ 
. r:~:'-<:-~ JY:·. S(\,:::. ;\_S . .........__ .... 
. , 
KARTINI : My people listen to me. Please it is time to learn, you must try. ''------
WORKERS : No we must plough, rt is time to plough. 
KARTINI: My good friends, to survive in their world we must learn, it is 
time to learn. 
WORKERS : No we must sow, it js time to sow . 
,oS 
\ 
KARTINI: Please, please try, I will help you. 
WORKERS : No we must reap, it is time to reap. 
KARTINI : We all must learn, it is time to learn, it is our only hope. 
Kartini falls to her knees with her hands in her heads (fnwtreteEI). A worker stands up 
and says: :;: c_.;~- \. - ' r .., 
r-< u_::. .._ -:-c :J.. r-.- · 
A central theme in these letters is Kartini's interest in 
and concern for education, both in the forms of the education 
which she had received and still desired for herself 
and that which she considered essential for Javanese 
society at the time. It was a yearning for a culture of freedom. 
A worker begins to die, gets a bottle of pills out and tries to open it. Other worker 
tries, struggles, hits bottle but can not open it. Worker dies. Kartini picks up bottle 
and reads lid. 
,...:._ ::_I -::\ ·:: ( ;;o•:_ :. ·:._ .;;>. ~ 
KARTINI: Push down and tum. (opens bottle) 
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Stephanus Dharmanto SEMINAR on ETIQUETTE/I 
INDONESIAN CULTURE and ETIQUETTE 
by: Stephanus M. Dharmanto 
========================================= 
?roverbs: 
~ Di mana bumi dipijak, di situ langit di junjung. 
(Where the soil is trodden, there the sky is uplifted) 
"Lain ladang lain belalang, lain lubuk lain ikannya. 
(Different fields have different insects, different ponds have different fish) 
:. INTRODUCTION 
A. The foreigners' problem 
B. Understanding Indonesia-- Islands of diversity 
1. a great archipelago 
2. a big population 




C. The focus of discussion 
IT. SOME BASIC CONCEPTS 
1. The Role of Religion 
a. Spiritualism 
b. Sacredness 
c. Ceremonies & rituals 
d. Some notes on Islam: 
. *Prayer times: 
-.Morning: around 04:30 a.m. 
-Midday: around 12:00 a.m. 
-Afternoon: around 03:15p.m. 
-.Dusk: around 05:45p.m. 
-Evening: around 07:00p.m. 
*Friday worship (Jumatan): 11:00 a.m. to 01:00p.m. 
* Ramadhan: the fasting month 
Stephanus Dharmanto 
2. Social Hierarchy 
a. Leadership ("Bapak")--
b. Seniority 
c. Status consciousness 
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I. The concept of harmony: God - society - nature 
a. Togetherness 
b. Compromise -- > tolerance 
c. Patience -- > avoid fuss/criticism 
d. Acceptance--> contented with what they have/are 
L Modesty and Prudence: 
a. siting at public places 
b. speaking manner 
c. gifts giving 
d. showing affection 
e. dressing manner/clothing: 
- Never appear in skimpy clothes. 
- A void going out with wet hair. 
- Try to look presentable when we meet guests. 
* Special hints for Women: 
I) Be modestly and neatly dressed. 
2) Be "prudish" both in speech and behaviour, 
particularly in relationship with men. 
3) Sitting manners 
)tephanus Dhannanto 
. Flexibility: 
a. View of Time 
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1) The "rubber time" vs. "early" 
2) Bed times 
3) Meal times: Breakfast 06:00-- 07:00a.m. 
Lunch 12:00 -- 02:00p.m. 
Dinner 06:30 -- 08:00p.m. 
b. View of Money 




c. Personal questions 
d. Leave takings 
e. Bargaining 
f. Proverbs 
g. Euphemism, understatements, "refmed" synonyms 
"Yes" does not always mean "yes" 
. Non-verbal language 
a. Right hand culture: hand shaking 
giving - receiving 
pointing 
b. Standing - sitting 
c. Gestures & signs 
d. Eyes 
e. Smiles (senyum) 
'· Socializing: 
a. chatting 
b. invitatioils vs. visiting 
c. births, weddings, funerals 
d. at work 
"-, 
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Ms. Rosemary Gore 
St. Peters Lutheran College 
66 Harts Road, Indooroopilly 
PO. Box 111 Queensland 4068 
Fax:. (07) 371 9743 
!)ear Ms. Gore, 
Further to your letter of 24 March 1994 concel'll i 11g 
your plan to.visit Jepara with your student5 d-e~l \rot::t 
with "the Life of Kartjni ", I would like to inf<.q'm 
youthat Dr. Djul. iati is trying to organise hom~s1:~ys 
for your students in Jepa.ra. If this is not pos~jh]A 
you could possibly be accomodated at Dipon0goro 
University Marine Laboratory in Jepara ~or 
administrative matters please directly contact 
Dr. Boedhi Hendrarto, MSc 
Head of Diponegoro University Marine Science 
Laboratory 
Jl. Pant6i Ka.rtini Jepara 
Telp (0291) 91844 
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